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PREFACE
THE present Lessons have been prepared to fill what I have felt to be a definite

need for a course that, without going too deeply into the fundamentals of art,
would , at the same time, give the student such essentials as , along with the more

important " tricks of the trade," would fit him for commercial and newspaper art.

Once engaged in practical art, it would be for the student to apply these principles
to new problems and conditions as they might arise from day to day in his actualwork .

Many young people, anxious to enter this field, have been deterred by the
prospect of having to take a long period of training in academic art, which , while
admirable as a background , yet circumstances often make impracticable , and even im

possible, for people with a genuine talent for drawing. A course that would explain

in a simple way just what an artist is called upon to do, and how to do it, would
enable these persons to get a start in creative art work , and then put it up to their

initiative to develop through the medium of their daily duties.
The need for just such a course has been expressed in hundreds of letters
which I have received from young people. This need I have attempted to fill in
the present lessons. The course, accordingly , attempts to form a complete picture
of themethods which I have employed in working out a definite technique of commer
cial and newspaper art.

:

:

To keep the course as practical as possible , I have used, except in some of the
early lessons on drawing and similar subjects, only those illustrations which have

actually been used in my own work . These drawings will be found to cover practi

cally every kind of picture which an artist will be called upon to make.
And now a word as to the field open to the ambitious student. Never has there
been such a demand for the services of efficient artists as at the present time- news

paper art in all its branches, a growing use of art in advertising, and an increasing
demand for illustrations in house organs, trade journals and other publicity mate
rials ; all these and a dozen other fields open to the artist indicate the scope for his
activities.
MANUEL ROSENBERG .

Dedicated to my friend

THOMAS C . O 'DONNELL
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LESSON 1

SELECTING

THE EQUIPMENT

What and What Not to Buy
A SIMPLE but sufficient equipment,

Illustration or Bristol board, Strath

one which will do very well at the more, size 10 , a bit rough , takes crayon

beginning, consists of a pad (10c) , a pen cil (5c) , India ink ( 25c ) , pen (5c ) , and a

also. Strathmore Bristol board , size 11,
has a smooth surface. Price, about 35c a

kneaded eraser (50) - 50c all told

sheet (23x29) ; ( 14x23, 18c) .

However, a more complete equipment

Extras — lettering pens, Speedball, sizes

will pay you well — one comprising the fol-

1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 37c a set, or Newton -Stoakes
lettering pens, size 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 , about
75c a set.
French curves (wood or celluloid ) ,
about 5 and 10 inch sizes, from 250 to 50c
each .
A sheet of Bristolboard should give you
four 10x12 inch cartoons or illustrations.
You can get two more than this on pic
tures to be reduced to two column cuts.
F or layouts and lettering use a cheaper
grade of board about 10c to 20c material

lowing articles :

Three pen holders (15c) , Gillot pen
points , 170 (3c ) , and 290 (80 ) — about
llc at most. Spencerian pen point No.
12, (3c) , ordinary writing pen point
( stiff ) , good for simple text lettering ( 1c) .
Brushes, sizes 1 , 2 , 3 and 5 — total cost
about 40c. Pencils, “ Venus," Eberhard ,
“ Vandyke,” or any other brand of the
same grade, No. 3H and No. 8 - 10c
each , 20c.

Blaisdell (black ) grease crayon pencil, at best.
soft, 10c.

Erasers — kneaded eraser, 5c,

This list includes practically everything

or art gum , 5c. A gritty typewriter eraser
to rub out India ink . I use Weldon
Roberts, No. 779, 10c. Thumb tacks, one
dozen , one-half-inch size, about 6c. India
ink (black ) , Higgins or French , 25c ;
Carter's white ink , 10c. Chinese white
(Windsor & Newton brand is best) , 36c
- or Devoe, 15c. Eagle compass (radius
10 inches ) , 40c.

the pen artist will need . The supplies, ex
cepting pencils , etc ., as given above,
should last you a long time. They can
be obtained at any art material supply
store in your home town or nearest large
city.
If you live in the country, get in com
munication with an art store in the city
and send them a copy of the list. Cross

Drawing board, size 20x30 , and 58 off what you may not need . They will
inches thick , $ 2 .50 . An equally practical send you the articles required .

and convenient board is 16x21, and the
price is $ 1 .25 .

If you do not know of an art supply

store, SIGNS OF THE TIMES will send

T -square, size , length of board , about you the address of one.

40c. Ruler , 18 inches, brass edge, 20c.
In addition to the above, you will need
Triangle ( 1 inch celluloid, or wood ) , a good drawing board, since this part of
about 50c or 75c. Sketch pad _ | use your equipment is such an important
Eaton 's Highland Linen brand tablet, size factor in good and rapid work .
8x10 inches, 50c. Any other cheaper or
First of all I want to urge the value of a
loose board as against a stationary one,
better brand will do , however.
11
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When thin paper is used — to be inked

angle, as the needs of the moment de- or drawn upon — it is well to use a 3-ply ,
11x14 , sheet of card or Bristol board for
mand.
The loose board is especially valuable a pad . This makes a softer base for
the pen .
in doing layout work .
The board should be light in weight,
Place a half-dozen thumb tacks on the
12 to 5/8 inch thick , and 24x30 in size, inner right side of the board (one-half

or smaller if preferred .

The larger size inch ) . Leave but four on the top side

will be of greater practical value for all-

thereof.

round newspaper work .

“ disappearance"

Often you will

This somewhat eliminates the
of

thumb tacks,

and

have a large layout or illustration to make, leaves a handy reserve in case of breakage,
and a full-sized board — the size of a full

sheet of Bristolboard — will make the task

or other loss .

Keep the board clean. Scrub it once in

a while, using little water , however, since
convenient and easier.
Draw a pencil line across the top —
water tends to warp the board , and a
about one-fifth of the way down. This warped board is as troublesome as a used
will be a convenient guide line in placing

car : a new one is better and , in the long

your drawing paper on the board .

run , cheaper .

LESSON 2

FURNISHING

THE STUDIO

A Place for Work — Not a Lounge
LAVING one's own den, which one can

often be picked up at a small price. An

11 rightly call his “ studio, ” is helpful to

inexpensive, vari-colored Japanese lantern

any student, since it affords the proper or two will add color and interest.

.

" atmosphere " for progressing in the field
of one's ambition . One works better and

Then hang several drawings and other
pictures on the wall. These can be framed

more diligently at the office or shop than

with a narrow passepartout frame, which

at home on the same task , since the office is inexpensive, or a quarter-inch neat black
has more background and atmosphere frame, allowing plenty of white “mat” to
necessary to put one in the best spirit for show . Some nude figures should be in
work .
Any room can be made into a homey

cluded among them , so that you may
better memorize the figure by having good

studio . Put in it an ordinary table an examples constantly before you .
old one will do, provided it has a rightA case of interesting books should be
hand drawer that is convenient for reach

ing for ink.

added — among them several good works
on art, preferably illustrated by well

Then find a chair - an ordinary straight known artists.
If possible, secure an attic room , for this
kitchen chair with a back to it — and your
drawing board . Should you lack a draw - will be found to have better light. Also

ing board , your mother's kneading board it will probably be quieter than on the
will make a very good substitute . If you lower floors, and you will be less fre
wish to add some simple furnishings, se- quently interrupted by visitors dropping

cure a few artistically designed pillows, in at all hours, particularly at those times
draperies, vases and statuary, which can when you wish to work .

PRACTICAL ART
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A studio can be rented in an office build - ioned kerosene lamp, its glow being less
ing or in an old house — anywhere your wearing on the eyes than some of the
fancy may lead . The best of all locations,

other lights , though there are few people

however, is near a park , where there is who would give up their gas or electric
life and animation that will stimulate you

lights for the other.

to your best effort. Having a studio from
Artificial light should fall on your work
which to look off into a soft color, such as from over the left shoulder. Daylight

green, will of itself be beneficial to you , should , if possible, also reach your draw
while added to this benefit is the advantage ing board from the left side.
of having objects before you that from
Do not work in a position that causes
time to time you can utilize as back - shadows to be cast on your work . Also
shun a light that is reflected back into
grounds.

your eyes from the white drawing paper.
North Light the Best Light
Bristol board has a tendency to produce
In choosing your studio , also select, if such a reflection . By shifting a bit this
possible , a room with a north exposure. way or that, you will be able so to adjust

This affords a steadier light than other your position at the drawing board as to
sides of a building, inasmuch as it is little eliminate at least a part of this reflected

affected by the changes due to the sun glare.
traveling from east to west during the
To secure light in that portion of the
course of the day.

studio opposite the window , place a white

Never work in a dim light or twilight, sheet or mirror there. This will reflect
avoiding, however, on the other extreme, considerable light into the far corner of
light that is glaring .

the room , though not quite of the tone
The best artificial light is the old -fash - strength of the original light.
The

The

Living
room

Stairway
to

Slumber
land
Ar

artistic
nook

Mrs
Helen
Russell

1- ParENBERG
A studio in your home.

LESSON 3

THE TOOLS OF THE TRADE
When and Where to Use Pen and Crayon
THE student should begin at once to

There are two or more other pens that

1 learn to handle an art pen — how to
suggest color by various tones of black

you should have in your box of supplies,
and which will prove serviceable and save

and gray , and even white, with the stroke time for you if you do lettering, layouts

of the pen .

or designing.

There are five sizes, but

There are various qualities of pens and you can double-rule a line and obtain the
various results are got from

each .

Yet

extra width desired ; if you are unable to

there are but half a dozen pen points that purchase a complete set, secure Speed
the artist need concern himself with ; in

ball pens 1 , 3 and 5 .

fact one pen will serve every purpose .
The Brush
That is the Gillot 170. It is a French pen
point and is just flexible enough to permit
Then you will need a brush - always
of variations in a line and also fine enough a good one, as it lasts longer and gives

to draw a thin line ( if the point has not better service. It should be held at least
been worn down with use) . I recommend an inch and a half from the tip . For
it to the beginner in preference to the next greater sweep hold it farther back , and for
pen , a Gillot 290 , which gives a very thin close, short lines and spaces hold it nearly
line and can quickly give a broad line (as at the tip of the metal holder.
much as three-eighths of an inch ) with the
You can learn to draw with your brush ,
same stroke when pressure is applied . and its lines are always soft and artistic ;

This latter pen is so flexible that none but however , too much working with the
the most skilled pen artist seeks to use it. brush will greatly lessen your ability to
I find it of special value in drawing por- handle the pen . It requires a different
trait sketches.
stroke. The brush stroke comes from the
For general cartoon and illustration elbow as the pivot. The pen stroke is

work, however, use a Gillot 170. For lay- from the wrist and the index finger tip .
ing on an even tone of lines , never use a
Gillot 290, but rather a 170 , or a Spen cerian 12, which is aboutmidway between
the Gillot 170 and 290 , and is a very good
pen for art work . In fact I use all three
pens quite often in one drawing, for I have
found that a fine pen , like the strings of a
fine violin , becomes fatigued with overuse
at one sitting, and when put aside and
later picked up gives better results .
For plain lettering and simple bow lines

And as practice makes for perfection , and
habit affects practice , you can readily see
how one affects the success of the other .
The brush should always be used in
cases where there is a large black space to
be made; a brush will save time and wear
on your pen . However, where there is a
dark space - a gray tone, say, to be sug
gested, you will find it safest to use a pen
(with pressure ) to accomplish this — and
besides , the practice will be an aid to you .

use an ordinary stiff writing pen — an Es-

In making layouts and doing lettering,

terbrook 1170 I have been using. How - you will have much use for the brush , as
ever, the Gillot 170 will serve you well in

you will have many solid black spaces

lettering, after you have become used to

to fill in . However, in straight cartoon

its flexibility .

or illustration work you will be able to

The pen holder should always be held at
least an inch from

the tip - for longer

strokes hold it farther up.

do , much of the time, without the brush .
Practice making strokes such as are
found on the plate in Lesson 4 . The

PRACTICAL
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value of this will be seen when you come spatter effect is
to make your next drawings. Spend a full paper, or thin ,
hour each day for one week at this work . your drawing .
It gives you the best training imaginable . or parts of your

to lay a piece of tracing
transparent paper, over
Then block out the part
picture you wish to spat

Then in your spare time, practice applying

ter and cut out these sections, thus leaving

various tones to quickly

a sort of cover over the parts not to be

sketches.

drawn outline

First put on a tone of light toned .

color — thin lines (running parallel in
Then take an old toothbrush - or a
whatever direction you choose ) . Size that new one- laden with ink , scrape the brush
up and then give it a darker tone, either with a dull blade, splashing the particles
by going over the same lines with more of ink onto the paper.

pressure on your pen or by adding heavier
lines besides the first line.

Scrape towards you , holding the brush
at a downward angle , at a distance of from

Practice also to the end that you may
acquire the knack of controlling the

six to twelve inches from the drawing .
Holding it closer usually makes for a

spreading of your pen atwill. That ability

darker tone.

is most valuable in the handling of an art

When you have removed the cover, the

pen and the lack thereof is the greatest picture, in contrast to the rest, will have
cause of trouble for the pen artist.

This

a marked , interesting tone.

knack is akin to the violinist 's ability to

Should the spatter surface be too dark ,

sense his tone ; it requires a keenly trained

use another toothbrush, with a solution

sense of feeling which is easily acquired

of Chinese white, in the same way , or

with proper and sufficient practice, and

touch out the high spots with Chinese

maintained through continued application

white.

and study .

and scrape a few strokes across the dark
area, which will brighten the tone by this

Crayon
Often , especially in making a pen - and
ink sketch , particularly of a scene, it may
seem desirable to soften the effects by
means of some softer medium . The
crayon is best for this purpose, since any
degree of tone can be achieved with it as
will best harmonize with the rest of the

drawing.

Or you can take a sharp knife

removal of some of the ink color.

Care of Pen and Brush
Quite often the pen point becomes dull,

in the sense of losing its “ life," or " tone."
Usually this condition will occur when

working over greased pencil. In that case
it may be due to the grease adhering to

The large cut on page ra217,
e int, tthus
f thpoint,
hus preventing the even flow
c yon othe

as also other cuts here and there in this
course , shows how superior the crayon
is to tones attempted by means of pen
work or spatter. Also the crayon has this

Wipe the pen clean , or, should this be

of no avail, draw the point gently, one
way, over a piece of fine grained sand

advantage, that if a board is used with a

paper. Two or three light strokes will
usually suffice to put it into working order
produce by the zinc-etching method quite again .
fairly rough surface, the results will re

as perfectly as the pen lines. The crayon

India ink , drying, leaves its carbon sub

best suited to work of this kind is the

stance as a coating upon the pen . This

Blaisdell No. 163, medium or soft, or a often causes a dull stiffness and prevents

Ceramic Pencil, or “Weatherproof” lead
pencil.

best service from the pen .

With a metal blade, scrape off this coat

" Spatter”

ing - always in one direction, off the
A knowledge of how and where to use point, to avoid damaging the pen . A safer
“ spatter" is of the greatest value to every method is to wash it off in warm water.
When the pen point is stuck in the
artist. The best way to get a satisfactory

PRACTI
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holder, and cannot be removed, place the may be of value for scrub work . Also , I
pen and holder in a glass of warm wate :.
The water softens the carbon . The point
can then be easily removed.
I have found that the weather seems to
affect a pen , particularly a steel pen . Cold
weather or cold water stiffens the metal
and warmth expands and gives it greater
freedom and resilience.
Do not attempt to work with a poor pen ,

have found an old abandoned pen often
proves of good worth , after a bit of rest.
It may have had an “ off day, " when it
failed to serve you well.
Always have a pen -wiper and a blotter
at hand .
Do not wait until your ink bottle is

almost empty before you refill it. By hav.
ing plenty of ink in the bottle you will not

one that fails to respond , or has become have to reach your pen into it so often .
worn and dull.
This will be a saving of time and energy

A drawing and your time and nerves that can better be expended on the draw
are worth too much to have so inexpensive ing. Do not work with the pen overflow
an article as a pen point act as a stumbling ing with ink, lest you blot your drawing.

block to good work .

In ruling lines, keep the inside of the

The pen , however, is most important; pen facing half way from the ruler and not
it is the tool with which you accomplish too full of ink , which may run onto the
your task . If that tool is not a good one paper or the ruler's edge.
it is wise to use a new pen .
Clean your brushes in water — warm

Do not throw the old pen away — it water.

" Hold it to
$ 4.50 a ton
step on

teer C
i
f
o
M
O
PCr !

v r
a Go 'no ! "

An example of "spatter " work.
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Never use a sharp knife to scrape the errors or spots on your drawing you must
carbon off the holder of a brush you use apply the white so that the black line is
for ink , as you are apt to cut off a few not visible; otherwise it will be apt to

hairs , thus destroying the value of the reproduce, and the engraver will be forced
brush . It is best to wash them with water to tool it out.
After washing, rinse the water thereMix your white with sufficient water

from , as otherwise , mixing the water and to make it easy to apply, but not thin
ink will tend to weaken the solidity of the enough to run . If it is too thin , empty
black .
some of the water, and if too thick apply

In using Chinese white to cover up more Auid.
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Example of crayon pencil sketch drawn in Ponta Delgada, Azores,
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Effects obtained with the use of various drawing pcns .

LESSON 4

POINTS ON PEN HANDLING
The Technique of the Pen Line
" PRACTICE makes perfect.”

To this line, and to give it the quality and breadth

axiom

I would add, “ But practice necessary .
with thought.”
In drawing portraits the quality of your
1

By " thought" I mean this : you may

lines is of particular importance if you

practice drawing pen lines and use the would obtain a good likeness .
same quality of line for every subject if
Hold your pen at least an inch or more
you do not think” — if you do not con - above the point of contact. This allows
sider the quality of line most appropriate greater freedom for your hand and fingers.
In drawing long lines hold the pen at a
to depict your subject.
The pen to the pen artist is the same as greater distance from the point. Use the

'the brush is in the hands of the painter. entire arm in the movement for drawing
With your pen you must express qualities, very long lines.
tones and varied strength by means of
Certain pens give varied qualities of

lines, much as the painter expresses values lines. For example , thebeginner will find
a Gillot 290 and a Spencerian No. 12 (of
the same quality ) beyond his control.

with his brush .
It is therefore necessary , in drawing

lines, to consider the purpose of each pen

Particularly will this be true if his nerves
18
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are not steady. In fact it is apt to be some ticularly so in contrast to the thin lines

time before he can safely use these two the light part. Thus you avoid the need of
many small, shaded lines.
It is wise to begin with a stiffer pen . A .
Also break your lines here and there
Gillot 170 is practical. It fact you will where the high lights come in the face
pens.

find this pen better for general use , such
as cartoon work , layouts and lettering

a point near the top of the forehead
the tip of the nose — the upper parts of

than the other two pens. It is sufficiently

the lip and chin — and do not forget a

stiff and flexible to make it excellent for break or two in the hair .
With a line varied in quality , and bro
your purpose.
Practice with

Roughly

ken here and there , you avoid giving your

make caricature faces and figures, in a
moment don 't try to be correct- using
the pen exclusively .

drawing the appearance of having a wire
line about the objects, while also the effect
of stiffness is eliminated .

these pens.

Sketch trees and objects direct with

Remember that you can express del

your pen . I have covered a good many
assignments without a pencil, using the
pen directly , as I had to hurry the sketches
and be ready with them for the engraver
on the return to the office.

icacy and charm as well as brute strength
and hard coldness with merely a pen
stroke. A broad , coarse line and a thin
graceful line will show opposite types.
Usually a beginner will draw his lines

I have found that working with a pen

either too thick and heavy , or else he will

makes one inclined to be careful. One make his lines short and choppy . With
does not put down a line until he has a bit of study of this subject one will find

studied the subject and decided where it

it easy to break away from this sign of the

belongs. With such practice one soon be- amateur.
Your pen lines will be found to be an
comes proficient.
For drawing lettering into a picture for indication of your character , which a
layouts, frames about a drawing, and other cheirographer can read as he would your
lines that must be of even thickness handwriting. An artist who is of a bold
throughout, use an ordinary stiff writing

pen - a penny a point.

and strong nature will draw with bolder,

I generally use larger, and more expressive lines than

an Esterbrook 1170 for this purpose. You
will find your Gillot 170 is equally practical after you have mastered it.
To express light and shadow - in draw
ing a portrait, for example — you will find
the Gillot 290 or Spencerian No. 12 best
for your purpose. Both make practically
the same line.

an artist who is meek , shy and lacking
in strength . The weakling will usually
draw with small, shorter lines — not sweep
ing in strength . However, this fault can be
overcome by patient study and practice.
Remember, in finishing this chapter,
that pen lines are to the artist what words
are to the writer.

Whether your picture

Make the lines, where the light strikes , story will be of excellence depends greatly
thin , and as you gradually round into the

upon the pen words which you use to cre

shadowed section, press upon the pen , thus ate it. Therefore, as in writing, put
broadening the stroke, making a darker thought in each line and use the best
area , which rapidly expresses shadow , par- line.

,
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The female figure.

LESSON 5

DRAWING

THE HUMAN

FIGURE

Proportions and Measurements
D

EFORE the artist is ready to engage

of the male figure on the plate on page

in professional art, he should be able

22 were sketched, for example , in the

to draw the human figure, and this means swimming pool of the Cincinnati Y . M .
that he must have acquired some knowl- C . A . (the two lower figures in the dormi
edge of anatomy. The best aid to this
knowledge is sketching the nude figure

tory ) , where I found all the boys eager to
pose for me.

from life. This does not mean that you
must necessarily attend life classes. Most

If you live in a small town where there
is no gymnasium , a good substitute is the

PRACTICAL
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Rosenborg pork City
Various views of the nude female figure.
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The male figure, showing its great muscular development.

" old swimmin ' hole; " the boys will be proportion being the usual height. In a
The

cartoon you will find it best to make your
figures about 5 or 512 heads. This per

usual male adult, including the head, is

mits of a larger head for a better display

612 to 7 or 71/2 heads in height, the first

of facial expressions.

glad to pose for you .
The head is your starting point.

PRACTICAL ART

.
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Posoferec
Figures of young boys in various practical poses.
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. Always measure the figure by one with the model's shoulders, the feet will
standard — the length of the subject's head,
from the top of the cranium ( including
the hair ) to the tip of the chin .
In a figure seven and a half heads in
height, the second head will be at the base
of the chest muscles ; the third head will
reach below the navel, or slightly below

appear longer than if the drawing were
made from a position on a level with the
knee cap .
You should draw your model from six
to ten feet away, eyes on a horizontal line
with the center of the model's figure.
The arms from shoulder to finger tips

the top line of the hips ; the fourth head

should reach no lower than the fourth

will reach midway of the thigh ; the fifth

head, or the center of the upper leg .

will touch the knee cap ; the sixth will
reach to the base of the calf muscle, and
the seventh will touch the floor, at the tip
of the big toe.
From temple to temple the head is equal
in width to the length of the face from
the eyebrows to the chin , or two-thirds the

The elbow , you will observe, will about
touch the hip .
On a back view the wrists will be on
the same horizontal line with the base of
the pelvic cheeks.
The wrist is the narrowest portion of
the limbs.
The lower portion of the upper leg is

length of the face.
Across the shoulders the average man is

192 heads wide.
The width of the chest muscles equals
the length of one head .

about equal to the width of the neck .

The inside ankle bone is always higher
than the outer prominence.
On the profile view the widest part of

The narrowest point in the upper body the figure is the region of the chest. The
( the torso ) is at the waist. This point
er uals the length of one head .
The longest limb of the body is the
upper leg, as the bone thereof (the humerus) is the longest in the body. From
the tsp of the hip bone to the knee cap

outline of the chest to that of the shoulder

head.
The pit of the abdomen disappears on a
horizontal line with the center ofthe pelvic
cheeks.

( patella ) it is two heads in length . The

The length of the foot profile is one

blade (scapula ) is the distance of one

leç, tapers down narrower and inwardly . head .
the hand equals the length of the face
This inward trend is markedly shown in
people who are knockkneed . In that case
the lower legs tend to spread apart more

(from the top of the forehead to the tip of
the chin ) .

at the base.
In the bow -legged subjects (more com -

upper arm will about equal the neck in

mon among the negros) this is reversed .
The knees do not meet — the feet do.
From the knee cap (patella ) to the tip

width , owing to the degree of perspective
involved .
In standing the region of the heel forms

The profile view of the muscle of the

of the toes the length equals 21/2 heads. a square protuberance.
From the ankle to the tip of the big toe heel rounds at the base.

Otherwise the

is two-thirds the length of the head.
To get the pose of the nude figure, lay
It is to be understood that this varies it out first with the simple skeleton line,
according to the position from which the so that you will be better able to follow
artist is viewing the model. If you look your pose while drawing in the anatomy

down at the feet from a line horizontal of the figure.

LESSON 6

DETAILED ANATOMY
Essential Knowledge About Construction
KNOWLEDGE that is immensely valu - (ribs) , five lumbar (small of back ) , five
1
able to an artist (cartoonist, illustra - sacral (seat) and one coccygeal, vertebrae.
tor or whatever branch of art is selected )
There are 30 small bones in the verte
is a good understanding of human anat- brae, each , because of its manner of at
omy.

The average book on the subject

tachment by the ligament, capable of a

is almost beyond the comprehension of an certain degree of motion .
art student. He fails to understand the
The bones have their greater range of
subject on account of the Latin or Greek movement in the small of the back , the
names used in the description thereof.

lumbar region .

Appreciating my own difficulty when I

first essayed to study this important sub

The spinal column or trunk is the main

supporting structure of the upper anatom

ject, I have tried to change the names to ical division .
understandable English , also giving you
The skull, which is about one-eighth
the Latin and Greek equivalents thereof. the size of the figure from the skull top to
Omitting the skull, the skeleton can be the base of the foot, is attached to the
divided into two parts, the upper and spinal column. The spinal column pro
lower .
trudes under and slightly into the central
In the upper part of the skeleton we base of the skull.
find :
The skull rotates on the spinal column.
Below the skull the next large aggrega
Spinal column ( vertebrae ) .
Collar-bone ( clavicle ) .
tion of bones is the breast-basket, or the
Shoulder-blade ( scapula ) .
ribs (costals ) .
Ribs ( costals) .
There are twelve ribs, each attached to
Upper arm bone (humerus) .
the spinal column. The upper ten meet
ing in front are attached to the breast bone
Outer fore-arm bone (radius) .
Inner fore-arm bone (ulna) .
(sternum . )
The lower two ribs are
Bones of the wrist (carpals ) .
shorter and free. The chest muscles form
Bones of the palms (metacarpals ) .
over this breast-basket .
Comprising the lower division of the

skeleton we find :
Hip-bones (pelvis ).

Thigh -bone (femur) .
Knee-cap ( patella ) .
· Large
( tibia ) .

Within this breast -basket are housed

the vital organs, chief of these being the
heart and lungs, the heartbeing located on
the left side between the second and sixth
ribs.
Two curved bones, almost horizontal,
the collar bones ( clavicle ) , are located at
the top of the breast-basket. Meeting in

inner-bone of the lower leg

Small outer leg bone ( fibula ).
Tarsals, or ankle bones.

the center they connect with the breast

Metatarsals , the bones in the arch of the bone (sternum ) .

The outer end joins in

a socket at the shoulder with the shoulder

foot.

Phalanges; that is, the toes of the foot. blade (scapula ) , which is located one on
There are 208 bones in

anatomy.

the human

umn are known as “ vertebrae.”

are seven

either side of the spinal column, attached

The bones in the Spinal col- to the back .
cervical

(neck ) ,

There

The shoulder blades (scapulae) and the

12 dorsal

collar bones ( clavicles ) can be moved

25
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about considerably. The collar bone (cla - thumb and each finger has three. From
vicle ) has sufficient range of movement to the knuckles outward these bones diminish
permit it to be brought on a line to the in size.
height of the chin and moved in various
The heads of these bones form the
knuckles in the fingers.
directions.
To the collar bone (clavicle ) and shoul-

For further detail on the hands see page

der blade ( scapula ) the upper arm bone 38 and the plates thereon .
(humerus) is attached. This bone ex The spinal column extends down below
tends to an inch or two below the breast- the rib basket .
basket. This is a good point to remember
Below the ribs it protrudes inwardly
as it gives you the location of the elbow , (the lumbar region ) and curves outward
slightly less than half the length of the to its base where it is attached to the cen
ter between the pelvic blades.
entire arm .
Thus you have a simple method of asThe spinal column below the ribs (in

certaining the proper length of the arm ,by the waist ) has its greatest freedom

of

doubling the distance from the shoulder to movement. On this lower portion of the
the elbow , adding the length of half a fin - spine the body can be bent forward , back
ger, or a whole finger in some cases, to the wards, sideways; also it can be turned ,

length of the forearm .

with a limited rotary movement.

The base of the upper arm bone (hu-

The spine is shaped similar to the left

merus) , the broadened lower end form of side of a Greek vase, prominently con

that bone is technically known as the caving below the base of the (scapulae)
trochlea - forming a part of the elbow . shoulder blades and again convexing at
Here begin the two bones of the forearm , the base, the tip base-bone (the coccyx)
the radius, socalled because it radiates, and
the ulna, which is stationary.
These bones taper at opposite ends.
The ulna , with the trochlea (base of the
upper arm bone) , forms the major part of
the elbow , being broadest at this point
The radius is the major bone in the
wrist, and is broadest there.

protruding inwardly .

The pelvic structure (seat) is semi-bowl
shaped . There are four bones in this ag
gregation , and these are stationary .
The body when seated rests on the base
of the pelvic blades .
Attached to the outside, lower midway

of the pelvic blades and forming the lower

It is important to note in this brief de- hip joint is the upper leg or thigh bone

scription of anatomy that the radius con- (femur) . It is the largest bone in the
vexes outward (as shown in plate 1) .
body and . equals one-fourth the distance
The wrist (carpus) is composed of eight from the top of the skull to the base of
bones attached to the five palm
(metacarpalbones ) .

bones

the foot.

Standing erect with heels to

gether this bone presents a “ V ” shape, as

These hand bones are almost stationary
except the thumb, which can be exten -

it is connected with and protudes outside
the pelvic blades.

This bone (femur) meets at the knee
sively moved .
In old and emaciated people these five with the lower bone (the tibia ), and the
bones are very easily discerned . In fact, patella , or knee cap .
anyone can locate them by running their

fingers over the back of the hand .
The heads of these bones form

knuckles in the middle of the hand .

The conjunction of these bones forms

the knee.
lice ,
the .

The lower leg has, like the lower arm ,

To two bones.

these bones are attached the four fingers

and the thumb.

The tibia is the large bone,

and the fibula ( on the outer side) is a thin
smaller bone. Its base forms the outer

These bones are called the phalanges. prominence of the ankle.
There are fourteen of these

two in the

In kneeling you touch the ground with

PRACTICAL
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the head of the tibia , and the knee cap
(patella ) .
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They are arched , forming the major
part of the arch of the foot.

The bony prominence of the knee on

Attached to these metarsal bones are

the inner side is due to the meeting at this
juncture of the base of the upper leg bone

the phalanges, fourteen bones as in the
hand but very much smaller.

(femur) and the head of the large lower

leg bone (tibia ) .

The big toe, like the thumb has but two

phalanges.

(See page 37 for further text

The prominence of the inner ankle is on the foot) .
the protrusion of the base of the tibia . It
is always higher than the outer ankle
prominence

formed

by

the

( fibula )

Regarding the skull, page 31 carries de
tailed information thereon .
Anatomy is a subject well worth delv

smaller lower leg bone.
ing into further. For the student ambi
The lower leg bones articulate. At their tious to becomea cartoonist this lesson will

base the seven bones of the tarsus ( region

more than suffice. He will profit in the

of the ankle ) are assembled .

The largest

long run by obtaining a book on anatomy,

of the tarsals is the heel (os calcis ) which

that deals in greater detail with the skele

extends backwards, in a downward arch . ton and muscles of the body than ob
Connected with the tarsals are the five viously one can find space for in a limited
metarsal bones. The first (inner side) course such as this.

metarsalbone is the largest. The head of

The volume obtained must be well and

this bone forms the ball of the foot.
plainly illustrated . If it carries but a few
These bones correspond to themetacar- illustrations he will be lost in the maze of
pal bones in the palm of the hand .
Greek and Latin names.

LESSON 7

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY
Male and Female Body
THERE is a considerable obvious differ-

The feet of the female as a rule are

1ence in size between the male and fe- much smaller.
male body , although the number of bones
And the most obvious striking differ
and construction is similar.
ence in the sexes is the greater growth of

The male is of stockier build , and usu- hair on the head of the female.
ally taller.
The muscles are more developed , and

The artist will find that the main out
standing difference between the male and

the neck is thicker.
can be summed up in one word ,
broad, female
are broad,
The shoulders of the malele are
grace.
Grace here
here srepresents
form
Grace
y,
e of the bodmuscular
those of the female narrow .
The male chest is flat, the female breast and general pose of the body.
Themuscles, in a drawing of the female
is full and rounded .
The pelvis is broader in the woman , ex - figure , should not be emphasied too
panding to a greater width than the greatly . You should overlook the details
and draw long slender, graceful limbs,
shoulders.
In the male it is just the opposite, the plump, rather than scrawny .

The type that is slender — a perfect
shoulders being broad and the pelvic re"
36
" — is the best type to learn to depict
gion narrow .
The legs are more muscular in the male . in your illustrations or fashion drawings.
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The female breast is to be noted in particular.
The breast muscles begin to expand at
the age of puberty, which varies in individuals and various sections of the coun try, from the age of twelve to as late as
sixteen years.
At twenty the breast is fairly well developed .
The breast of a woman who has borne

or the Michael Angelo figure of David
holding the head of Goliath , and Venus,
if you cannot get the ordinary anatomical
figure cast.
The boy plucking from his foot a thorn
is excellent to practice forshortened
drawing.
You can obtain fairly good smaller

children are usually larger.

copies of these casts for a small sum .

In depicting a young woman you would
not draw the breast as large as that of an
older , maternal subject.
The facial features should be handled
with delicacy. This subject I touch upon
in detail in the lesson on the head , page
31 of this volume.
The feet and hands are treated in lesson 37 of this volume.
The hardest work in sketching a nude
figure is to draw a foreshortened view .
In the plate on page 22 , you have a
view of a foreshortened right arm — that
of the figure presenting a back view .
The easiest way to draw a foreshortened limb is first to locate, on a horizon tal line, the tip of the limb. Then locate
the distance it extends from the head by
measuring this distance with your pencil
( it is about one and one-quarter heads in
this sketch . )
Having found your extreme point and
knowing to begin with the point from
which the limb protrudes, next draw a
silhouette action line of the limb's portion .
Particularly effective is this line where
the limbs are curved .

They will be well worth the money and
will be as valuable to you in later years

Purchase the statue of “ the discus

thrower," or that of Hercules, Mercury ,

as now .

Hands are very important in drawing
— oftimes most important — and yet there ,
are few artists who draw hands even fairly
well.
Particularly is this true of the average

American cartoonist. The European car
toonist is, as a rule , a more finished artist
a better studied draftsman and as such
has learned to draw and knows the value
of the hands as mediums for cartoon ex
pression.
Too often you have seen cartoons clever
in idea , rich in color, action , and drafts
manship par excellent — but for the hands.
Ofttimes the hands are so poorly drawn
as to create the editor's antagonism for the
cartoon though he be greatly pleased with
the idea and the picture in general.
Hands are not very hard to draw if you
will but study the subject a bit .
You will be delighted with the study .
The great difficulty lies mostly in the
fact that there is more detail, and on a

smaller scale to handle in the hands, thus
Having laid the foundation you will making it comparatively a harder subject

be able to fill in the foreshortened arm for depiction than the larger, simpler forms
without the danger of drawing it too far of the anatomy.

extended. Being in perspective it also will

It will pay you to bend your efforts to

be narrower than the limb should ordi- the study of hands.
As in drawing the figure, first learn the
narily appear.
It is worth while to purchase a few clay

bone construction of the hand , then the

casts of anatomical figures, not neces- drawing thereof will come much easier
sarily larger than the one foot size.

These

will aid you in learning the nude figure .

and more truer.
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Head measurements are easily and accurately obtaine d by using this simple diagrammatic method.

LESSON 8

DRAWING

THE HEAD

Simple Measurements
DEFORE the student can learn to drawit will be easiest for you at the first to make
D the head , he must have a thoroughan oval for the outer contour of the head .
knowledge of the shape of the skull.
Let us take up the. front view first.
Now , there are six shapes of heads in -Draw a line down the center of this oval.
cluded in most classifications. The one This will give you the center of the face
best adapted to the artist 's purpose resem -the location of the nose line, the lip and
bles an inverted pear - it is large at the chin center. Next , divide the length of the
top and tapers toward the chin . However, oval into three fairly equal parts .

The
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first third will be the location of the line of
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One point to remember about the nose

the eyebrows, the second third the base in front view is that the sides of the lobes
line of the nose.

are exactly on a perpendicular line with

Of the top third, the upper third of that the inner corners of the eyes. Thus, as the
will be the line of the hair.
The upper third of the center third you

will mark as the location of the eyes.
The upper third of the lower third will
be the location of the mouth .
As a rule the width of the head is two

thirds that of its length. The ears will
equal the center third length of the head.

The top starts on the line horizontal with
the eyebrows, the base reaching to the
nose, or midway between the nose and the
upper lip in some individuals — in others

more or less than the one-third length .
The eyebrows cover two- thirds of the

width of the forehead .
The eye is equal to a third of the center
third in width .
Some common forms of the human ear.
Both eyes are of equal size, and always
one eye' s length apart.
You can easily locate the inner corner eyes are an eye 's width apart, the nose
of the eye by measuring off from the cen - (base ) is an eye in width , and directly
below in the intervening space .
ter line a distance of half an eye.

The forehead space between the eyebrows varies. The width of the nose base

The nose may be long, short or medium ,
and of various shapes. The normal nose ,

however, is equal to about one-third of
the face, or the size of the ear. Normally
it sets in the center of the length of the
face.

Make a study of the nose. Draw a per
son ' s nose as he or she sleeps. While
asleep , people are quiet, and you can then

@
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make a careful, thorough study of this
feature. Also study the nose of the child
as well, for there is a great difference be

Steps to be taken in working out a cartoon head.

tween the youthful nose and the aged .
Themouth is usually two eyes wide and
is best located by drawing an imaginary

is equal to the width of an eye. In a line down from the center of each eye,
front view it is easy to locate the width of thus touching the location of the corners
the nose — it is exactly within the space of the mouth .
between the eyes.
The width of the nose base can be

In sketching women and children it is divided into three parts ; line down from
often advantageous to dispense with the both sides of the middle third, locating the
nose by merely suggesting the nostrils, or top prominence of the upper lip (where it
a line, the shape of the nose and the base dips in ) .
(nostrils and lobes ) being left to the im The three - quarter view can be handled
as follows: draw the head again as an
agination .
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Mouths and noses for sketching studies.

oval, then a convex line down the first poses the “ C-S " design, with variations,
third of the oval.

Divide the head in thirds, and thirds
thereof, as with the front view .

The ear will be within the last third
area, shaped like the letter “ C ."

will be practical.
There are two distinct forms of the ear
— the " C " and the triangle shape. Other

ears are but variations or combinations of
these two forms.

All designs of the curvatures within the
The simplest method of depicting the
ear is with the capital letter “ C ," and the ear surface seem to form more or less dis
capital letter " S " inset therein , to suggest tinctly the letter " S . " In most cases the

lower half of the “ S ” is smaller, especially
the interior of the ear.
From this simple form you can easily in the case of the triangle shaped ear.
and certainly develop the ear to a more

The ear is large in the kindly individual,

natural picture of the anatomical feature. and usually small in the mean , brutally
However, for cartoon and caricature pur- inclined person . An example of this is

34
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seen in the case of Abraham Lincoln , the first half-length within the first third
whose ears were large, and, on the other of the head.
extreme, in the prize fighter, who usually
The hair covering the temple will be

has a small, cauliflowered ear, though this

within the space of the third area, which

touches the center line.
like all rules, has its exceptions.
The nose at this view can be expressed
Within the second half will be the ear,
in a triangular shape, with the point at starting at the center line, " C " -shaped ,
the top .
covering two-thirds of this area.
For the beginner the profile view is usu The mouth can be represented by a tri
ally easiest to draw .
angle, within the first third.
Again the oval shape can be made and
This is an original method which I have
the head divided into thirds, as with the found, in teaching students and others,
front and three-quarters views.
.
works exceptionally well because of the

Draw a line down the center of the oval, use of " three" for every measurement,
as in the front view .
which makes themeasurements easy to re
The eye will be shown by a triangle of member.

LESSON 9

THE FORM OF THE EYE
How to Obtain Expression
ECAUSE of its complicated structure,

hairs, cropping out towards the outside

D the beginner finds the eye the most
difficult part of the anatomy to draw cor-

half of the lid .
Often the two eyes differ in the same

rectly . However, by following a few sim - person , although in the greater number
ple rules you will find it little more
troublesome than other features of the human anatomy.
To begin with , the eye, as you see it for
the purpose of a drawing, is, in most cases,
almond shaped.
Thus you make an
almond- shaped outline. Therein you must
place the cornea, the iris and the pupil.
The eyelids are more drooping in some
people than others, and also have longer
lashes. The upper eyelid casts a shadow ,
and therefore , is usually drawn with
dark line.

a

of cases the eyes are the same.
In drawing the details of the eyes, such
as the direction of the lid lines, they should

be carefully , correctly depicted, for there
upon depends the likeness, although sug
gestion of color does, of course, enter into
thematter.
First draw a line across the paper, next

drawing an almond shape, the far points
centering on the horizontal line. Then
place in the center a circle that will reach
from the top to the bottom lid , or slightly

The lower eyelid catches the light, and

bar
larger.
In the center you may place a
large black spot, occupying half the circle.

is thus shown by a highlight left there

Thus you have a front view of the eye, a

for the purpose of suggesting the thickness view made with an almond , a button , and
of the lower lid . Thus, quite often a draw
a large period. For various other views,
ing showing no lower lid line is success- other than profile , you have but to show

fully made. Normally , however, a line the same construction, but foreshortened ,
should be suggested there , also a few

or placed in perspective.
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The eyes, and the change which they undergo
from babyhood to mature age.

The baby has clear, large eyes, unen

circled by wrinkles and crows' feet, as is
the case with elderly people.

At birth

the eye is seemingly very large, and, in
comparison with the body, it really is —

How to indicate the color of eyes.

since it does not change in size,being fully
" 9 ingly , and reverse the position to cause
developed in this respect.
In drawing glasses and spectacles, it is them to look downward .
Practice this lesson by making circles,
well to show a highlight on the rims and

bridge. This adds a liveliness to the draw or capital “ O 's," and placing almonds or
ing, and artistically is correct. Never for " O " shaped circles in where the eyes
get your highlight, for it adds life and in would be one-third from the top . In
these circles draw in the pupils or iris , in
terest to a drawing .

various positions. You will learn very

The Direction of Vision

quickly how to place the iris and pupil

The young artist has particular diffi with reference to vision direction .
To determine where the line of vision
culty in making the eyes in his drawing would
imagine a line drawn from the
gaze at the place desired . This difficulty eye to run,
the
spot
desired .' Then if there is
can easily be overcome by remembering

the iris can be changed until
that the pupil should be moved to the athediscrepancy,
correct
angle
is determined .
point that peers out in the direction de
sired . Should you desire to show your

figure as looking more to the right, turn
the pupil and iris to the right; if to the
left, move them more in that direction ; to

Cartoon Eyes
This method is especially applicable in
drawing cartoon eyes.

These should be

make the eyes seem to be gazing more simple and expressive. Where the car
in an upward direction , shift them accord - toon character is broadly comic , a heavy
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Eyes for cartoon characters.

dot alone is often used, with semi-circular blank circle or grayed by means of tones ;
lines to indicate the lids.
or the iris circle can be made thin , the
Another form is to represent the pupil pupil small and black , and the space be
by means of a dot, encircled by a line to

represent the iris, this enclosed in an

tween the pupil and iris left white.

Another form for the cartoon eye is to

almond -shaped space to represent the draw a short black line vertically in the
eye-lid .
The eye thus formed can be made
light or dark by following a simple plan for a dark eye draw the iris circle heavy
and the pupil fairly large — with plenty
of white space, however, between the
pupil and the iris. For a light eye, draw

space left for the eye, or else horizontally ,
with the ends bent downward slightly if
you wish to express a smile.
Both these latter forms are sometimes
combined in a cross — and even a cross
for one eye and a horizontal line for the
other, the latter thus represented as closed

the iris circle thin , and the pupil either as a

are often used, especially in comic strips.

LESSON 10

THE MEANING OF PROFILES
Analyzing Your Subjects
DHYSIOGNOMISTS usually recognize

The convex face usually denotes quick

1 five distinct types of profile : the con ness of actiori, although the subject is not
vex, concave, perpendicular, convex-con - always as persevering in his efforts as he
might be, and is apt to make up his mind
cave, and concave-convex.
In sketching a profile this knowledge

and determine a line of action quickly .

will help you in building up your sketch ,
The concave face goes with a person
and aid you in remembering the contour who is slower in action , and a slower,

of the profile by classing your subject at a
glance in one of these five groups.

deeper thinker, than is true in the convex
face. The subject is usually firm in reso

I shall not go into the meaning of these
various profiles, beyond giving you a very

lution and is persevering .
The perpendicular face is the middle
road between the first two types. Perhaps

brief note on each .

PRACTICAL ART
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Fife of the most common profile types.

it is the most desirable of the three. It in - determined to see things through .

dicates an evenness of temperament, a

In the concave-convex type, the subject

balance that is maintained under all con - is usually a deeper thinker, though slower
ditions.
in mental action . The chin ,being convex ,
In the convex -concave profile ( the fore- is what is commonly known as " weak ,”

head convex, the chin concave) , the sub- the subject generally lacking in resource
resource

ject is quick in thought and action , and is

fulness and determination .

LESSON 11

THE HANDS AND FEET
How to Draw Them
DARTICULAR attention should be have blocked in the hand in the desired
1

given to a study of the hands, since

· this is the stumbling block over which

pose, you can develop the details more

quickly and more correctly .

most artists fall. Study the accompanying
Practicing drawing the hand from life,
plates carefully , and sketch the bones of or a cast, will make it easier for you to
the hand not once, but several times. draw it from imagination in making your
Then , when

you

have become fairly

cartoon or illustration .

familiar with the bones, practice drawing
The average man 's hand is usually large
the skeleton hand each day , say for an and well developed muscularly.

hour.
By this practice you will not only learn
well the construction of the hand but also
your memory will be strengthened .
When you have learned the skeleton

If the hand to be shown is that of a
laborer it should be depicted as short
(stumpy) , wide, and muscularly thick , the
lines across the joints of the fingers very
pronounced and the knuckles prominent.

construction , then learn to draw the hand The veins on the back of the hand should
by the block method , described in another be well defined, and the finger nails drawn
large and square.
lesson .
This method is well to use, for after you
The business man and the man of gen
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Boys' hands and feet.
teel labor have a longer, narrower, thinner
hand, with the above mentioned details
less pronounced .

portant role . It must suggest grace, and
therefore,be drawn gracefully .
To suggest this quality, handle your

The finger nails are smaller, longer, and lines with curves, swinging the pose in
narrower, and somewhat oval in shape,

somewhat as you would when sketching

with more grace in the pose than that of

a graceful vine or a scroll design .

the workman 's hand.

anatomybeneath is not obviously detailed ,

The veins need not

The

necessarily be defined.
yet it must be apparent that it is there.
The female hand is long , narrow , thin , Merely the outline of the hands is shown
and tapering — the lady 's hand delicate,
usually suggested, not necessarily
drawn in detail.
the working girl' s less so.
Details, such as knuckles, veins and

Time leaves its impression upon the

joint lines, should be discreetly omitted . hands to a marked degree. An aged per
On a domestic or wash -woman's hand son 's bones, knuckles, furrow lines, and
they can be shown, to a certain degree.
In depicting esthetic , Greek and other

veins are pronouncedly shown — to what
extent depending upon the purpose.

If it

classic dances the hand plays an im - be a hand with no specialaction to suggest,
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and show more evidently the details of the
hand 's construction . The fingers lose their

chubbiness and become longer and the

hands tend to flatten out.
Next to the hands, the student usually

finds feet most difficult of all features to
depict well.

The simplest, easiestmethod of drawing
the foot is to make the drawing by first
blocking it in , as shown in the accom
panying plate.

The foot, facing forward , can be laid
out somewhat resembling a triangle , the
longest angle being on the inside.
Blocking -in steps for the feet .
The profile view of the foot can also be
blocked in with a triangle form , the longest
it need not be particularly detailed beyond side of the triangle in this view forming
such obvious points as the knuckles, the the base of the foot.
joint lines, furrows, and perhaps a promiAfter you have blocked in the general
nent vein or two.

outline ( triangle ) of the front view , block

In the aged female hand you can dis - in the location of the toes.
pense with the bony , defined outline — the

After this preliminary work which , fol

knuckles, and the furrow lines of the fin - lowing a bit of practice, takes but a few
ger joints being definitely drawn.
Aged hands are best drawn with a fine
pen — a Gillot 290 , a Spencerian No. 12, or

(for safety ) a Gillot 170.

seconds to accomplish , you can very
quickly finish the drawing in detail.
.
The shoe on the foot is difficult for the

These pens student to depict, mainly because of the

allow you to make a fine line and broaden
it into a furrow when showing the finger

lack of knowledge of the anatomy which
it covers. After you have learned to draw

furrows and the contour of the gnarled ,

the foot you will quickly learn to draw

shrivelled hand.

a shoe thereon.

A baby ' s hand is equal to about one-

Use the same triangle method as you

would in drawing the naked foot. Allow ,
It is thick , chubby and round. The in finishing the drawing, more toe and
knuckle prominence becomes a dimpled arch height, also a more pronounced heel.
Over the toe face of the shoe draw an
dent.

third the size of its head.

The veins are never shown, nor are the almost triangular form , tapering to the
tip . The line across the seam should be
bones visible .
Then , as the child grows older, the drawn a bit curved , giving it a feeling of
hands correspondingly develop , expand , mounting over the form beneath it.

-

-

Baby's hands and feet in some of their common poses.

LESSON 12

THE ANATOMY OF THE CHILD
How to Draw
THE bones in the child 's head at birth

It is this apparently large iris thatmakes

are soft and easily moved about, a baby's face seem always to be starey,
since the joints formed by the bones have to be " all eyes."

not yet firmly united .
The skull, from the eyebrows up , is the
larger portion of the head .
The eyebrows have not grown out as
yet, except in rare instances.
The upper eyelid is at about the center

The features can be laid outby the block
method shown in the accompanying illus
tration .

This will assure proper propor

tion , as otherwise you may be inclined to
draw the features, particularly the nose
and chin , a bit too large.

of the face. The eye is proportionately
The nose is short and usually pugged ,
very large. Often the iris seems to cover the nostrils are small.
the entire visible portion of the optic .
The lips are small and dainty .
Gradually, as the eyelids grow wider apart,
The cheeks are round and pink , with a
the cornea appears to grow smaller.
white highlight in the center.
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Measurements for infant heads.

The chin is very small - about the disThe muscles are soft and pudgy , and the
tance proportionate to that between the flesh , particularly at the wrist and ankles,
base of the nose and the center line of the laps over, showing a marked depression
lips.
line.

The ears are considerably larger than

The lines in the hands are not well de

the other features.

fined .

When he weeps or yells the baby's face
takes on a different contour, his mouth
being much distended .

The hand is usually chubby and dim
pled at the knuckles. The fingers from

The skeleton is the same in every de-

the palm taper toward their end.
The foot can be shown with a triangle .

tail in babyhood as in later life, the only

The nether part of the arch seems not to

difference being in the proportionate de- be formed as yet.
velopment.

The base of the foot is flat.

The head is obviously at variance in
proportion in

comparison with

a full

A baby is difficult to draw when awake,
easy when asleep .

grown man .
A very young child awake is a hard sub
A baby is normally four heads high .
ject because of its restlessness — figety,
It does not begin to walk until almost curious, highly expressive, like a moving
a year old , and then it careens across the picture with each move of the film we
carpet like a sailor in a “ wet” port .
Its body seems stouter than its legs,
which are even shorter in proportion to the
body proper.
The abdomen is usually rotund .

see another pose.
Children , and particularly babies, are
quick to show their thoughts in outward
expression. They are natural actors in .
this respect.

Blocked in figures in various poses. Note that the
average height is 732 heads.

LESSON 13

BLOCKING - IN METHODS
Short Cuts to Drawing
W

HEN you have gained an idea of the between the elbow and the top of the

W
construction of the skeleton and
skull, the next step will be to learn to

shoulder , as you can demonstrate by Alex
ing your arm . You should make your

drawing of an arm conform to this natural
You will know that the arm does not fact. Furthermore, you will have learned

block in a sketch .

bend between the shoulder joint and the

that the elbow

elbow , nor between the elbow and the

that the tip of the fingers reach to the

wrist.

middle of the femur (upper leg ) — not to

Likewise you will know that the dis-

reaches to the hip , and

the knee. All this will come with a knowl

tance between the elbow and the middle edge of the skeleton and will help you to
finger joints is the same as the distance become a skilled draftsman .
43
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On this page are several tips which will

view ) ; next a line a bit above the hori

make it easier for anyone to draw quickly

zontal center, which will be the location

and correctly .
of the average person ' s eyebrows.
Note how I block in the figure of the
Not all heads will fit this form ofmeas
youth reading the paper, and indicate the urement, you will quickly discover.
Across the middle will be the eyes. Be
tween the eyebrows and the top of the
hair will begin the forehead - ordinarily
one-third of the way down from the top of
the head .
From the eyebrows to the nose base is
about the same distance as is the distance
between the top of the forehead and the
eyebrows (varying with individuals ) .

In most individuals the distance be
tween the tip of the nose and the bottom
of the chin is a bit longer than the nose
and forehead lengths just mentioned .

In many persons the face seems to be
divided in three parts of equal length - the
top of the forehead to the base (or eye
brows) ; the eyebrows to the tip of the
nose, and the tip of the nose to thebottom

of the chin .
From the nose tip the mouth will be
about one-third the distance between the

nose and the base of the chin .
The corners of the mouth come on a
L

E

5

A simple method of sketching an automobile by
means of the blocking- in method .

line dropped from inside the middle of
the eyes, as shown by the dotted lines.
The outer rim of the lobes of the nose
comes directly under the corners of the

angles at which the body bends. Thehead eyes.
The highest point of the lips come un
is bent, and with it the angles at which the
ear, mouth , eyes, etc., go likewise as the der their respective nostrils .
The ears vary , according to size, but the
dotted lines indicate.

The rest of the figure is fitted around average ear extends from a bit below the

the skeleton which , of course, is erased . eyebrow line to the center, between the
The legs and feet are blocked in with
angles.

The feet, front view , are made with

tip of the nose and the top of the mouth .
The eyes are always an eye's distance

apart.

The upper lid is usually drawn

three angles ( four I show ), as you see, more heavily , as it casts a shadow , while
the lashes also make it a darker line.
and the profile with three angles.
The inner ankle bone is always higher

than the outer.
The inner lower leg bone suggests itself

The eyeball is round, and the lids
cover it.
The lids are thick ; therefore, when a

and aids in showing where the calf starts. light shines on the lower lid it is best
The head shows how to locate correctly shown by drawing the cornea (pupil) and
and keep in line all the features of the face. allowing distance to show between it and
You draw a large “ O ” - shaped block , the lower lid outer line.
then a line down the center ( this is a front
Curve around the ball of the eye at the
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inner corner to give an appearance of lines , but as squares, rectangles, circles,
roundness .
triangles, etc.
Always leave a highlight in the eyes,
For example , gaze out of your window
since it puts a touch of life into the coun - at an automobile standing across the
tenance .
street. If it is a Ford sedan , say, it will
The fingers always turn in toward the appear to you like a low , oblong square

center of the palm , as you will observe in
a closed hand .
The thumb always reaches to midway

between the inside first joint of the index
finger.

A life -size head is easiest measured on
paper by marking the distance between

(somewhat coffin shaped ).

is another square - an

In the center

upright, tube

shaped, taller square ( the cab ) .

There

are two complete circles and two partial
circles to be added to this coffin -shaped
square . These circles will be the tires.
Lay this out as noted in the accompanying

the tip of the thumb (outstretched ) and sketch . This will enable you to have your
the tip of the index finger. This is the drawing laid out in proportion, quickly ,
distance between the top of the forehead

and , unlike the methods otherwise em

and the bottom of the chin . Also the en - ployed in making such a drawing, you
tire hand , from the wrist to the finger tips, will not have finished or nearly finished

your drawing only to discover that you
This same principle of blocking in can have made one part of your automobile
be applied to drawing such objects as auto- either too long or too short. Then draw
covers the same distance.

mobiles. The object drawn should first in the details of the car correctly, paying
be seen as a mass — not as long and short particular attention to perspective.

LESSON 14

"DAFFYDIL ” FIGURE LAYOUTS
For Action Sketches
n

SIMPLE method of laying out a picture will look . The editor is shown the
figure in an action pose, or otherwise, composition that much sooner and more

is the “ daffydil” skeleton figure. The ac- plainly than by a rough sketch, and should
companying plate carries a score of poses
for various actions that a figure may be
pictured in .
This figure is a simplified construction
of the human skeleton . It is easy to make,
and of practical value to the professional
artist, as well as of equal great aid to the
student.
Quite often in drawing sport cartoons
in which there is much and varied action , you will find it best to resort to the

a change be desired, you will not have
wasted the time required to make a com
plete figure sketch .
In using any figures in which foreshort
ening occurs ( in which this method is
especially valuable), you should make
your line short in accordance with the
requirement that demands the foreshort
ening. You should remember always that
the lines you use are to represent a figure,
and therefore , unless your aim is cari

“ daffydil ” figure in constructing the gen -

cature, you should draw those lines in

eral layout.

proportion .

You are thus enabled , with a

few lines, to lay in the figures and their
poses and get an advance idea of how the

Try using the “ daffydil” figure to show
a man running.

You can make him speed
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The use of " daffydil” figures will help you put action into your drawing.

up by placing the front leg at a higher show whatever speed and action may be
angle, and the rear leg also pointing far- desired .
ther backward at an angle. To slow up
The spinal column line can be bent to
this figure, in the same position , turn the add to an action when necessary .

front leg downward and the rear leg closer

Quite a few years ago Tad ( T . A . Dor- '

in towards the front leg . With these gan ) ran a clever comic series , called the
“ daffydil” figures it is a simple matter to , “ Daffydils ,” using this same type of figure.

LESSON 15

GETTING PORTRAIT VALUES
How to Put Expression in the Face
THE ability to draw the human figure, jollier than a thin man, his digestion
1

while a

great accomplishment, is,

however, of little avail unless one also can

usually being better.
No. 2 , however, is dyspeptic , grouchy,

give portrait values - expression and char- pessimistic . A dyspeptic condition turns
acter — to his subjects . The following the corners of the mouth downward ; it

pages , while in the nature of the case they

produces a " long face."

cannot be made exhaustive, yet will give
the student valuable hints that, with con stant practice and study, will enable him
to gain facility in this direction .
Note the face in the accompanying
plate _ smiling, grinning, joyous.
This

cheek muscles are made to extend almost
straight downward and slightly outward,
converging at their base.
,
The eyebrows and eyes slant towards
the center. The nose usually is dropped
below the nostrils.

expression is attained simply by turning

In older faces, sharper defined lines ex

upward the corners of the mouth .

The lines of the

The tend downward from the eye.

cheeks naturally are raised by this action,

The cheeks are hollow and the brow

and the eyes are often half-closed (in some cramped , warped, furrowed and wrinkled .
persons completely ) when the subject is There are puffs beneath the eyes.
" smiling all over.”

The inner corners of

the eyes slope down.

The outer end of

Between

the eyebrows in adults the

lower portion of the forehead is furrowed ,

the eyelid , in adults , fuses into a furrow

with one, two or three lines.

that seems to extend in some cases over
the cheek bone, often for two or three
inches. In adults past middle age, there
are additional lines running out in pro nounced joyous expression in the same
region as the furrow , but in various outward directions. These lines are called
“ crows' feet. ”
They should rarely be

The nose is usually long, thin and well
defined.
This type of individual is so constantly
distressed and unnerved that his hair be
comes thin and often he becomes partially
bald before he is gray haired .
He is usually thin , emaciated , and long
faced .

added to a feminine face , since to the

The head often tapers vertically from

reader they may suggest age.

the pate towards the chin .

The eye brows are arched , with a ten dency to droop lower on the outside than

No. 3 shows worry, fear, and even
terror. The eyes are opened wide and the

the inside end .
pupils , diminished , stare forth from about
In most faces there is a dimple , or a the middle of the eyes.
cheek furrow . This furrow in some ex The eyebrows take an upward turn

tends from the cheek center on a linewith, from and towards the inside.
or somewhat above, the nostrils, tapering
vertically toward and to the sides of the
chin .
A " smile " can even be suggested by
the hair, by turning the strands softly
upward .
Usually the best subject for a smile is a
fatman . He is popularly supposed to be

This con

traction creates furrows between the eye
brows. Dark rims often seem to form
around LIIC cyw , m
around the eyes, particularly below , over
the pouch .
The nostrils and nose lobes become dis
tended . The mouth is usually agape, the
terror- stricken subject seeming to gasp
for air. Again , the mouth may be tightly

.
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closed and the lips compressed . The sub - ner ends. The cheeks are compressed , the
ject fears to emit a cry that might expose cheek line being similar to that in fear.

him .

The mouth

The cheek lines coverge inwardly at a

bit below the line of the mouth.

is usually broader below

than above the center.

No. 4 expresses piety, and sometimes an
affected sadness. The head is usually
thrust backwards at a considerable angle.
The eyes are sometimes open ( sometimes
completely closed , as during prayer or
grace) , and the cornea, the circle contain -

The hair is apt to be dishevelled , and
but one deep, horizontal furrow seems to
form in the forehead — though frequently
none at all.
furrow , near the base of the frontal
bone, about the center, forms vertically ,
extending almost to the center between the

ing the iris and pupil, is brought upward

eyebrows, the eyebrows moving closer to

to the upper eyelid.
The eyebrows extend vertically upward
toward the center- not necessarily in a

the center.

No. 6 depicts meanness , brutality . On
meeting a character of this sort in a dark ,

completely straight line, but at the center, lonely spot one's countenance might likely
with the eyebrows turned slightly upward .

duplicate the expression on face No. 3 —

There may be, though not necessarily certainly not face No. 1.
so , perpendicular furrows in the lower part T he satanic eyebrows trend at a down
of the forehead ( located between the eye- ward angle towards the center and seem
brows) .
to meet.
In aged subjects there are natural fur-

The forehead is deeply and coarsely

rows and wrinkles in the forehead . Remember to use lines, and especially those
lines which express age. One would
hardly put similar lines in the countenance
of a youthful minister or church - goer.
The lips may be slightly apart, if the
subject is praying.
With the head thrown back the nostrils
becomemore prominent.
Note also that the large jugular muscle
of the neck and the Adam 's apple become

wrinkled , the wrinkles and furrows turn
ing in and downward .
The nose starts off from the depressed
eyebrows with a wrinkle. It is usually
small and pugged , with a tendency to turn
upward , thus accentuating the distended
nostrils.
The corners of the lips are sharply

more pronounced .

The cheeks are some-

times noticeably sunken in this posture
of the head .
No. 5 shows weeping, shrieking, hysterical sorrow . The facial muscles seem

turned down and inward . The upper lip
is ofttimes hidden by the protruding un
der lip .
The jaws are heavy and strongly de

fined .

The ears are apt to be small, and often
are “ cauliflowered .”
The hair is stubby , and the forehead

to screw up about the central base of the very low — the lower it is, the more brutal
forehead, between the eyes.
the head appears .
The baby' s mouth is widely distended
The eyes come close in towards the cen
in emitting a howl of distress . The eyes ter and the eyebrows seem to lean over
are drawn downward and inward , closer

together , and often completely closed .
Tears flow out of the corners of the
eyes.

The nose lobes are compressed , defining
more prominently the furrow between this

them .

The neck is thick , and dotted, lined
stubble over the face increases the bru

tality of the countenance.
No. 7 shows sleepiness, drowsiness.
The eyes are closed , the upper lid cover

ing the optics. The lashes extend notice
The eyebrows arch , and have a ten - ably slightly downward, curving upward
dency to turn upward a bit from the in - towards the ends in some cases.

muscle and the lobes.
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There is a little secret
trick I use in getting a like
ness — and yet it is not a
(IVER

secret : it is the recognition

of a physical fact. That fact
is that there are no round

lines in naturchin a face.
All faces are a series of an

gles which you may round
off softly, particularly in the
case of women and youth .
To prove the foregoing

statements plainly I have
squared off the sketch of

Elihu Root, the noted states
man, which thus shows
more readily the series of

angles (some blended, as it
were) that have aided in
building up the character
and likeness of that celeb

Ovo

rity. Angles thus make for
character and success in
creating the likeness.
Bearing this fact in mind

and acting upon it, you will
always succeed in obtaining
a good likeness. With prac

tice you will soon train your
eye to measure the length
and slant of each angle and
thus achieve correct propor
tions, which , as you know ,

is most essential to por
traiture.
Proving that angles are the " trick .”

In most cases the corners of the mouth
relax slightly , or drop perceptibly .

When you are surprised you " wake up "
to whatever astonished and surprised you ,
and your eyes open wide and wider as

The eyebrows are arched .
In true slumber the face is in repose. your surprise grows.
If the subject is dreaming the countenance
will often give a hint of the dream .
No. 8 illustrates astonishment, surprise.

The eyebrows are

elevated and create wrinkles above them .
These wrinkles should be made thinner
than the eyebrows.

ART
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The cornea staringly centers between

The eyes may wander somewhat and

the wide-opened eyelids, and is separated the eyebrows turn in to help express the
from them by the seemingly enlarged aritst's mood .
No. 11 depicts sadness, weeping, sor
white of the eye.

No. 9 showswinking and blinking. The row .
eyelid muscles are contracted . The wink Crying in children is not so much due
ing eye is closed, or almost so . The center to sadness as to the fact that they want
line, where the lidsmeet, becomes arched something they can't have. Sadness, on

and the lower lid extends inwardly up- the other hand, is a sentimental expression
end .
The eyebrows trend upward. Wrinkles

ward , turning downward near the inner of loss.

The corner on the active side of the are not immediately created . However,

mouth turns upward as the cheek muscle they will develop with prolonged sorrow ,
of that side joins somewhat involuntarily which has a tendency prematurely to age

the eye muscles sympathetically connected one.
A perceptible furrow is created in the
No. 9 is of a cross-eyed countenance, forehead between the eyebrows. .

with the mouth muscle.

indicating strabismus, due to certain

The eyes are usually downcast.

No. 12 indicates laughter, hilarious joy .
physical conditions.
When one or both eyes turn inward , the The general principles for drawing are as
patient is cross-eyed ; when outward , in No. 1.
" wall-eyed ." Unlike any other crippled
This is an exaggeration of the first face.
condition of the human anatomy, these
The exaggeration is shown by the wide
ailments are always cause for merriment. open mouth lip lines running upward

In these cases the rest of the face also and the upper teeth exposed .

seems to lack symmetricalbeauty .

The other plate on the same page is of a

No. 10 depicts a person singing a high

group showing a variety of expressions.

note. In singing the mouth is O -shaped , They are all sketches from life. One sub

according to the vowel note being sung. ject,in the lower left corner (showing con
The upper lip is drawn upward , exposing centration ), is a noted turfman . Other
the teeth , and permitting a fuller note to heads are of actors, defendants in court
pour forth.
cases, a divorcee, etc.
TX
ti

tu

Satiposebi
Portrait treatment of an audience at a noon -day Lenten service.

LESSON 16 .

FROM BABYHOOD TO OLD AGE
How Time Touches the Human Face

3 years in

2years #

2years

12years

18 years

Year's

TODIS

ba
Years

35

years
- Rose

Cars

TR -

The human countenance as affected by the passing of time.

CLOSELY akin to the delineation of gesting the features of the child the better.

character is the depicting of those

In indicating a shadow to show where

changes in the human countenance which the convexity of the forehead tapers in be
COL
come with the passing of years.
tween the eyes, merely draw a tone of

In babyhood, for example, the eyes are lines , slanting” (to the left, preferably )
extraordinarily large. The head above the with the form it suggests. Other shadow

eyes is considerably larger than the face lines (as aboutthe cheeks) may be added ,
below the eyes, while the eyebrows have running as a tone in the same direction .
Thus they do not tend to add age, as lines
not as yet appeared .
As a general rule it may be stated that in the face of a child, of course, would be

the fewer pen lines the artist uses in sug- apt to do.
53
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subjects have a softer, less characterful

physiognomy. Therefore, an emaciated
worker
is generally a better study of char
face - lines may be used suggesting the
acter,
especially
for the sketch artist with
eyebrows— and in the boy 's face, perhaps
a
pen
,
than
the
obese
man . The lines in
the nose line, and a solid , soft cheek line.
strong. Lines may
drawn
be
can
face
his
In the girl the hair can be indicated
added freely ; however, to keep to the
be
freely with lines (as also theboy ) , but the
face should be kept as free as possible of character of middle age the hair should be
lines. The lines suggesting the lower lid dark and the lines in the forehead few ; if
of the eyes can be omitted — merely sug many, they should be softened , broken
gested by the corners of the eye. The lines, disappearing in dots. It is best,
In childhood , more lines appear in the

cheek line should not be completely drawn.

however, to leave the forehead fairly free

of wrinkle lines.
In the countenance of the middle aged
More lines begin to appear in youth , women you may add the pouch beneath

Youth

more character in the face.

The features

the lower eyelids, softly or definitely , as

have begun to lose their soft roundness any illustration of joy or sorrow may
and have begun to form

into definite

character , although the girl retains her
youthful face so far as the addition of pen
lines is concerned .

demand .

T he cheek lines should be definitely sug
gested , as also a bit or all of the nose lobe.
The chin line, if drawn from life, whether

However, a line or two is added ; the

double or scrawny, should be drawn with

nether eye lines are suggested, by a broken

a thought for the sensitiveness of the sub

line or a soft tone of necessarily short lines

ject - an illustration or cartoon , however,

running diagonally .

The simple partial can be drawn to suit a particular need .

line, however, is easiest, safest and quick est. The nose line may be suggested — in

Do not show wrinkles in the forehead if
sufficient age is indicated by the nose lobe

a three-quarter and profile view . In some lines and the chin lines. The nose should
girls — the more buxom — the chin starts be definitely drawn .
to become double . This double chin
Old Age
should not be emphasized . The contour
of the chin line in a profile should be delIn the face of old age the lines may be

icately shown, but a definite line should drawn freely and plentifully about the eyes
not be added that will suggest where the and the forehead - discreetly and not over
first chin tapers in .

That extra line is done, however, lest you lap over to senil

there, but it adds age to depict it, and a

ity , the next age. Draw your lines freely,

sensitive person is distressed to see it thus
pronounced .
The young man may be handled sim ilarly, except that you may add his nose
line and possibly another line suggesting
the base of his lower eyelid . Use no lines

with many suggestions of character with
out fear of making the subject too old .
The double chin can be shown plainly .
The character lines havebecome positively
stamped . The hair is gray or white ; the
male is bald or partially so . A few soft

in the forehead ; a double chin , if he has

ened lines in the forehead may be shown.

one, can be suggested.

Middle Age

Furrow lines between the eyebrows are
marked .

The eyebrows shall be gray or

dark in tone, or white, as the story may
In the middle aged , character has be- demand . The jaw lines and chin are
come completely stamped on the coun -

definite.

tenance. The vicissitudes of life have left
Crows' feet and other lines appear
their lines on the countenance , particularly about the eyes. Cheek lines are positive,
the thinner of the male . The stouter, fat while other cheek muscle lines are sug

PRACTICAL
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the head, on the forehead , or below on the

lines therefrom are definitely shown in the nose

almost in the center of the bridge

male , but barely suggested in the female. or near the tip , as a rule . Mustaches or
Thenose lobes are clearly delineated . The beards feature most senile faces - indicate
Adam ' s apple lines and furrows about the white beards by means of few lines at the

neck are drawn — though softened in the tip , or else here and there to suggest form
female .
to the hirsute adornments.
An important point to note before clos
Senility
ing this treatise on the senile person is the
In this countenance you may draw as fact that not all senile subjects have multi
many lines as you care, remembering that wrinkled lined countenances. The great
the more lines the older the subject will majority have, and the rest aremerely less

appear to be. So, therefore, you should wrinkled.
avoid making too many lines. Add lines

Practice sketching faces with character.

discreetly , and you will have no trouble in
achieving your objective.

Elderly heads especially will be good

training for work with pen and pencil.
Lines about the lips are short, and run You will find the park bench , library room ,
somewhat straight, here and there. About or your own home and immediate family
the lower cheek muscles and around the full of models , each a good lesson and

chin line the face becomes wrinkled and

profitable study.

the lines are irregular. There are additional lines about the eyes, giving the
effect of numerous eyelids. The cheek
bones are prominently visible in the more

good place for study. Get a seat in the
front row , so that you may have light from
the stage and orchestra . Then sketch on
your theater program the characters in the

The theater is another

emaciated , dwhile
the cheek
muscles
are
feat
li
ef

play.
know well what lines to
thThe pactors
o
l

nthe The uhair
earnuponesetheiface
inite inin line.
res arise put
nt to show age or youth ,
hard and definite
white , the eyes sunken . The features are and thus, by making these sketches, you

all sharply defined . Spectacles rest above learn these points for yourself.

Phil

Rittweger

Some of

Peter Biedinger's

to

Comrades

Piping
Johre

Fehrenbotchi

the deach
Sailor
across -

Whe

Chittenden

Rosenbaco
Figures of old men in contrast with youthful figures.

LESSON 17

A STUDY OF ANIMAL ANATOMY
Simple Method of Drawing
THE professional artist, owing to the makes a triangle -shaped space between the

1

variety of his work and the limitless back of the pelvis and the back of the

range of objects he must draw , has fre- upper leg.
quent occasion

to

draw

Another triangle is made be

tween the jaw line and the neck line, when

domestic and

other animals, as in the case of the illus- a line is drawn from the chin to the lower
trator who illustrates rural or western neck connection with the shoulder angle.
A third triangle is created where the
stories, or the newspaper artist when the
circus comes to town , or a dog or a cat abdomen and upper leg face each other.

The shoulder bone is diagonal. Drop
show is held . For this reason he should
have at his command simple methods of ping a vertical line from the top thereof,
drawing that will enable him to work rap - the foreleg is placed in line. The forepoint
idly , yet accurately .
of the hoof is on a vertical line with the
Among the most difficult animals to foremost point of the chest. The hind leg
draw is the horse, wherefore, to aid the is on the opposite angle to that of the
student in achieving deftness in putting shoulder blade line. The forepoint of this
this important animal on paper, I have hoof is on a vertical line with the highest
evolved a simple technique.
point of the buttock .
A horse, if you will observe carefully ,
The horse is ideally three and a half
is built up of triangular blocks— though heads high , and three and a half heads
irregular, yet in general shape they are long. The legs are one and a half times
triangular, each triangle fitting to the next, the depth of the body at the shoulder. At
as shown in the illustration herewith - a the widest point, the knees, the legs are
triangle for the head ; two smaller triangles two heads apart .
for the ears (two- fifths of the head size ) ;

The head measurements follow : the

a triangle for the neck ; one triangle for the ears, two-fifths in length , cropping out at
shoulder (narrow point at the top ) ; a one-fifth below the top . Atone-third the
triangle for the ribs; a triangle for the eye is placed, one-third within the head

abdomen ; a triangle (point downwards) line.

The mouth is one-fourth the head

for the flanks; a triangle for the tail ( cut length and is one-third up from the chin .
short) , and a triangle for the upper legs. The jaw circle base will be diagonally
The knee takes on an oval shape; the opposite the eye. The upper jaw line will
lower leg is an “ I ” shaped triangle, with

be on a horizontal line with the upper eye

another “ O ," or circle shape, for the ankle , lid . The semi- circular jaw bone line will
and a triangle below , to which is attached be three -fifths the head.
the hoof, which forms another triangle .
The nostrils will measure one-third of
After making these triangles, which the lower front of the head , which is in
should require but a minute or more, with

size one-fourth the length of the head. At

practice, swing a circle down the top and

the widest depth ( the jaw ) the head will

between the legs — front and back — and

measure half the length .

The back knee

In animal as in human life, the male is

should be on a vertical line with the far-

usually more heavily built than the female .

keep within that circle .

This is clearly in evidence in the case of

thest point of the pelvis (whence the tail
protrudes ) .

the cow and the bull.

The tail, falling vertically ,
56
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Method of blocking in a horse, with measurements.

The bull is a heavy animal, massively is longer and slenderer. Massiveness of
constructed , short and stocky in propor- chest, legs, torso and head in the bull are
tions. The neck , as contrasted with the lacking in the more slender lineaments of
female, is short and broad . The female the cow .
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Tu

u

sen

Mlima

Some common barnyard folks.
width of the head ; the body is an oblong;
chest about half the length of the body ;
the
and
The bull may be best remembered
drawn as follows: the head is a short the distance from the base of the body to
Cattle

triangle . The neck ( triangle ) is half the the ground line is a little over half the

GO
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C
Showing the various steps in blocking in a cat's head.

depth of the chest. The fore line of the
chest drops down from the inner point of
the jaw . The shoulder blade forms a let ter “ L , ” slightly tilted downward . The
legs are formed by three triangles — the

the size of the lower portion . The fore
chest line is lower than the nether body
line. The tail, including the wisk of hair
in which it ends, reaches below the back
knee hock , and drops in a straight line

largest for the upper portion , which tapers from the top of the buttocks.
down and meets the second triangle, which
T he cow is quite similar to the bull, an
starts narrow and widens to the point important point of difference being that in
where it joins the hoof. It is half the size the case of the cow the pelvic blade (but
of the upper portion , and the hoof is half

tock ) is more prominent, especially in the

case of a lean cow .
Birds

In the case of the canary and similar
small birds, anatomical construction can
be easily assembled and developed by lay
ing them out as follows:
For the head , use a small circle ; triangle
to suggest the bill; a shoe button dot for
the eye ; and an egg-shaped outline for the

body, the broad end attached to the circle
made for the head .

For the wings, the

capital letter " J," lying on its stem , may
be used. An irregular triangle is then
made to run in line with the back (the
upper egg line) ; a triangle is made for the
upper portion of the leg, and a line for the
lower, with four “ C ” shaped toes when the

level

(AOB

bird is sitting on a branch .
This is the simple method used by pre
historic man , and still serves as a practical
aid to quick drawing.

The Mule

The cat is made in a similar manner to the other
domestic animals. For the main part of the body
make a letter " 0 ." Then for the shoulder draw a

-

“ C ” and for the front leg a letter “ I.”

In practis -

and to have learned to draw the horse will

when they are

enable you to draw the mule without diffi

ing drawing cats, try to catch them
at leisure.

The mule is built similarly to the horse,
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culty . The chief difference between the
head of the horse and that of themule is
in the length of the ear, and in the fact that
the horse has a longer neck and a longer
body .
The mule has long ears that come to a
point. Ordinarily they reach out at a
slightly diagonal angle . When the beast

becomes angry, or suspects danger, he
turns his ears straight up, the hollow of
the ear forward , the better to catch the

sound of danger. Also , his mane is more

of a stubble than the flowing,wavy,mane ato

s

of the horse. When he is asleep his ears
droop to a horizontal position .

The Elephant

do

The dog is blocked in similarly to other domestic
animals.

The above cut illustrates simple steps in
evolving the head.

The ungainly looking elephant, perhaps
the most caricatured of all the animals ,
may be easily constructed by the following
method : for the head use a circle ; attach
thereto, for the torso , a large letter “ 0 ,"
lying on its side. Beneath both sides of

trunk - broad at the head and tapering
towards the base.
For the chin , a small triangle below the
trunk may be used . If tusks are shown
they emit from between the chin and the

the “ O ” place two oblong squares, or

trunk - in other words, from the corners

broad " I" shapes, flattened at the base to

of the mouth .

The ear is large and fan

suggest the hoofs . Attach to the circle for shaped — a sort of irregular triangle , the
the head a long letter " J" to represent the broader end diagonal towards the chest.
The tail is comparatively short, tapering

to the end , which reaches to a line above
or even with the lower part of the torso .
The eye is small and placed about the
center of the head — a bit in from the edge
- and deep set.

The elephant is a wrinkled individual,
particularly the trunk, which rolls in a
series of wrinkles. Wrinkle lines at the

leg joints and the nether part of the torso
are more prominent, while the tail is

wrinkle lined .
Most elephants have a bump on a line
with the eye, which is the beginning of
the trunk.
The Lion
The lion is powerfully constructed ,
somewhat in the form of the cat - having
rather a more slender body than the cat .
The male lion , too, has a mane that crops

out above his forehead and back of the
Some action and rest poses of the dog.

ears, covering the neck . It forms a hood
shape about the head. The head is more

PRACTICAL
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whiskers. Thin legs should be added,
bent, inasmuch as the body is close to the
ground . Add long fingers to the feet, with
a long, thin , tapering tail, about as long
as or longer than the body.
Barnyard Animals
The secret of sketching barnyard ani
mals is to use few lines and avoid details.
The sketches shown on page 58 were
drawn, some of them , at a poultry show
in Cincinnati, some on an Ohio farm , the
pigs in West Virginia, and the calf with
his head in a lard can on an Arizona ranch .
Always in drawing an animal observe
the form as it will look in blocks — as sug
gested by the block of the cow 's head in

a

the lower center of the plate . The block
method is an easy way to draw a cow and
get it proportionately correct.
Chickens

Simple method for blocking in some well-known

On a large leghorn rooster in the plate

animals .

the breast shadow is suggested by a heavy
angular, narrowing to the front. The line. The red comb is made solid black
body on the whole is narrow and slender ; rather than try to denote that dark color
the forepart is strong and massive in ap by means of lines .
pearance, the pelvis very narrow .

The

tail is long and smooth with a whisk of
hair at the end , like a water-color paint
brush . This tail is about equal to the
length of the torso.

The paws are large

and puffy, with five claws in front and
four on the hind legs.
The female lion is practically the same
in anatomy as the male, excepting that the
female never has a mane. She resembles
the puma, and the mountain wild cat or
mountain lion which is another name for
that animal.
The Mouse
The mouse, so popular in present-day

comics , can be easily drawn by using a
triangle for the head , two small " O "

shapes for the ears, atop the triangle , a
letter " O " lying lengthwise, about three
times the size of the triangle, for the body,
a dot for the eye — a shoe-button dot, with
a highlight in the center when you are
making a large drawing, and a few long

Blocking -in lines for bull and cow .

PRACTICAL ART
Too much emphasis cannot be laid on

a thorough study of the skeleton and
anatomy as a preliminary to drawing
animals of all kinds. Having a dog or cat
in the house will also afford good oppor

tunity to study animals from life. Ob
serve how the bones bend in their different
Lunct hour for
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poses ; the positions which the legs assume
in sitting, running, jumping, etc. When
you draw a cat or a dog in action, or any
animal of similar type, you will then be
better able to put true pictures of life in

the desired actions.
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LESSON 18

THE ANATOMY OF VEGETABLES
Simple Method of Drawing
VEGETABLES, plants, fruits, and other struction of animals — circles, triangles,
I horticulture objects are easily handled

letter-forms, etc .

when drawn with the same observation
For example , the pumpkin . In general
of their general form as the simple method the pumpkin is a squat circle ; in detail it
I have described in this volume for con - is divided into almost equal parts. (Of
66
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course, being a circle as a whole, the cen - ment, such as the radish , measure the

ter part would appear widest and gradu - length of the tail by proportion to the
ally the other parts would narrow , near- body . This measurement you can figure

ing the sides.) Thus having laid out the
circle into which all of these parts will be
subdivided, you next find the center line
and divide therefrom on either side. Then
finish off the top in correct form . Thus
you will have a rightly proportioned

by holding the pencil at your arm 's
length , across your vision , and thus com
paring the measurements.
The leaves may be drawn similarly,
seen in mass , laid out briefly in group
mass. Then the details may be put in , or

drawing and will have laid it out quickly. suggested. However, it is not necessary
With an object or vegetable, such as the to show all of the detail, or much . That
pumpkin , each side being similar, you may will, however, depend upon the purpose
draw one side and trace a reverse copy for which the drawing is to be used. For
thereof on the opposite side, thus making commercial work it may be absolutely

the design equal on both sides. However, necessary — as in a seed catalog — to put in
that is not well to do in depicting a vege - the details fully . For newspaper cartoons

table for other purposes than a design.
that is unnecessary, and, in fact, is much
With vegetables that have a tail attach - preferred with very little detail.
The
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University classes in botany afford material for drawing vegetable life.

LESSON 19

THE LAWS OF PERSPECTIVE
Simple Methods of Determining
THE camera affords the simplest ex- degree out of perspective. Even if you
have not had an art training, you will

ample of how the laws of perspective

instinctively feel an error in perspective in
operate. When a group
lens, of
and nastand
call people
t the a cartoon , illustration , or in any other
seem
heads
the
close to the cameraa lens,
large, the background small and far off . drawing.
In your first drawings you will probably
On the other hand , it is a fact that the
same group taken with the camera posted have to feature and prove up those of
some distance away is shown with the your sketches involving perspective. With

background closer up, and there is less of practice, however, it will soon become
a slant to the background objects — build - " second nature " to draw perspective cor
ings in particular. This is due to the fact
that the point of sight,” or “ vanishing
point" ( a more common term ) , is closer
to you , as you stand nearer the object in
perspective.
For your " station point" determines the
degree of slant of the parallel lines, so

rectly and without effort.
In seeking to understand perspective it
will be well to remember these important
points: the horizon line, the vanishing
point, the point of station , and the line of
vision .
The horizon line is an imaginary line

that in sketching a building like Faneuil

on a horizontal level with the eye.

Hall, say (see accompanying sketch ) , it
The lines of objects above the horizon
is best to draw it from a distance. Other- line slant downward to the horizon line ;
wise your view would seem exaggerated . objects below slant upward to the line.
Now the eye operates on the same prin With these facts in mind one can find
ciple as the camera , and many a good the horizon line in any picture.

drawing is ruined by being even a slight

The line of vision is, as its name indi
cates , the direction taken by the sight from

the point of vision to the horizon line.

The vanishing point is the spot at which
all parallel lines in perspective meet some
where on the horizon line, depending on
the station point. Remember that there

can be more than one vanishing point.
There are, for example , independent van
ishing points for objects leading out of
the picture, as shown in the Rodeheaver
plate.

The station point is that particular place
where you are standing, or sitting, as you
choose , in making your sketch .

If you are standing, the horizon line
will be higher; if seated , it willbe lower in
ratio
to the same scene. It is an imaginary
This drawing illustrates the fact that it is possible to
line horizontally crossing your eyes .

have more than one vanishing point in a picture, as

shown by the block of wood lying on the track .. At

For example, if your station point were

the left is seen the method of finding the position of
successive objects in perspective.

on
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a mountain top the valley would
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The completed picture.

be below your horizon line. The parallel

Assuming that your station point is

perspective lines therefrom would trend close to the perpendicular corner line of a
upwards.
house, your vanishing point will be very
If, on the other hand, your station point close if you included the entire roof and

were in the valley at the base of this moun- the base line of the building.
tain , the parallel lines as you look to sketch
You would observe how greatly your
this mountain scene would extend down- lines would be slanted . If you stood a
ward .

block away and sketched the samehouse,

A rule in perspective is that perpen - you would get the result seen in the sketch
dicular lines must remain so — poles, edges of the station at Grand Rapids — the van

of buildings, boxes, etc.

ishing point would be farther away .
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Showing perspective of standing figures obtain >d by two different methods. Note the accidental
vanishing point of the trombone.

To find the slant of a roof, or any par- The other point of the triangle will be
allel line, a simple method is to hold a touching the spot of the second vanishing
pencil across you vision , parallel with the point.
slant of the object. This will give you the

To find the pitch of a barn roof, place

slant for the drawing of that line.
perpendicular lines of the barn and find
Your arm , fully extended (though not the fore-pitch of the roof.
quite necessary ) , will always give you the
Draw a line from this base-point across

to the vanishing point on the horizon line.
V.P.

HORIZON

-

LINE

VP

This will locate the base of the opposite
roof, since it will meet on this perspective

line. The top point of the roof is located
by holding the pencil across the vision in
A simple way of finding the perspective of the angles position with the diagonal roof line.
of a building .

The method to be followed is the same
as that involved in locating objects equally

same measuring distance for other par-- apart in perspecʻive , such as a row of
allel
In lines.
sketching two sides of a house from houses, lamp posts , or telegraph poles.
your station point you will have two van

This is an easy matter if you use the fol

ishing points, one for each side of the lowing method :
house.

Your vision will take in the view to the
right and the left at a right angle — 45 de
grees.

The point outside your eyes on the
horizon line will be equally distant from
the vanishing point at the right and left o :

this point. .
This rule locates the second vanishing
point easily and accurately. Afier having

found the one vanishing point you place
your triangle on the line of your horizon

line on the pad , one point touching the
vanishing point, already located , the
center point touching the station point.

Gro

Rops,

Station at Grand Rapids, North Dakota. (See text
for explanation of perspective lines.)

.
Draw your nearest pole.
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A simple method will locate these hori

your vanishing point on the horizontal zontal points in relation to one another.

line, by the “ pencil before the vision "
With my drawing pencil extended hori
method .
zontally across my vision , I see exactly
Next locate your second pole.
what points are on this horizontal line and
Then draw a line from the middle of the place them thus on the sketch pad . One

first pole to the vanishing point by meas- eye is usually kept closed while making
uring with your pencil Draw a line from observations.
the base of the pole , diagonally across
In sketching a group at a table or other
Pole 2 , crossing it where the middle line gathering , you will not find it so difficult
crosses Pole 2 , meeting the diagonal lines if you will follow the plan shown in the
on the top perspective line.
the top of Pole 3 .

This locates

accompanying illustration , together with

thekey diagram plate .
To locate Pole 4 , start another line sim As in any other scene, visualize your
ilarly from the base of Pole 2 across the group in proportion , photographically, on
center of Pole 3 , thereby touching the top your pad to get the size you wish to draw

of Pole 4 . To locate the other poles con - it. Stand off about six feet, at least.
All your preliminary sketching do with
tinue this same plan .
This is the recognized method of finding a hard pencil. Start with the largest head ,
perspective, and for drawing objects such

which will be the onenearest you . Rough

as poles and regular rows of objects, it is

ly sketch in this head and a part of the

excellent.

shoulders.

At the same time, a plan

worked out by myself is simpler, and often

Block in where the eyes and other fea

better adapted in every way to existing tures will be.
Then sketch the next head to you (No.
conditions.
You will find in the accompanying 2 ) . Measure its size by the key head ,
plates several examples of my method , No. 1 . Where the chin and the top of this
which is to compare, on the samehorizontal line, each point in a scene with a cor-

responding point, and locating it in its perpendicular position in relation thereto.

head come on a horizontal line with the
key head determines the proportion .

Rough in the rest the same way ,meas
uring the next heads by No. 5. Measure

I start out with the nearest large object perpendicularly in relation to the key
- let us say the nearest man , for it is the head, No. 1. Measure the other heads

method I employ in sketching people. I horizontally and perpendicularly in the
draw the head in block detail - locating

samemanner.

the eyes, nose, mouth , ear and hair line.

After having roughly blocked in these

The object and man next to this “ key

heads, start back and work up the details

head ” I put in place by comparing the lo -

in No. 1 , then No. 2 , and Nos. 5 and 6 , or

cation of the top of this head and the point 3 and 4 , and so on - or finish the bottom
of the chin , as these points touch on the row , then the far row .
same horizontal line with the key head .

This second head I will perpendicularly
locate as being perhaps a key head ' s length

You will find, if you have followed your

measurements correctly , that your draw
ing is in perspective.

If you notice a mistake, do not overlook
away from the key head.
The next head will be located from the it ; correct it immediately or it may later
be a stumbling block , and a bad one.
head just sketched and so on .
It is not necessary to locate every head

This manner of getting correct perspec:

by the key head , for if head No. 2 is cor- tive, I compare to building a house
rect, which it must be, it makes a good block by block , with a correct mind' s eye
and convenientmethod for measuring the
next head by .

vision of the completed house always be

fore me as I lay on each stone gradually

72
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finishing to the complete realization point
the visioned picture.
Now you are ready to make a sketch

of your own.
Visualize the scene before you — or one
drawn from imagination on your pad .

Use the object that looms up in the fore
ground as a guide to measuring the rest

of the scene. Then roughly sketch in your
scene on the pad as you photographically
2

see it in your mind.

to perpendicular points, and you will not
have a one-sided , out-of-perspective pic
ture. Ability to do this correctly comes

kr
Wicsu

Also observe each point in relation to
the opposite horizontal point, and likewise

Amazinama
TULLID

with practice, which will train the eye to

do this photographically correct.
One or more houses or trees may be out
of the line of perspective, and conse
quently may throw you off . By my com
parison method you are meeting each line

and point in line with its opposite, and
consequently all will be correct in per
spective in the end.

The Same view - Faneuil Hall — as completed.

Observe the Billy Sunday plates.
At Rodeheaver's side is his famous
trombone.
I drew this sketch in the tabernacle ,
using my method of locating objects in
perspective. In the first drawing I show
this merely with the major horizontal lines
needed for this part of the sketch . The
principle , however, is the same as used in
the two cuts showing the method for ob

taining perspective in scenes.
Second cut, the duplicate, shows that
mymethod brings the same results as the
standard method of perspective, and more

easily .
Note Rodeheaver' s trumpet. This is in
perspective. Its vanishing point is a case

of the “ accidental vanishing point.”
4

It is

not on the horizon line, as you will per
ceive.

Faneuil Hall
The accompanying sketch of Faneuif
Hall, in Boston , shows how a complex ar
rangement of lines is easily reduced to
perspective by this method .
Blocking in a view . The figures represent the various
steps that should be taken in creating a similar com
position .

Faneuil Hall is the main feature of this
sketch and therefore must be brought out

PRACTICAL
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Blocking in a group of figures for perspective.

The same group as completed .

to catch the eye first. It is not necessary

Therefore start visualizing the main

to paint the entire costume the sur- building on the blank paper, determining
roundings being in a sketch of this kind how large you wish to draw it.

what clothing is to a portrait.

You must figure on a bit of foreground,
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Distance, or aerial perspective. indicated by the thinning of the lines toward the background.

and determine what is needed to set it off, a touch of life to the picture. Other per
lest it appear to be a mere architectural pendicular lines are used to square the
sketch of a colonial building.
composition , and then each part is blocked

It must have " atmosphere," and this in .
After this is done, you can readily per
is shown in the surroundings.
The highest point being the flag pole Iceive how easy it will be to add the details.
put in first, next the tower, then the
Always, in glancing at a scene which

horizontal lines.
you are about to sketch , be certain to note
A figure or so is added to the foreground how the picture will look in a mass, how
to show proportionate distance relativity , and where the main lines of perspective

SE

as Einstein would have it — and to add will vanish on the paper. The perspective
in my sketch vanished just below No. 18 ,
outside the line.
A building as distant as Faneuil Hall
in this sketch would not show all its de
tail — the individual bricks, each window
pane, etc. However, as the windows are
not of themodern , two-large-pane variety ,
but
of the colonial design , this fact should
HOM1101110101
01

|0BBIDILalurldOAlelalalalalalalai ,
TED UNGDONSETETIME
OTO 0700-100g

be suggested by showing it in one or two

windows, as I have done.
The long brown pillars (ten on each
side) I bring out, though merely suggest
ing at the sides.

There is a touch of black in the fore
ground and on the autos and express
wagon , to aid color distance (aerial per
spective), since objects become grayer in

proportion as they recede into the back
ground. The people in the foreground are
there, as we pointed out above, to add life ,

and to aid in the perspective. They are
not as important as Faneuil Hall, and
therefore are not worked up — being

CAFE
TOR

pocete

V

scarcely more than suggested .
The buildings back of the Hall (to the

Simple perspective introduced into a cartoon made

left) , are dark .

during the war on the subject of federal rail control.
The vertical lines represent railway lines leading oli
to
Washington .

by means of this contrast, forward .

This accentuates the

whiteness of the hall, bringing it out and ,

PRACTICAL ART

Note how the angle of perspective runs
up from the lower right side to Figure 18.
It was a bright day , and therefore no
cloud lines appear in the sky. Birds are

75

shown Aying about – being hardly more
than suggested, since their purpose is
merely to add a feeling of sky and airy
vastness to the picture.
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A study in harbor perspective from the Battery, New York .
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State Capitol Building at Des Moines, Iowa.

LESSON 20

VISUAL ERROR IN COMPOSITION
How to Test a Drawing
THERE are certain tricks of optical illu - ple is the above sketch of the Capitol of
1 sion and visual detraction which he lowa, at DesMoines.
artist must note in drawing a scene, if he
The eye is trained to reading from left
would avoid a disturbing illusory element to right; due to this cultivated inclination

appearing in his drawing. A good exam - in observing a drawing your eye uncon
76
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The reverse of cut on page 76, showing correction of visual error.
sciously follows over the picture as you stances, was preferred. In a similar case
would read it. Thus, the above sketch it is then up to the artist to so fill out the
loses somewhat in value, in that, owing composition (the space in the right hand
to the composition, the eye wanders off corner) that the eye will be attracted , in
the picture, to the right, there being noth - terested and kept on the page. This can
ing to hold the eye thereon. Now note, be accomplished very well by adding sev
if the composition of the scene were re- eral figures, people or objects that will
versed , as shown by the reversed plate , the tend to balance the sketch , and add to the
result is better.
local color. Or by placing a tone com
However, this view was more interest- pletely over the erstwhile blank street.
ing than any other view that would have A sketch laid out as this can be used for
avoided that optic error (of composition ) a poster or commercial drawing. The
and therefore, considering all circum - space in the right corner to hold the poster
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lettering or the ad reading matter. In the
Therefore, before reversing such a
case of the ad reading matter, the text sketch - or any other drawing, and es

should bestbeboxed in with a design .
To accomplish a reversal of drawing, as

pecially a portrait - test it with a mirror.
The mirror reverses the drawing and thus

with this sketch, the engraver simply re- you spot the mistakes and correct them .
produces it so — a mere matter of turning
the film . Incidently a sketch thus reversed should be carefully, and correctly

Incidently this test is well to make in any
case in which you feel that your drawing
is a bit off and you do not know , for cer

drawn or the errors therein , otherwise un - tain , just where or what the trouble is,
noticed , will be very readily perceived .

and how to correct it.

LESSON 21

AERIAL PERSPECTIVE
How to Put Objects in Their Proper Relative Distance
LALF close your eyes and gaze out of

contrast and thus again you find that the

11 your window at the scenebefore you . foreground is ever stronger in tone than
You will find that the objects and ground

the background .

before you are of darker tone than the ob-

The sketch of Mt. Taylor (page 74 ) ,

jects in the far distance, though you may

the highest mountain in New Mexico, was

know for certain that the pole in the dis -

drawn in two minutes from the train win

tance is ebony black and that fence in the dow .
foreground is but a dark muddy grey .
Note how distance is achieved in this
This somewhat trickey matter of tone

drawing.

The mountain was a distance

is called aerial perspective, in drawing, and of fully two miles away.
by this play of tones you can achieve distance in your drawings, without the aid of

The lay of the land in the foreground
is drawn with heavy lines. Also a few

perspective lines to suggest that distance.
Remember always, that objects in the

objects — the cactus - are plainly sug
gested . These plants and other desert

foreground are of a stronger, darker tone fauna are lost in the distance, and, there
than similar objects that are in perspective fore, not shown .
thereto .

The next promontory in the lay of the

This fact seems a paradox when one land is defined with a line comparatively
uses a black background and, leaving the thinner.
foreground white achieves the same aerial
The mountain 's outline is delineated
(color) perspective result.
with a line yet thinner.
However, in this case the white is so
Details of themountain are lost, in keep
placed as to be the stronger tone by the ing comparison with the foreground.

me
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- posebene Example of composition in a single group of figures.

LESSON 22

COMPOSITION
Arrangement of the Details
THE newspaper artist should under 1 stand the foundation principles of
composition — the thoughtful arrangement
and grouping of the various elements of
a picture in such a manner as to give the
drawing a feeling of unity of structure,
purpose and design , lines, masses, and
colors so placed as to support the main
figure or object and at the same time to
give the picture balance.
Take the accompanying plate, for ex ample the drawings were made on various news assignments: one at a seminary
graduation , another at the deathbed of a
youthful suicide, the others at a race track ,

a meeting of city council, a library desk
and Red Cross headquarters.
In addition to these small compositions
larger portrait sketches were made to go
with the original layout in each case.
To begin with , color and tones figure
prominently in more finished composi
tions. Perspective also is an important
factor.
In the first composition , upper left hand

corner, note how the heads, which are the
subject and center of interest in the com
position , are grouped .
The view of this group was drawn at
this angle because if offered a better com

CAL
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position than a direct front view would do.
The other top picture, of councilmen ,
Back views should be avoided , particu - is another view with similar points. In
larly on such assignments.
that of the two women glancing over the
Note how the dabs of blank make the form sheets (fall garments of a past season
composition stand out and catch the eye
how styles do change!) note the posi

Michael
Muller

John J.
Mugavire

spectators
the
all'against
billa

o

el

Presdent
McKibbin

addressing the

graduating clase

- RT
A group of small sketches illustrating the value of arrangement for composition effects .

and carry it to the center of interest, the tions of their heads, hands,bodies and feet.
heads.

Different color composition — in the head

The rest of the detail of the bodies in a dress and garments — adds variety .
Again , always choose the view that will
work of this kind is not necessary .

The white spaces are filled by placing make the best composition . This will ex

the lettering so as to aid composition , plain the almost complete back view of the
rather than by merely putting it at the lady on the left.
bottom of the drawing.

If you cannot avoid drawing a back
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view — and sometimes it is well to show
Perspective figures conspicuously in this
one or more — try at least to get a semi- composition .
Here again the eye is carried to themain
profile view of the subject's face.
Of the two women , note that the sub -

subject (the men ) by color rightly placed .

ject to the left is closer in vision , thus giv -

The perpendicular side of the table,

ing you a problem in perspective that is being a solid black , aids in bringing it more
solved by noting where the top of the head

into the foreground than the man seated.

and toes of the subject in perspective His suit is grayer in tone, causing him to
touch on a horizontal line with the figure

recede.

ofthe foreground subject,keeping the rest

in the graduation picture the president,
addressing the graduates, was the most

in proportion .
Also note the gentleman and three

important figure of the group, and there

ladies on the grandstand steps. Of this fore, with the aid of color, I have cen
group you will readily note that the stout, tered him in the composition .

black - stockinged middle one is the central
Perspective is important also in this
figure and the center of interest. How - picture. In placing themen, for example
ever, she is not necessarily in the center
smaller at the back end than in the
of the picture. Details and the body of foreground - I kept them in proper per

the first woman (left) are missing, though

spective.

apparently not missed . Putting all this
Note how the rostrum is worked up
in would have crowded the composition , the books and electric light thereon , and
and confused and somewhat hidden the flowers, to keep the composition properly
point.
grouped. Otherwise it would appear to
The scene in theRed Cross office shows the eye as one picture of a man talking

a woman recording the misfortunes of and a separate picture of a group ofmen .
ex- service men preliminary to granting In fact, if the head of theman in the dis
tance, midway between the graduates,
them aid .
Note how the posters are grouped into were eliminated , as the picture stands now ,
the picture to aid composition , how the

it would give the impression of a third

dabs of black and other tones help to hold

group. The position of the lines forming

the group together. Otherwise the women

the head is what holds the graduates

would seem to belong to separate, little

together .
The last composition is that of a suicide.
The library picture, below , is an inter Note how the flowers and the subject

compositions.

esting back -view pose, permitting a mor-

are so handled that the woman retains the

tise that allows type to be carried into the interest center of the composition — as also
unused square space of the picture without the darkened hair against the white back

ground of the pillow .

destroying the composition .
Alantic City Hotels

Dancing
15 varied
in
action

top the skyline

and

pose -
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Composition of buildings along the Board Walk , Atlantic City .

LESSON 23

DRAWING

OUTDOOR OBJECTS

Water, Rock and Clouds
KNOWLEDGE of the simpler tech - top of the picture . Should the higher hills

A

nical principles involved in drawing be depicted to greater advantage, the
horizon line would be lowered accordingly .

clouds, water, and other natural features

of the outdoors , is as essential to the news- And in either case all perpendicular lines
paper artist as it is to the painter, in order should remain perpendicular .
The artist working with a pen invariably
to give naturalness to his pictures.
In drawing rocks, for example, one must finds a clear blue sky to be a blank mass.
be careful lest his lines tend to suggest The sky that is partly hidden by clouds
either a wooden or a metallic formation . presents a better picture for drawing. In
In order to avoid a wooden effect, it is this respect clouds are like a beard, or
well not to

use cross-hatching , except mustache on

where a very dark shadow is to be shown.
The straight and more or less vertical line
is perhaps easiest and best for suggesting
tone line. The top ends of these lines
may be shown heavier ,breaking off at the
bottom ends in disappearing dots. The
line may be well shown slightly diagonal
and varied to suggest change in the rock
formation .

a man ' s face - they add

character, rendering it more interesting, at
least from the standpoint of an artist.
When you observe a bright blue sky on
a clear day, you will find, particularly at
an open area like an ocean or large lake
front, an open field or low mountain scene,
that the sky directly overhead seems a
lighter blue than the sky in the distance.

These lines should follow the

Toward the horizon line it gradually be

trend of the rock ' s surface.
A dot or spatter may be effectively used
to suggest shadows and tones. Also a
grained paper that will permit the use of
crayon is an excellent surface to indicate

comes somewhat darker .
S uch a sky can either be represented by
leaving it blank , or by putting color into
it by means of a few lines near the horizon
line. These lines are best drawn straight,
or slightly semi-circular, running horizon
tally across the paper. They need not be
of equal length - rather beginning and
ending irregularly.
Add a few birds in Aight to suggest life
and a feeling of vastness to your blank
sky. .
A cold , gray sky can be shown by draw
ing straight or slightly rolling lines hori
zontally across the sky space, in an even
tone, or gradually darker toward the top
of the paper — the sky overhead . The sun

rock tone and effect.
A sketchy, irregular line should be used
to suggest large crag and peak formation
in a mountain scene.
In sketching a valley scene from a hill
top the perspective trends upward, because
the horizon line, which is ever on the level
with your eyes, is even with the height you
draw from . Thus the winding streams
and roadway , housetops, etc ., will trend
upward in perspective. The hill tops on a
higher plane, and the square objects

thereon, will send their regular lines down- at the period of the year when we have
gray skies is then not overhead but instead

ward .

Thus your drawing could have its hori- is shining upon us from an angle .

zontal center anywhere in the picture, in

Thus

the place of darker tone is shifted.

accord with your composition . That is,
Another method of showing a cold gray
if the valley is shown mostly, the horizon sky , is to draw the lines slightly wavy ,
line will be correspondingly nearer to the perpendicularly down the sky - space of
82
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banks or beneath the circle formations at
the base .
Lines may be drawn across the sky ,
either beneath or above, though perferably
beneath the rolling cloud banks, to act as
a taperingmedium with the vanishing base
of the large cloud banks.
These lines can be made to form hori
zontal or diagonal, rugged stratta of

clouds, adrift from the major formation .
Now , to suggest a cloud with a silver

lining : draw a cloud of large formation ,
preferably the decorative cumulus. It is

the reflection of the sun behind the cloud
that gives it the silver lining.
The cloud proper, except for the thin
Studies in clouds, water, and reflections.

rim around the edge, is toned darker, since
this side is in shadow , and only the edge

your paper. This perpendicular-linemeth od is also the one preferred in depicting
a moon -lit sky. Here again the sky is

of the vapory mass — the lining — is light.
Then draw rays, darting irregularly
from the top and sides of the clouds, as

darker in the distance, lending a feeling also from the lower side, if the cloud is
of greater depth to the scene.

But in a

decorative illustration this gradual dark ening towards the horizon is not neces-

Aoating high in the open sky.
These rays can be suggested by dashing
an ordinary pen line out here and there,

sary, in fact it is preferable to make the as you would the spokes of a wheel,
tone fairly even .
though not with the same regularity . Also
Another method , one easily handled in break these lines at the edges. This makes
drawing a dark sky at night, is to make it them seem to vanish .
solid black . Put the stars in with brush To give the effect of a dark mass of
touches of Chinese white, at random . Or storm clouds, draw the contour (outlines )

in blackening the sky allow

specks of of the major clouds, with large irregularly

white to remain , suggesting stars.

outlined circles.

There is rarely a clear blue sky that has

Tone these clouds dark gray, or black .

not a wisp of fair -weather clouds strung Brighten the tones near the clouds' edges,
along the horizon line, or floating there.

especially where the sky is visible, for

This can be suggested by a single graceful

there the cloud is lighter in tone, usually

line half -circling along the length of and

due to the sun 's reflection .

near the horizon line.

Clouds

The middle , the sides, and the top of

-

the formation may catch a few light spots,
here and there a tone or so lighter than

Clouds can be formed in many ways, the surrounding points
for there are many varieties. The best for
T hese random touches, or “ high spots ,"
decorative design is the storm cloud, or relieve the appearance of flatness in a dark
" cumulus. "
bank of clouds.

Draw this cloud with an irregular, piled -

The desert cloud is more of the streaked

up mass of circles, like bubbles, minus the type fiery appearing, reddish , suggestive
lower portion of the circle , or not quite of heat. If the sky is completely obscured
completely showing that part. You may by a coat of gray clouds, this condition
add also a few lines darting out somewhat can be shown by drawing a tone with lines
horizontally from the side of the cloud running horizontally or perpendicularly
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Sky and water.

the former are best - across the sky -section series of irregular lines slanting usually
of the picture. These lines can be made towards the lower left corner, will suggest
heavy for a dark coat of clouds, thinner for rain . The wind affects the slant of falling
water, and should the scene be one where
a light one.

These lines can be drawn either straight in a strong wind is to be suggested, the
or a bit wavy . The wavy lines offer better lines may be made almost horizontal.
opportunity for suggesting variations in

Methods of drawing bodies of water

cloud formation , by a more pronounced

vary according to their location and tur

undulation here and there.

bulence . Where lakes are surrounded

Water
Water is a difficult subject for the begin

ner to draw , since it hasmany formswhich
have to be rendered on paper.

completely by mountains, the water is usu
ally clear and placid . Such a body of
water should reflect, clearly, its surround

ings, like a mirror.

To suggest this , draw the reflection of
Raindrops are shaped like inverted ex - the mountain (how much of it would de

clamation marks, rounded at their broad pend upon your view ) and the slope of
the mountain .

base .

When a shower is to be shown a broken

With a brush stroke or two of Chinese

PRACTICAL
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The water crests — the waves — are
white, dash along with an irregular sweep ,
over what you would feel to be the surface shown as irregular in shape, like rows of
small " i's."
of the lake.
Thus you obliterate ( in the reproducFor a comic-cartoon suggestion of
tion it shows best) a portion of the reflec- waves I often use merely a series of lines
tion that would appear naturally in the similar to connected groups of " i's."
scene, and produce an effect of a streak of
Dropping a stone into a placid pool of
light across a placid or disturbed part of water will cause a circular wave to ripple
over the surface. Emanating from the
the water' s surface.

It is well to draw your reflection with all point where the stone entered the pond ,
lines running directly downward .
thewave becomes broader and broader and

Avoid outlining objects in the reflection. the waves following it usually there ap
The downward lines also suggest depth ,' pear many — do likewise on a graduated,
and crossing over it with Chinese white
does not tend to disturb this general effect
· of the lines.
Reflections in the water are usually
lighter than the original object.
Disturbed river waters, flowing swiftly,
are shown by irregular, wavy lines run
ning in the direction of and suggesting the
current. Do not use too many ; a few here
and there will do.
It is not well to make these lines heavy
and coarse ; having them somewhat varied
and broken will give a better effect.
A large inland sea or an ocean body
can be handled with a mixture of crayon
and brush , in addition to the pen .

smaller scale .
If the water's surface normally is a bit
rough , the lines of this circle will be com
paratively irregular, suggesting the action ,

also of the usually rough surface.
Suds and foam are suggested by the
rounded , irregularly heaped globules, the
lower parts of the circles not being visible.
Foam and tide-water formations are
shown by drawing irregular balloon and
sausage-shaped circles in the foreground,
with the ocean wave in the background

suggested by irregular disconnected " i"
shaped lines.
Lights and other objects reflected in a
swift- flowing , irregular-surfaced stream ,

Hold the pencil, pen or brush far back are suggested by a squirmy line, or a series
and sketch in the action lines representing thereof, running downward, directly under
the waves, using a swinging arm move the object of the reflection .
Short waves and long waves are shown
ment rather than the fingers.

RE

MO

z

A view of the Ohio River .
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by the modulations in the sweep of the
When the sky is clear, or perhaps white,
line.
or a great light streak completely reflects

To draw a long wave, swing the pen

or covers the surface of a still body of

cil, holding it rather high up over the water, it is not necessary to show lines.

paper. For the short waves the pencil can Merely leave a blank white space to sug
be held nearer to the point.

gest the body of water.

LESSON 24

COLOR AND DESIGN VALUES
Interest Gained by Spotting
V NOWLEDGE of a variety of designs

two or more similar designs to make of

is an important aid to putting color
N
into your pictures — color that will be
more than repetition of lines and masses.
A simple way of learning a variety of

equal size, you can trace the original de
sign , and with the aid of the tracing and
carbon paper imprint an exact duplicate
wherever desired . A pantograph can be

designs is to study and draw the designs used for this purpose .
which you will find imprinted on the maTo reverse a design the original can be
terial of women 's frocks which you see at placed against a window pane facing the
home and on the street — the ginghams, sun . This enables you to see the design

the plaids, the percales, the silks — not on the other side and trace it in reverse.
to mention the opportunities for study

in

sketching costumes, designs and

which wall paper and carpets will offer. drapes are most essential and should be
Also study furniture, pottery and accentuated . First lay out the drape of the

wrought iron construction for interesting costume, and then put the designs therein
designs. You will thus glean sufficient — not all of them , necessarily , but enough
knowledge to meet your needs at first , and

to suggest the designs in the original.

from this you can develop your own designs, which will be an interesting task .
Especially will it delight you to note the
effect of designs in your cartoons, and even
in layouts. In the accompanying bathingbeach layouts , dots, circles, stripes, black

To draw designs into a costume it is
test and easiest to sketch out the entire
design . For example , if the design is of
the serpent on a Chinese waistcoat, lay
out the general size and shape of the space
which it occupies. This requires but a

and white bands, white lines over the black

surface on the dress of the bobbed haired
miss, and yet other forms, are used . The
white lines were drawn with a non - flexible
pen and white ink. A thin brush with
Chinese white also can be used . The pen ,
however, is best. The black surface must
be absolutely dry when the white is ap

plied. This is a better method in every
way than that of filling in the many black
areas and leaving white line spaces.
Several time- saving methods can be re
sorted to in drawing designs. If you have

The hat as it fits over the head.
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An interesting use of varied design in a bathing beach layout.

few seconds. Afterwards work up the crown band must be shaped to conform
design. By this method you will be able with the contour of thepictured head, plus

easily to keep within the bounds and pro- the coiffure. Thus it will appear to fit
portion of the design as it appears on the correctly.
subject. In working up the design, always Now , in order to draw the picture rap
do the larger mass first, then put in the idly and with few lines, first outline the
details .
general shape of the hat in the manner
shown
in Figure 1 of the enclosed layout.
Hats
This outline is the shape of the finished
To begin with, familiarize yourself with product- Figure 3.
the shape of the skull and normal head. Next make notes where the trimmings
Note how the features and hair form over are located , as shown in Figure 2 . After
the skull. You will then understand that this it will be a simple matter to draw in
as the hat fits snugly over the head the the complete hat.
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The engraver, beside one of the chemical baths.

LESSON 25

ENGRAVING PROCESSES
Halftones and Zinc Etchings
STUDY of the processes of engraving

in the engraving room the drawing is

will be of much value to the student, placed upon an upright board , in front of a
since it teaches one the extent and limita -

large camera which is focused so as to

tions of the engraver's art in relation to

photograph the drawing on the glass plate,

the reproduction of his drawings

and to the size desired — two columns.

To begin with , the artist's picture is , let

Next the film

on the glass plate is de

us assume, reproduced to the size of a two- veloped in a fixative solution and intensi

column cut (four incheswide) . The orig - fied in numerous chemical baths, similar
inal drawing is usually made larger, so

to the process of developing an ordinary

that the artist may work more easily and

photograph .

add more detail if he chooses. Also by reThe film is then stripped and placed
duction a pen line loses some of its irreg- upon a sensitized smooth sheet of zinc and
ularities and is rendered more pleasing.
put in a printing frame before a strong

90
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to the inch which the printing surface of a

such a manner as to cause the lines repro - half-tone presents.

duced to be immune from the chemicals
to which the etching is next treated

On the average cheaper grade of news
paper stock a fifty -five to sixty - five screen

The next treatment is the placing of the

is used . On magazine paper the screen

zinc in a bath of nitric acid for a short

runs upward from ninety to one hundred

period , and then treated to a dusting with

and thirty -three.

resinous powder known as “ dragon 's

The coarser screen is used on

the

blood . ”
cheaper paper to avoid the catching of
of paper between the dots of the
particles
and
flame
a
over
heated
This is then

bathed further in a biting solution of nitric
acid, which eats away the metal that has
not been covered with the protecting pow ; der. ( The back of the plate has been com petely covered therewith ,)
After sufficient “ biting " the plate is
ready to be routed . The routing is done

screen and smudging of the print.
The finer the screen the more care re
quired in engraving, and thus the greater
the cost.
In “ line” work , however, the same pro
cess is used in making cuts for any grade
of paper — the same line drawing can be

over surfaces that the chemicals have not published in

sufficienty reduced . Thus these mounds,
as they appear to be, are routed out and a

a newspaper or on a fine

grade of magazine paper.
The line drawing must be finished in

white empty space appears in the printing

solid black ink - India ink .

where the router has used his implement.
The finishing touches are made by the
tooler, who tools out any flaws and spots
overlooked by the router, as also small

marks used in
be completely
and appear in
the drawing.
If the lines

spots, which the router cannot safey ap
proach .

The engraving is next mounted on a

The pencil

layout of the drawing must
erased , lest they photograph
the cut to the detriment of
are gray , due to poor ink,

they are apt to be lost in the reproduction ,

especially if the drawing is reduced to a

type-high base of metal or wood , and is

third of the original size.

then ready for the composer to set in
the type form .
The entire process requires at least
forty -five minutes. Generally an hour
and a half is consumed in a careful job .
Now certain physical facts govern this
process of reproduction . There are two
forms of engraving — half -tone and line,
or zinc etching. The half-tone is made in
cases of photographs and wash or pencil
drawings — not, however, greased crayon .

Also if the lines are drawn heavily and
are too close together, they may run to
gether and reproduce as one heavy line,
on a three-fold or greater reduction .
Greased crayon is very treacherous. If
the drawing is reduced very much ( three
or four times) the crayon marks may
either run together or be lost on the
etching.
You can reproduce the crayon draw
ing in a half-tone, but it is not preferred .

The zinc etching process, which is the one

Make friends with your engraver.

You

described above, will be of more general will learn much from him , and quite often
use to you , and , incidentally , is usually

he will save you considerable time and

half the price per square inch as the half- bother in the making of layouts.
tone engraving. Both are reproduced in
Ben Day
practically the same manner, excepting
that the half -tone is screened to whatever
“ Ben Day ” is a process used in the en
fineness of screen is desired, which is gov -' graving . department, and is applied by
erned by the quality of the paper upon

means of a series of designs that fill in

which it is to be printed . " Screen ," be it certain blank spaces, thus saving the artist
remembered , refers to the number of dots much time.

The Ben Day process makes

PRACTICAL
for neatness, as a rule, though it is rather
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graving plant has such designs on hand .
You can obtain sheets printed with Ben

mechanical in effect.
As this is a patented process that is

Day designs which you can cut out and

somewhat expensive and requires consid erable time to apply , it is not universally

paste over places that you desire to have
covered by this process. These designs

found in the newspaper engraving shop,
though almost every commercial en -

are then reproduced along with the rest
of the drawing.

LESSON 26

THE CHALK PLATE METHOD
For the Artist in the Small Town
REFORE the invention of the photo -

Barium sulphate (commercial) _ 1 qt.

engraving process, the newspaper
artist and the cartoonist usually used chalk
plates. Today the chalk plate is practically a medium of the past. For smalltown publications, however, it is often a
more serviceable medium than the up-to date photo -engraving process.
Quite often a small-town paper would
like to use a cartoon , but cannot, within
press time, send the cartoonist 's drawing
to the nearest engraving shop ( there is
seldom an engraving plant in a town of
less than 5 ,000 people ), and expect to
have the engraving back in time for pub-

Eng. precip. chalk - - - - - - - - - - - | qt.
China clay - - - - - - - - -- - - - _ 1 qt.
Mix together, dry, in a crock or other
carthen vessel. Then add about one table
spoonful of silicate of soda, and mix with
water to about the consistency of sorg

lication . It is then that the chalk plate
proves its value .
Also the chalk plate costs but a small

hum .

Pour on the plate and allow to settle
for ten minutes. Then bake in moderate
heat until thoroughly dry. When properly
baked the top will curl up in a sort of filmy
crust. This must be removed and the
plate reduced by scraping to the proper
thickness, which is about that of three
sheets of manila tagboard .
Then remove the chalk from the edges
of the plate to the width of one-eighth

sum , which is always a consideration with of an inch all around, to serve as a shoul
the small paper. Often the chalk plate , der upon which the bars of the casting box,
on account of its cheapness, has been the hereafter described, are to rest.
means of an aspiring cartoonist in a small
The plate is now ready for the drawing
town actually getting his first work into The drawing is applied to the chalk sur
print. For most home- town papers are al- face by means of a “ graver,” which is a

ways glad to print a picture by local talent, small penlike tool with a curved point,
and are willing to go to the slight expense
of a chalk plate to publish it. Even in the
large cities some newspaper artists use the
chalk plate for making their " rush one
col." comics.
First of all, prepare the chalk coating
for the steel plate (described in later para

made of medium hard steel, and ground to
different widths according to the width of
line desired . There are about sixteen dif
ferent sizes of gravers, but four or five
will answer the beginner's needs.
You will find it advisable at first to
make your drawing on thin paper , and

graphs) , according to the following formula :

then , with a stylus, trace the line of the
drawing on the chalk surface. Then with

PRACTICAL
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guide the metal upon the plate and pre

finishing the plate. With a little more vent any of it from going under the plate
practice, however, you can make your and warping, which would result in an
drawing direct on the chalk .

uneven cast. Now place the bars around

In making the drawing care must be the edges of the plate, being careful that
taken to cut through the chalk all the way they fit snugly at the bottom , place another
to the plate, taking care, however, not to
cut into the plate.

When the drawing is complete , brush

sheet of tagboard over the bars, and close
and lock the box .
The metal should be of a temperature

out the excess of chalk from the lines with

that will brown, but not burn, a sheet of

a camel's hair or other soft brush . This is

newspaper when dipped into the pot and

done in order that the chalk may not be immediately withdrawn . The tempera
broken off the plate in casting, and also ture of the metal is most important, and
for giving a cleaner and smoother surface particular care must be taken to make this
testbefore the cast is poured.

to the cast.
We are now ready to make the cast.
Usually this work is done by the workmen

Now pour the metal into the box and
allow a few minutes for it to set. Do not

in the stereotyping room , but occasionally

open thebox too soon, as this may cause

it may be necessary for you to make your
own casts . So in order that you may know

the metal to suddenly contract and ruin
the cast.

how to go about it successfully , the follow .

When the metal is sufficiently cooled ,

ing description is given :
open the box and lift the cast very care
First comes the casting box . This may fully , so as not to injure the plate, for you
be procured from any dealer in stereo - may want to make a second cast . Then
rout and trim the plate for the press.
typing equipment or metal.
The boxes are of varied forms, but in
The plates may be obtained from the

ordering one, be careful to state that it is Crown Engraving Plate Company, St.
to be used in casting chalk plates, as a Louis, or, if you prefer to make your own
special set of bars is usually essential for plates, or have them made, you may do
this work .

Now take the plate with the completed
drawing and lay on top of the metal pot
to thoroughly heat it, while you are pre-

paring the box for the cast.

so , from sheets of rolled steel cut to proper
sizes, which usually are 6 x 8 , 8 x 10 ,
10 x 12 , 12 x 20 .
The plate should be about one- sixteenth

This is done of an inch thick and perfectly smooth

by pouring a " warmer" of molten lead

preferably ground on both sides, and blued

into it, and allowing to remain until the in heat.
box is so hot that you can barely hold
In cleaning the composition from used

your hand upon it.

plates, do so with an old case knife, using

Now take out the warmer, and lay a a fine sandpaper to remove such particles
sheet of tagboard on the bottom of the as can not be gotten off with the knife.
box, put the plate upon this , and place It is important that ALL the old composi
another sheet from the end of the plate tion be removed before new composition
to the top of the box .

This sheet is to

is poured on .

LESSON 27

MEASUREMENT METHODS

.

For Size and Shape
A SIMPLE method of measuring a ing 2V/2 times larger ( although it is usually
1 drawing and spacing it in dimensions best to work on a 2 - time basis ) , multiply
for reproduction to fit a required space is the top line of three colums (6 or 68
of the utmost importance to the artist who
demands speed. A useful method is as

inches, to be exact) 242 times, which will
give you fifteen inches across the top .

follows:
Draw a straight verticle line down from
Let us say your cartoon or sketch is to the end, and when it reaches the diagonal
be three columns wide, and 41/ 2 inches

line, stop .

That will be your exact depth .

deep . Draw a box at the top left-hand

For finding the depth which a drawing

corner of your drawing board or paper (a
bit in from the margin ) the size of the

will have when reduced to a given width ,
reverse the process. Draw a diagonal line

allotted space. Next draw a diagonal line

from the upper left-hand corner to the
lower right-hand corner. From the verti
cal line on that side, run a rule horizontally

to1 / 6.no

until it strikes the diagonal line at the

measure of the width desired — say five

inches. Then the distance from the point
to the top horizontal line will represent the

depth which the picture will have when
finished.
In spacing for a layout that requires a
2 % 2 Timeo
one-column " drop " below the lower line
Simple means of obtaining size of reduction
of the rest of the picture, be careful not to
of drawings.
crowd this center column too much . The
from the upper left-hand corner, straight best plan is to figure always that a three
on through the lower right-hand corner column space equals 6 /8 inches. Allow
and on some distance beyond .
2 1 -16 inches at least for both outside
Now if you desire to make your draw - column spaces.
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DRAWING FOR LITHOGRAPHS
Essentials for Best Work
IN drawing for a direct contact litho - lustration — any kind (as i. e. the snow

I graph reproduction , one fact you must scene plate herewith ) .

This drawing is

remember is this - only that drawing best made on paper with a tooth or grain
which is made with a grease crayon sub - that will catch the grease best. As you
know smooth paper will not take grease
stance will reproduce.

You make your drawing as you would well.
any other picture - scene- portrait, etc .,

The drawing finished, is placed

upon the hand press — first wetted in a

using instead of carbon ink a grease damp book — a batch ofmoistened papers,

crayon or a grease ink .

which moistness is naturally communi

Lithography is a simple process, appar- cated to the drawing paper by the con
ently. It was originated by a German
named Senefelder, about the year 1792 .

tact. Thus moistened , the grease is more
likely to be softened and also the damp

It is the most direct means of reproducing paper will not stick to the stone upon
a copy of the original drawing, also it is which the impression is left.
the quickes: and the only method of repro A sensitized stone is placed on the base

duction that reproduces the original draw - of the press — lithographer's stone. This
ing completely as it is .
stone is sensitive to grease impressions
The process is as follows:

The artist it is also wetted.

drawing with grease crayon makes an i?-

The drawing is placed facing the stone
94
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Group of old houses in snow scene sketched by the author and done in lithograph.

and a batch of papers and a proof sheet has been left on the stone. This is de

are placed thereover in the press. The veloped with gum arabic and rubbed up
lithographer's work is this — he presses the until you see (reversed ) on the stoneyour
impression onto the stone a moment, re- own drawing as you havemade it.
leases the press and slowly removes the baeYour
drawing however, in this process
has holostme much of its heavy dark tones of
drawing from the stone.
An impression exactly like the original crayon — that is the one distressing disad
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vantage of a lithographic reproduction .

Yet not all drawings are ruined thusly .
And again , you can retouch the drawing
where it needs it.

This same drawing can be used to make
another impression , though faded , as it
has been left by the taking of the first
imprint.

The crayon drawing should not be
worked over - retouched — with Chinese
white or any other substance that will run
when dampened . If you wish to remove
crayon lines, etc., scrape or scratch them

out with a sharp knife .
The stone after being treated with the
solution of gum arabic and nitric acid is
used to make the prints — either by hand
press or, for large editions, a steam press
is used . A lithograph tends to become

darker, heavier, with each succeeding
print. Therefore, to avoid this and main

tain the original tone the stone is treated
from time to time.

When through with the printing the
stone is laid aside, and if needed again it is

bathed with gum arabic to hold the im
pression well. And if not wanted again ,
the stone is bathed in a solution of turpen

of Joseph Pennell. Note how he
tine, which removes the impression there Autograph sketch
signs his name in reverse.
on . Then the surface is ground and
smoothed over by polishing and finishing
off with a grain , after which it is ready
for the next drawing.
All this mechanical reproduction of the
drawing, after the picture leaves the ar-

tist's hand is done by a lithographer.

photo-litho method . The drawing is pho
tographed and handled similarly as to de

velopment as is a zinc half-tone engraving,
placing the film print on the stone for
reproduction .

Many lithograph artists — Joseph Pen

The photographs, oil paintings, pen nell, the foremost of all, in example, work
drawings, etc ., are reproduced by the directly on the stone drawing reversed .

LESSON 29

THE SILVER PRINT
Superiority Over Halftone

The fighter as a halftone of the photograph would have shown him , and the clear
cut picture obtained by the silverprint method .

GREAT aid to the artist who is unable
to attain a satisfactory likeness from
a photograph is what is known as the
" silverprint." This is a particularly valu able method for the newspaper artist and
is much used .
Often a photo is to be used that will not
reproducewell — it may have a light brown
97

or light blue cast, or be faded . The silver
print is used in these cases.
Also, quite often the sporting editor will
wish an athlete shown, with a few small
illustrations of his career. You can not
draw this sketch from life, as the athlete
may be miles away at the time. There
fore you must use the photograph .
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Theres
goe &
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K .O .

Browo
Toledo

a

.. Browre put the kibosh on Rydre here severalyears ago .
To the right in this layout is shown the silverprint made from

the original photograph of the fighter.

Grouped at the left

is an interesting layout of small figures, depicting a scene in
1

.

the career of the pugilist.

There are several ways of using a photo
graph in such a condition . First, perhaps,
would be to make a free-hand drawing

from the photograph.
The second would be to trace over the
- R

lines with tracing paper, under which you
place a sheet of carbon paper . In going

over the lines you thus imprint them on

ounce to one ounce of water — dip the

the bristol board .

print into the mixture and immediately

Another method often used is to draw remove it.
with the pantograph . This is particularly
Next dry the print, when it is ready to
useful for enlarging or reducing the size

be worked upon . Simply go over the pho

of the picture from the original.

tograph with your pen and ink — or crayon ,

Last and best is the silverprint. This is if you like this medium , however, I
the method used by most of the famous myself do not prefer , since it is not so cer
newspaper artists, as well as by many well- tain in results as the ink.
After you have finished drawing over
known magazine illustrators.

The procedure is as follows: Make a
photographic negative from

the print and the ink is dry, place it in a

the original basin .

With a solution of one ounce of

photograph of the size you wish to work cyanide of potassium to thirty -two ounces
on . Twice the size of the eventual repro - of water, wash your picture.
duction is best.

Place this negative on a glass (or the
film ) .
Expose the negative to the light, with
the silverprint paper back of the negative

The effect of this chemical is to bleach

out the silverprint, leaving only the ink
you have put upon the paper.

The chemi

cal does not affect the ink , and but slightly
affects the crayon .

as in making an ordinary print. After ex After you have washed the print clear
posure to the light oneminute, remove the of the photograph and dried it, you can
sensitized ( silverprint) paper to a basin of put a line or a touch wherever needed .
plain water. Washing over it with the
Your print will look like, and really is,
water develops it.
an ink drawing. This you can trim and
The more you wash it the more it will paste on the bristol board , placing around

develop , until it becomes like the original it any small illustrations which you may
photograph .

.

Acetic acid is used to fix the print - one

have to add .
Bicarbonate of soda (baking soda ) and
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e of lime are two other chemicals is this best for the student, as the human
i be used for bleaching. Baking figure requires a clever technician to
iwever, is a much slower medium . handle it well with a pen .
andful of it to a glass of water.

The second cut shows the cut used on

first of the two accompanying cuts the sport page. The sporting editor wanted
the original photograph. It is , as a picture thatwould stand out. Therefore
? noticed , a very faint picture. For this was a good method. It was worked
ason the sporting editor ordered a up with a Gillot 290 and a thin brush .
print made of it.
The print was pasted down and the
ne second cut illustrates one method

w

illustration drawn around it.

orking up such a drawing. I drew
As the two boxers in the small illustra
most of the shadow in the same tone, run - tions were well known locally, it was
ning a plain , free line in one direction , necessary to draw in nearly their exact
downward , where the shadows lay. This features, which I did after a moment's
manner of putting in the shadows is simple study of their photographs.
and effective, and is not apt to complicate
Use only the best silverprint paper; it
the picture as lines running in the direc- is cheaper than the poorer grade when one
tion of the form might do.

Particularly

weighs the results.

LESSON 30

DESIGNS FOR BACKGROUNDS
To Obtain Variety in Layouts
THE newspaper artist can get an infinite ing a few wide ones in the center, with
1 variety into his work by a skillful use two thin ones flanking it, etc ., by using

of backgrounds for plain , simple drawings, four thin lines, broken at the base .
portraits, cartoons and layouts.
The circle is one of the most useful,
because it can be so varied as to suggest
several designs of different tone and color.
The circle can be drawn with a single
thin line, and varied by breaking here and
there. Then another circle can be added
close to it. Still another effect can be
got by adding a heavy circle within this.
Again , another design can be got with a
broken outer circle , with a heavy inner
circle and another thin circle within .
The square design can be handled similarly to the circle. The square has an
advantage in that it can be made into more
designs by changing the shape narrower
or wider — as desired.
The triangle is similar to the square,
and is capable of almost equal variety .
The plain line can be varied by group -

By applying these designs in various
sizes and places in a picture one achieves
an effect of design while aiding the general
composition .
O ne must instinctively know what de
sign will best fit a given picture. A good
plan is, with a hard pencil ( 3H ), to sketch
in a design and note its fitness before ink
ing in . Often a design will seem to com
plete a picture, where before it seemed to
lack in appeal.
Practice making the background designs
which you see in plates in succeeding
lessons. Then try to create some of your
own .
In illustrations it is not necessary that
the backgrounds be completely squared
off . In fact, they often seem more artistic
when they are broken irregularly .
A black shadow , a tree, a country scene,
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an automobile , a house, mail box, fire plug,
lamp post, street sign , desert scene, hill or

ART

- if so , of what form , design , tone and
color should it be? ” In somepictures the

mountain — these and countless other ob - frameneed not encompass the entire draw
jects may go into the making of a back -

ing or layout.

Often the whole may to

ground that does not require being squared good effect be left with but half a frame.
off. Ask yourself, on this point, when
And remember, first and last, the design
finishing your picture, “ Does it need a must, in the finished work , fit in with the
frame" (which a background amounts to
general composition .

sa

3
Short cuts to sketching women's headgear.

LESSON 31

MAKING NEWSPAPER MAPS
Graphic Presentation of Scenes
URING the war the staff artist very

An accompanying plate shows a map

often had occasion to be something of the West Virginia miners' uprising in

of a geographic draftsman . Maps were 1921, and is an example of the breadth -of
made of the many important moves in the line map.
Great War. These maps lacking colors The added advantage of a breadth -of
which are added to maps to distinguish , at linemap as against one of tone is the fact

The bandits
مل
1

Harlara

BO

N

a Brate

Sketch mapping the scene and the commission of a crime.

a glance, one section of country from an - that the names will stand out most dis

other , this extremely useful means had to

tinctly in the former, whereas they are apt

be suggested by tone or breadth of line in
maps for newspaper publication. Now

to be lost between the lines in a tone
effect. This map , like most maps, was

only occasionally will the staff artist have drawn by tracing over another map
to draw a map. Usually it will be a map

( using transparent paper) .

relative to the location of a strike zone,
pantograph can be used to good ad
or it may be a road map for the automo- vantage for such a purpose. The tracing
bile section of the newspaper .

paper, in this case, was pasted down on a

On a map wherein you have many cities stiff bristol board, then inked . This saves
to place, it is best to define the area by

the time and bother involved in re-tracing

breadth of line. You may add a distin - themap on some paper that would hold a
guishing tone, however, avoid confusing heavy dab of ink without wrinkling.
it with the lettering, or it may hide a few
Note the simplicity and clearness of the
names .
British " trouble map .'
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Accompanying this lesson is a map

made them hard to read. Therefore “ 4 st"

showing the zone covered by the militia
in a recent industrial war between the

suffices, without the " th ” after the “ 4 ."
Smoke from the mill was suggested

Newport, Kentucky, Rolling Mills Com pany and its striking unskilled labor.
oncu
,
? maithe latter period of
During
the strike it
became imperative for the troops to guard ,
not only the district about the mill, but

darker at the top of the smokestack and
fading
away. The
smoke suggest
suggests acury
activity
Saway
he smoke
in the plant.

The continuation of the streets beyond
the restricted area — it should merely be

also the entire west end of the city. There- suggested . The reader, presumably , un
fore the city editor ordered a map showing

derstands that there is a continuance.

Descriptive maps of murder scenes are
the area placed under martial law .
To draw this map correctly I journeyed similarly handled , substituting the build
to the scene and from a prominence in the ing or scene and human figures . The
foreground made a sketch and notes of the
scene before me particularly a view of
the mill and the sky-line, the hill in the

artist usually visits the scene and con
structs his sketch after a tour over the
grounds. Or the staff photographer's pic

background , and the first residential block .

ture of the scene can be livened up by

Next I obtained a small map of the city small action drawing of cross sections of
( at a drug store ) , returned to the office, the house , showing important events in
and laid out the drawing by the follow - the tragedy . These small drawings usu
ing method.
ally are made in proportion to the photo
Counting up the number of streets graph, and are pasted thereon , and thus
across the area and into the scene 1 reproduced.
roughly placed them in perspective (hard
Another method is to trace the photo
pencil, 3 - h .) , and added the hills and river.

graph onto the bristol board and the action

Then I located the mill structure, drew

drawings thus made thereon in proper

that in (replica of the structure ) , also the place. The rest of the layout of the house
church , which was struck by bullets, and and scene is made solid black , so that the
car barn and bridges. These buildings, engraver may better note where to strip

being prominent in the news story , give

in the film of the photograph.

This pro

the readers a series of keys to the location cess is quite similar to the making of an
of the land and the distance between them ordinary layout.
and the mills.
Those structures were blackened to

An interesting, graphic manner of
showing the line-up of a football team is

make them stand out.

shown in one of the plates.

On the first square opposite, a sugges-

This is a

form of map that is especially effective,

tion is made of the workers' dwellings to as it plainly illustrates the position and the
suggest that the squares are not vacant weights, etc., of the players, thus giving
areas but lots on which mill workers the reader a complete, definite idea of the
homes are located . This is enough , for to
fill up the other two blocks would be a

field .
You will find it simplest to make these

waste of energy and tend to distract the figures black , with the opposition white .
reader's attention from the map .
The shaded portions, according to tone,

Silhouettes are easiest to draw .

show where the hail of machine gun bul-

detail, however, may be put in . This form

The referee may be put in a gray tone.
A bit of

lets landed in homes about the mill en - of map is the best method of showing a
particular play and is adapted to practi

trance .

The lettering should be plain and the cally every sort of game.
context very brief. For example, to have
added more letters to the numbered streets

Avoid unnecessary details and wording,
so that the plays may be observed at the

would have crowded the numbers and reader's first glance.
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This is where the artist fits in . The river

Crime Scene

An accompanying sketch is of a tragedy sketch is a case in point. The story is as
- a murder — that occurred at night. It follows: a river packet had turned over

is not essential to draw a massed tone to

in midstream with the loss of several lives.

suggest darkness or nightfall in merely a
descriptive scene; the text will explain .

The packet 'was a side-wheel steamer
called the “ Helper ." A picture of a sister

A suggestion of night suffices, and is quite ship was found in the " morgue" and from
preferred to losing the descriptive figures that the details of the ship were noted .
by conflict with a mass of darkness.
The procedure in making such a draw
A passing automobile will give you ing is : first obtain the photographer's
your model for the back of the car in the print of the scene. Place thereon a sheet
of paper ( tablet paper ) which is suffi
picture .
The circle about the bandits suggests ciently thin to be transparent. To best
the radius of the spotlight and also points assure its transparency place the photo
them out. This is sufficient to show it is graph up against the window and lay the
drawing paper thereon — you see through
night.
Sometimes an accident or other news it clearly if it is sufficiently transparent.
event occurs and the city editor decides Draw in the scene desired , in proportion

that a photograph will best show the scene. and perspective. •Next, neatly cut out the
The photographer is dispatched and re- drawing and paste it upon the photograph .
turns with a “ still" view of the scene, a Draw a line or two connecting the lines,
view that shows the location but is with

on the paper, with a similar line fading off

out a suggestion of the action of the event.

into the photograph. Draw this line with
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The same scene could be painted in on

will do, but it gives a harder line. Paint the photograph with a wash ( lamp black ,
in a stroke or more with Chinese white —
to serve the same purpose as the line.

The drawing and photograph are now

Chinese white and water mixture ) - how

ever the method described above is by far
the quickest method and is very satisfac

ready for the engraver . He will reproduce
the entire composite picture in a half -tone

tory . And as most such tasks are " rush
edition " work you will appreciate its ad

screen .

vantage.

LESSON 32

NEWSPAPER LAYOUTS
Effective Arrangement of Photographs
THE ability to draw layouts is as easily

cartoons or assignments are. However ,

1

one must take the bitter with the sweet,

as

acquired as it is essential to the man

as

or woman who aspires to become a news- as in any other walk of life , and it is there
paper artist. Quite often students ambi- fore best to approach this task with the
tious to join the staff of a newspaper have feeling of joy that can be found in any

stepped into the art room because they had labor.

At the same time, layouts will

learned how to draw layouts , and, from often be found intensely interesting, as
this task , have raised themselves onward when the subject has a strong human in
and upward in their chosen field , to fame terest appeal.
Newspapers, and particularly editors,
and financial success.

Making layouts is not so fascinating as differ in their attitude toward layouts.

Showing various steps in the laying out
process from the original photograph to
the completed layout.
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The Scripps-McRae papers in general that remains forms a tooth on which the
prefer a simple layout — that is, without wash or Chinese-white will catch , and thus
" gingerbread.” They prefer layouts with enable you to work on the surface.
definite designs, or even simply a picture

The accompanying illustrations are a

with the background out and a square line good example of the more elaborate types
around it. This has the advantage of of layout, and deserve careful study by
making the picture stand out in contrast the student.
with the blank white paper.
On the left at the bottom of this lesson
The Hearst papers prefer an elaborate is the photograph . In order to have the
layout, usually a wash border that repro- head as large as possible , some of the body

duces with the photograph at one “ shot." must be cut away. So we trace off what
That is made by designing a layout on the we wish — in pencil, as in the second pic
photograph and washing it thereon with a

ture.

Then the column line (say for two

lamp black and Chinese-white mixture. columns) is drawn, as in the third picture,
A white line is interposed between the the framebeing kept in this measure. The
photograph and the border, thus adding last picture shows the finished job ready
to the design and separating the border for the photo -engraver (the pencil lines

from the picture.

having been rubbed out) .

To make this wash stick on a glossy
You can readily see that the dark parts
photograph , purchase a nickel's worth of of the photograph have been blacked in
powdered chalk and keep it in a small order to “ hold ” the furs, the pencil lines
pasteboard box, since it will last for a long merely being an outline to help shade the

time. Dab a piece of cotton (which you

"mask " in the proper place.

should change occasionally ) in the chalk
and brush over the surface of the photograph . Then rub over the picture with

Note how the hand has been left out in
the " mask " — also how part of the back
ground is left in order to make the white

your hand or handkerchief, so that not

face stand outagainst the black .

enough white chalk will be left to show on

In this drawing a panel has been used ,

the surface to gray the tone. The chalk

the panel lines being darker than the rest

THE MAME
HERE

THE NAME

THE NAME

HERE

HERE
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Layout showing how caption and brief sketches can be made to add
to the effectiveness of a layout. The photograph in this case was
made in a swimming pool, but the layout artist has given to it the
atmosphere of the seaside.

of the frame for to vary lines in the mat- small as to be almost lost in a small re
ter of strength always gives charm to a duction .
layout.
Likewise you must use your judgment
Variousmethods are used to put a back - with a scene. Use only the best part
ground behind a silhouette for the purpose thereof, cutting away the background and
of bringing out the face, as you will ob - details that detract and minimize the fea
serve in other cuts published in this lesson . ture part of the photograph. For this
In making a layout the artist, as a rule , reason an elaborate layout is effective; it
must exercise his artistic judgment as to fills up the space that is left after cutting

the part of the photograph to beused . For away, and sets off the rest of the photo
example , the news editor desires that the graph .
large head be shown up to best advantage

The layout should be neatly designed .

in a half-column cut. It will be well in The design , however, should not have too
this case to show but part of the face ; this much gingerbread ornament on it, for this
will give you a reproduction that is effec- only spoils what is otherwise a good pic
tive, and at the same time representative ture. Nor should the layout be so strong
of the man , whereas if the whole head in line as to dominate the picture. The

were reproduced the face would be so

lines should vary and be cleanly drawn.
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Miss RUTH MORGAN
Designs such as these beautify a layout - when used appropriately.
Copy these or create your own designs.

To make a layout of several faces and

using a figure here and merely a face there,

figures , size up your pictures and visualize or half a figure or part of a face.
them on the paper before you . Mark off

It is necessary , first of all, to lay out,

your space say it is three columns, with roughly , or in yourmind's eye, the general
a two-column " drop " and seven theatrical plan of the composition , indicating the
pictures and heading to be laid out in that

space for the lettering and the location of

space.

each picture, and a rough idea of the

One of the pictures must be featured , borders and designs used with it.

Then with a stylus and a sheet of trac
and the rest grouped about it. Vary your
designs and forms about these pictures, ing paper, trace on drawing paper the out
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Layout combining central character of the story with its scene.
ex

XX

SA

Attractive layout, using circles and oblong shapes for theater announcements.
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A time saving border made by the engraver.
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L

A group of simple layout forms.
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A simple layout, with background cut out, preferred by
many of the newspapers.

line of the part of the picture allotted for

Spaces which you desire to leave blank ,
such as a section of the photograph show
This finished , complete the designs and ing white as a collar, waist, etc. - leave

the space in the layout.

borders about the spaces thus left for the white. This will save the engraver the
photographs, allowing space for lettering work and time necessary to rout out these
of the names, etc.

Then draw the title

and the lettering, using a ruler to get your
lettering running on a straight line.

It is

spaces.

In making these layouts, should a pho
tograph be too large or too small, you can

best to work with a square and triangle, a use a pantograph and thus draw to the
compass and French curve in doing this size required . If you do not have a pan
work .

tograph , with Chinese white paint out
After placing the lettering you must fill that portion of the photograph not desired ,

the parts to be covered by the photographs and mark out in blue pencil on your lay
with a solid black covering of ink .
out the space the picture is to occupy.
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The engraver will reduce the picture and

on to fit the background of the picture

“ strip " it into the space.

and complete the layout.

In photograph layouts in which the
To save the necessity and expense of
background has been eliminated, often a the double process required in making a
Ben Day background is substituted . This line-drawing layout for a half-tone, wash
adds to the tone and design of the photo- layout can be made for reproducing in

graph, and in the stereotyping room saves

half-tone.

the time required for packing the cut in
order to avoid trouble in printing. As
few engraving plants, particularly the
newspaper offices, are equipped with Ben
Day plates, and often are too rushed anyhow to use them , you can effectively em -

Practice making layouts, for it is with
practice that you soon become adept in
what is in most respects a somewhat
mechanical art. Clip photos from a mag
azine or a rotogravure supplement, and
practice making one or groups of them in
layouts, using a cheap grade of cardboard

ploy the following simple method :
Have several pieces of cloth , in various

for the purpose.

designs — Scotch plaid , checks, etc. Select
You must also have a good working
the appropriate design , trim the picture, knowledge of the elementary principles
and place on the cloth and then have this of arithmetic - addition , subtraction and
reproduced . The cloth design forms an multiplication in order to measure your
interesting background.

If the picture is

layout correctly to fit the allotted space

not to be cut the picture is reproduced the
sameway and the cloth design is stripped

in the inflexible type columns of a news
paper.

LESSON 33

HEADINGS AND LETTERING
With Alphabets for Study
THE newspaper and the commercial faces of type— there are, as you know ,
artist especially must have a good

many different faces.

Copy these alpha

working knowledge of lettering, for often
he is called upon to make headings that
will be frequently used , that cover a con siderable continuous period, and that
therefore must be well lettered . Headings
such as I refer to are used on the sport
page, for the theater lay -out, for the so ciety and comic columns, weather head

bets on common scrap paper. Remember
the various features of the letters in each
face. Practice drawing these letters from
memory . Soon you will know enough of
the principles of lettering to create your
own individual types and forms in head
ings and designs.
You can obtain other sets of alphabets

ing , etc .

and thus increase your knowledge of let

The staff artist with a paper that

publishes a Sunday edition must possess ters by copying them . You will find many

special skill at lettering.

The beginner

good examples in the newspapers and

on the staff usually gets this end of the magazines.

art work , as it is easier than illustrating
Let us assume you have a heading to
draw for the theatrical column. The text
or drawing cartoons.
Lettering is easily learned . Herewith is invariably supplied by the dramatic edi
are reproduced a few stock sets of alpha- tor. He asks for a two-column head , an
bets (capitals and lower-case ) in various

inch in depth .

As a rule you roughly de
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ABCDEFGHIJKL MNO
PORSTUVWXYZabedef
ghijklmnopqrstu v w

x y x

Artistic and interesting as an initial letter, but a bit difficult to read for a complete heading.

ABCDEFGHIJKL
MNOPQRSTU
X

Y

Z

V

W

abcdefghijk

lmnopqrstu v w

x

y z

A more simplified letter that is ornamental in effect and is artistic. Very good for headings, allowing variety
and additional form

A
N

B C
O

P

D E
Q

R

of your own design .

F G
S

H

T U

I J K
V

W

X

L
Y

M
Z

abodefghijklmnopqrstuvw x y z
A script letter occasionally is desirable for variety.
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A

B

C

D

M

N

O

P

X

Y

Z

k l m

E

a

F

Q

R

b

c
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H

I J K

T
e

n o pqrst u

L

U

V

W

f g

h

i j

x

y z

v

w

An outline alphabet, showing how the inner and outer line of a letter is formed .

ABCDEFGHIJKL
MNOPQRSTU
XYZ abcd

e f g

mnopqrstu

v

V

W

h ijk
w

z

y

1
z

Filled in later, if desired, by shading or solid black .

ABCDEFGHIJKL
MNO PQRSTUVW
XYZ a b
m

n

c d

e f g h ijk

o p qrstu

v

w

x

y

1
z

A popular style, an art letter in design, good for headings with your own variations added to the general forms,
in keeping with the principle of properly placed heavy and thin lines as shown in the alphabet.
Study and copy each of these sets of alphabets two or three times and you will have mastered the forms
of a practical variety of lettering which will enable you to quickly and correctly depict similar lettering .
Also this training will enable you to better create your own forms, designs in making headings and creat
ing other lettering requirements. You will find it the simplest means of learning to do lettering. For
complete study of lettering see “Lettering for Commercial Purposes," by William Hugh Gordon , published
by The Signs of the Times Publishing Company , Cincinnati.
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Woman's

FASHIONS BABA
doorHOUSEHOLD

Aphere
-BEAUTY CHATS
PROBLEMS

Lettering is a distinct art.

sign a few headings on copy paper and
submit the designs to him . He approves
of one and you draw it up . The same
procedure is followed in making headings
for the various other departments of the
newspaper.

must consider the importance of the draw
ing in relation to the text in judging the
relative proportion and comparative prom
inence to be given each . Usually the text
should bemade the more prominent. The
sketch should simply tell what the heading
infers.
If there are any other illustrations de
sired to liven up or graphically describe
points in the story, special drawings, sep
arate from the heading, should be made.
F or a baseball heading a figure sketch
of one or more players in action can be
designed with the heading. For a boxing
column , show two boxers sparring, or just
a pair of boxing gloves. For a racing
heading use a horse's head, or a saddle and
trappings, or a small racing scene (about
three horses, neck and neck ) or a judge's

You should , of course, have a fair idea
of composition and a bit of imagination
to create a heading. Your letters should
balance with the rest of the design . That
is, you should not make the letters so
heavy that they will appear coarse, nor
should they be so thin as to be lost on the
page. The heading should be somewhat
prominent, for it calls attention to an im portant column of reading matter. It
should be made of letters that are easily
read — not jumbled together, nor of a design thatmakes a “ G ” appear to be a " C , "
stand.
and vice versa.
When a figure or a small sketch relative
For the dramatic column, a mask of
to the subject of the heading is added , you

mirth and drama , or a jester.

POSENBERG ,
Black masses are effective in newspaper illustrations.

LESSON 34

NEWSPAPER ILLUSTRATION
What to Illustrate
AMONG the important tasks of a newsn
paper staff artist is that of illustra-

You will receive the story either from
the managing editor or the art manager.

ting a news story. Quite often it is a On the average newspaper you work di
“ hot” wire story and the drawingsmust be rectly with the managing editor.
rushed through to completion within an
He turns the copy over to you and in
hour to make a certain edition . Or it may
be a local crime episode that will require
equal speed to make the boat." Thus you
will realize the value of being able to draw
speedily.

forms you that he wants, for example ,
four drawings to go into a shallow three
column space , or a six -column sketch with
three one-column sketches dropping from
the left, allowing a three-column mortise.

This ability you will gain more quickly

You will read the story and quickly

by learning to draw well - acquainting imagine the situations in the event, and
yourself with anatomy, scenery and ani- dope out fitting illustrations. Then you
mals ; also by sketching scenes from life will quickly sketch them in and submit
in your leisure moments and otherwise your layout to the managing editor for his
keeping your sketching hand in trim .
O . K . If he O . K .'s the idea you will
117
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Learre to use a gure for

protection

Thieves
lanter
tiru
unlocked 4

1.

Iman
officer

Windows

mactame
make hirte show
credentials

Study are
Intruder's

face for possible identifications

eleco

For an article telling women how to foil the burglars.
Jude
W
Was
Your
Note
bu

Voac
us

VOTE

A

ROC
dat

Sheriff

3
2
WiiU
Í.

10

BAN

- posedeng

Illustration for a news “ story" on gambling and gambling dens.

finish the drawing. Hemay want a cer- the action of the person or persons who
tain drawing changed , or desire another discovered the crime and other incidents
point in the story illustrated . In that case of the story. But avoid showing any re
you will, of course, make another sketch . pulsive nudity and foul action .

'It is very important that you use dis-

In a murder story you must occasion

cretion in making these illustrations. I ally show the victim 's body lying in the
shall define on what points you must be position it was found, within the scene of
discreet.
the crime. You should make this figure

You have a story of a brutal attack upon appear as little gruesome as possible. Do
a woman, in a lonely spot,by a negro , say. not show a mass of gore spilled about the
It is in bad taste to show the attack itself. head, or the brains caved in .
Rather you may show an idea of the scene, When you draw such a scene place the

minus the form of the woman ,and instead figure and other features of the scene in
show the scoundrel sneaking away from a position to carry out the idea, and yet
the scene. Or you could show the at- avoiding what would be disagreeable to
tacker awaiting his victim , hiding behind the reader's taste. Show the scene, and
a tree (house, barrel, or post) with the where the body lay it is best to place a

victim nearby, approaching the spot. Also Maltese cross with the text, “ Where body
you can suggest or illustrate if you wish was found ." If, however, you show the
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Follo

David Harum

M .Beaucaire ]

VA

SE

LA

Illustration with a humorous, semi-cartoon handling.

building and the action during the event story to pay you to confine yourself to
you may finish with the figures as started the facts .

A newspaper illustration , unlike a mag
and simply draw a body prostrated on the
illustration , need not be worked up
azine
floor, without gory details added thereon .
Each murder story has practically its own in finished detail. Merely show the im
set of points to illustrate. One can tell portant points referred to in the news text

best what to illustrate when reading the and the small details can be omitted . The
. drawing can be made with few lines and
copy .
A hanging scene, or similar death -de- dabs or masses of black , pronouncedly

picting drawing, has an ill-effect on the bringing the points to the reader's atten
reader, and is bad " art" to put in a family - tion .

read newspaper.

· Occasionally a local judge issues a state

You can use your imagination on most ment against crime. The managing edi
news copy of a criminal sort. For ex - tor, or the city editor, may want certain
ample, a mysterious murder has been com - striking phrases in the story illustrated.
mitted in the fashionable section of town.

You will be given the “ copy, ” from which

You could illustrate the picture with an

to select the sentences that will best lend

idea suggested by a well-known detective themselves to illustration .
story, wherein an incident somewhat sim -

ilar is described . That is where
and study will come to your aid
ating commendable art copy, the
ferring to the similarity between

reading
for cretext rethe fic -

It is well that you acquaint yourself

with your city and local surroundings. In
the event of a news event occurring in
some particular section you will have a
mental picture of that district and thus

tion story and the news story . However, save time and achieve a more realistic

you may have enough points in the news drawing.

Becoming familiar with your

PRACTICAL
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town is educational in itself - dipping into
the byways, side streets and alleys. There
you will be more apt to see the extraordinary, the unusual.
In many instances you will have the aid
of a photograph from which to make the
scene in your illustration . You will find

ART

up this drawing. However, it is best to
avoid mechanical means, since drawing
free -hand gives you a greater freedom in
doing creative art.
Ben Day is used to good advantage on
the larger papers that have the proper
equipment. This saves much time and

that the pantograph , tracing paper or sil- work for the artist, and adds various good
ver-print method will help you in making

tones to the drawing.

LESSON 35

DEAD LINES
Working Against Time
THE new artist must become used to
I working very often against time.
Every daily newspaper has a specific edition time. The larger afternoon dailies
issue several editions during the day , and
consequently, in view of the fact that the
artist 's drawing must be engraved before
it can be published, hemust have his draw ings in the engravers' hands at a given
time. This set time is, in newspaper parlance, known as the “ dead-line," each
edition having a separate dead -line.

pears on the street at 1 :45 p . m . The
engraver requires at least forty -five min
utes to do justice to the drawing , and in
asmuch as the type- forms are " put to
bed ” at 12 : 15 for this edition , the dead
line is 11 : 30 a . m .
Having to make editions, however, is
excellent training, since it teaches one to
work and think rapidly , and it is not long
before the new artist prefers the position
that requires speed to a " take-one's-time"
position . At first he feels that he will

The Cincinnati Post, for example, has never be able to draw fast enough to meet
five editions each day. The most im - the dead-line. Soon , however, he learns
portant is the " Home Edition ," and ap - some of the tricks of working rapidly

HERE LIES
TIME
BURGLAR
KILLED BY
CONSCIENCE

- Flose Berg
Humorous illustration for news feature story .
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such as the use of certain pens, or a brush

A common writing pen (an Esterbrook

that permits one to work fast and splash

1170 , say ) permits one to draw his lines

a great deal of color and apparent finish more rapidly, though it will not yield as
into his work . Also one learns what to colorful and varied a line as a Gillot 170 or
put into a drawing and, especially , what 290. Also a greased crayon will serve one
well in a drawing that requires speed .
to leave out.

LESSON 36

MAKING MAGAZINE ILLUSTRATIONS
How to Select the Striking Points
THE editor, desiring a story illustrated ,

it gives him a hasty selling idea of the in

1 hands the manuscript to the art man - teresting worth of the story and is a great
ager or art editor. He usually glances aid toward the selling of the work.
over the story hastily and decides which

Three great factors in selling a story

artist to turn it over to for the illustrations. are the title, the illustrations and the
Some artists are clever at illustrating author' s reputation .
life ; others may be better at depicting
Having decided the points to illustrate,
the domestic scenes and very likely not you lay out your illustrations with a hard
equally

good at depicting the Western

pencil ( a 3h . ) , and having composed it

stories about cowboys, the West and its to your liking, you proceed to develop
outdoor life . Also some artists are best it to completion .
at drawing men and others at drawing
You may have to make an illustration
women . Therefore , he decides which il- such as the example shown that of a des
lustrator shall have the assignment.
ert surrounding with a tub cactus plant
Generally, women draw women best as the feature of the tale . Also an Indian
and men depict men to a better and of that section of the country . For the

stronger advantage, though this is not al- purpose of proper depiction of costumes ,
ways the case, and many of our best il- fauna and scenery you will fall back on
lustrators of women 's stories are men . your morgue— your library . In this in
For example , Will Foster , W . K . Mitchell,

stance, fortunately for me, I have lived in

Brown, Charles Dana Gibson , Flagg.
The artist having the task of illustrating
a story , let us say, of a desert incidentreads the story carefully and checks here
and there with a pencil notation an im portant line or action description that will
make a striking point for illustration . If
he has one illustration to make for the

Arizona and sketched Arizona Indians
and scenery and therefore did not have to
call on my morgue to make the drawing
correctly . That is one especial advantage
that travelmeans to an illustrator.
As you know , the Arizona Indian is an
entirely differently costumed type than the
Indian of Colonial periods.

whole story, he plans accordingly — if

Your illustration should stick exactly to

more than one, his illustration points the descrip ' ion of the characters and their
should be varied . The illustration is but action as told of in the story . Watch

a graphic assistance to the reader's imag- such details in your action as when the
ination and should depict sufficient detail

story refers to pointing the gun at the

to stimulate the reader's interest and help
him to better appreciate the story. Also

robber, who, with his right hand was
about to scoop up thebags of money , that
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Illustration in “Boy's Life,” with Ben Day.

you do not show the robber using his left
hand in the picture.
In illustrating stories always show the
recognized cleaner type of characters and

only in loin cloths. The editor desired
the illustration to depict this action, but
not to show the naked limbs of the savages
as it would aptly disturb the moral senti

make your pictures above reproach in action and depiction . The nature of the
publication hasmuch to do with the man ner in which the figure in your picture may
be shown.. For example : A semi-relig-

ments of its readers.
Therefore, I drew the natives peering
around the boat and some poping their
heads out of the water at the side and keel
of the vessel. This depiction satisfied the

ious publication for which I have made
many illustrations, desired a story illustrated referring to a raid on a missionary 's
boat by a band of savage natives, clad

editor, though it naturally lacked in ac
tion in comparison to what could have
been made of that scene under freer con
ditions.

LESSON 37

COLOR IN

THE ILLUSTRATION

Story vs. Advertisement Illustration
THE editor prefers a picture with action

do the pencil drawing good, you will bet

I and dramatic situation .
ter be able to finish it with your pen , much
ore successfully than if you
A story illustration is drawn differently quicker and more
merely rough in the layout and prema
from an advertisement illustration .

Every detail must be brought out with

turely begin inking it in .

equal prominence in an ad illustration ,
whereas, in a story illustration , all details
must be subordinated to the center of the

Your pencil drawing is like the initial
frame work of a house.
To an illustrator a “ morgue” is im

picture— wherein the center of emotion , mensely valuable . It will save you time
whether comic, dramatic or emotional, is
brought out.
Background detail is not necessarily

and trouble if you have to draw pictures
such as South Sea Islanders, soldiers of
1776 , or Eskimos, and you can turn to

emphasized in a story picture — subor- your indexed “morgue,” wherein you have
dinate it.
pictures of these subjects. Otherwise you
In a romantic theme you should put might have to look them up at the public
much color. By color is meant darks, library or elsewhere, and that takes time
lights and many gradations.
and may cause you to lose much money .
Most editors prefer to see the pencilA
cartoon , poster or commercial draw

ing, need not carry shadows- light and

sketch of the illustrator.

Thus the importance of carefully draw - shade - an illustration invariably should .
ing in your rough sketch — the layout of
Drawing from the model direct you will
your picture, the pencil construction of find is not as satisfactory as the method
your illustration - cannot be overlooked. of making separate sketches of the poses

You will find from

experience that desired and then drawing them into your

when you complete your foundation and

picture.

LESSON 38

MONEY VALUE OF ILLUSTRATIONS
Several Factors That Determine
THE monetary value of an illustration is

Montgomery Flagg or Charles Dana Gib

1 dependent on several factors, to wit: son will quite naturally receive greater
The reputation of the artist, the financial

pay than a comparatively little known ar

strength of the publication, the size of the tist can hope to receive for work which in
drawing and often the purpose of the the opinion of the best critics may be equal

drawing. However, the first three factors to the best. The reputation of the artist is
are the determining factors upon which a great asset to him and ofttimesmeans 90
the financial reward is based.
per cent of the return for the picture. A
An artist with the reputation of James good beginner may draw an illustration
123
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and receive but $ 20 therefor.

Another

ART

greater magazine does ?

That would be a

artist with a great reputation will make a

waste of time on his part. He will wisely

similar drawing, perhaps in no way artis-

accept the best pay the smaller magazines

tically superior to the first artist and receive a sum of $ 200 therefor. However,
you must remember this, the artist who
is realizing on his fame, achieved this fame
only by hard work and development of his
ability . He, too, worked for small sums
until he had gained a reputation that
placed him in a position to demand and
receive greater pay for his work . Each
succeeding effort was an attempt to do better than the drawing before. He never
lagged in his study , nor did he permit hap -

offer and do also their work .
Yet withal, the illustrator who has
achieved entry into the pages of the
greater magazines is usually kept so busy
that he finds only time to draw for the
big periodicals, and, time permitting, does
a few commercial drawings for large busi
ness concerns that can well afford and do
pay him even more money for the illus
trations.
The third factor, the size of the draw
ing, refers to the demand of the illustra

hazard work to leave his hands with his tion . A drawing may be made to be re
name affixed thereto. To have done that produced to a two column cut or a full
would have meant his downfall sooner or page cut. The two column cut would not
later.

generally be expected to be worked up
Once you achieve the heights in the il- with as much detail as a full page illus

lustrating game you can bid fair to remain
on high if you will strive to keep up your

tration or a frontispiece calls for. Though
quite often a two column illustration calls

work to the standards required , that qual

for more detail than a full page drawing.

ity that brought you to the heights . And

The original, however ,must be made large

reaching the heights is in the vast majority

enough to reproduce clean and accord

of careers of celebrated artists a matter

ingly is to be drawn at least twice the size

of evolution and time.

Few have sud-

denly reached a high position ; it has, in

of the reproduction .

Therefore, the full

page illustration must be drawn twice the

practically 95 per cent of the cases been a size of the half page illustration and con
struggle of more or less trial, and the sequently means practically twice as much
sweets of success have been thus the work to make the drawing. Conse
more appreciated , their foundation the quently , a larger illustration generally
stronger because of their preliminary ex- draws more pay. For this reason some
periences.
artists make their original drawings very

The second factor in the monetary large ( three or four times the size of repro
value of an illustrator's drawing, the duction ) that the editor may be beguiled
financial strength of the publication , can
be explained as follows: A journal the
size of the Cosmopolitan , Saturday Evening Post or the American Magazine will,
quite to be expected , be able to pay much
more for a drawing, and too , by the same
artist, than the smaller magazines and
story periodicals. The larger periodicals

by the size thereof to pay more for the
drawing. This is a poor psychological
trick to pull on an editor, it may work but
the reproduction of your work will be apt
to suffer to the cost of your reputation and
future opportunities. (However, the big
men in the game most always work on a
large scale .)

seek the best artist in the field to make

The fourth factor, the purpose of the

their illustrations; therefore , they must be
willing to pay him well to obtain his ser vice. He may be able to handle their
work and yet have time to spare. Should
he stand by idle because the smaller pub -

illustration , refers to the use of it for ad
vertising purposes as a frontispiece and
as an illustration for a large commercial
corporation . You will naturally expect
more for your drawing from a business

lications cannot pay him

concern than a periodical that will use

the price the
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your illustration , perhaps, but in one issue on the whole , experience and your own
and have no more use therefor, whereas, business acumen will teach you what to
the business concern will, perhaps, use it charge for your efforts .
in many ways, to many advantages. It
Remember this, in doing your work ,

should be expected to and will pay more though you do not now receive so much
for practically the same amount of art pay as you think your work is worth yet
withal, do your work to the best of your
work .
I have enumerated the factors that de- ability , for : “ He who never does more
termine the monetary value of an illustra -

than he gets paid for will never get paid

tion . You , who are a beginner, dealing for more than he does.” And that is true
with smaller publications and concerns, in art work . A good drawing, though
and with a smaller reputation among your poorly paid for is a good advertisement
assets, will want to know how much to

that in the long run pays the artist with

charge for your work , which is somewhat better opportunities that may be gained

on a different basis than that of the prom - unbeknown through that poorly paid
inent, successful illustrators. To begin
with , I can say that I have, with few ex -

effort.
Chapin , through his drawings in the St.

ceptions, found it more profitable to leave

Louis Auto Club publication , proved the

thatmatter to the publishers. They gen - value of the advice in the previous para
erally have a regular rate for art work that graph . The editors of the Curtis publish
is usually somewhat elastic , and may , per-

ing company magazines (Saturday Eve

haps, be stretched in your favor. Other- ning Post and Country Gentleman ) liked
wise, you may compute the price to charge his drawings in that smaller magazine so
for the picture by the following: The time well that he received an offer which he
required to make the drawing, size of the accepted that made it worth his while to
drawing, purpose used , wealth of the pub - have made those drawings even without
lication and your reputation , which you charge to the auto magazine. He did not
will silently figure in in arriving at the sum .
It is prudent to learn what the publica

forsee nor had he expected that his work
was being watched by the Curtis editors.

tion or concern is in the habit of paying And so it may be with your work . There
for its art and arrive at your price thereby . fore, always do your best and let the
There will arise one or more other fac- money consideration come in at the end

tors that you must take into consideration

of the deal. I need not add, however, that

in arriving at a price for your work . One you should not underestimate the real
of those factors may be the regularity and
also another, the amount of work you

value of your work , nor should you refuse
to exact as much as you reasonably should

receive from the publication or concern . for your work . Like any other profes
You will, of course , aptly make a specia ' sional person , you work for your living
rate for work regularly allotted to you and and should receive suitable compensation
also for a batch of work .
for it, and so you will if you go at the
If you choose to become a free lance matter right.

LESSON 39

BECOMING

A CARTOONIST

Cartoon Types and Ideas
who for so long a time had guided the
destinies of the empire. This cartoon was

THE newspaper art room is an open
1 door to cartooning. The young art

ist' s increasing ability to draw , and his all themore forceful for being based on an
growing sense of human interest and news incident familiar on ships bound for sea
values, will enable him to fit easily and the English being a maritime people and
intensely interested in anything that per

naturally into the first cartoon vacancy

that occurs, provided he can create ideas tains to shipping.
and , of course, provided he has ambitions

in this direction .

Supposing we want to do a cartoon on

bolshevism and what it is leading Russia

For a comic figure does not make a towards. Here we need a symbol, or alle
cartoon — there must be an idea back of it

gory , of the hidden future.

that will appeal to the newspaper's audi-

road , disappearing over hills and on into

A winding

ence. In the same way, you cannot create
a serious cartoon by using the cartoonist's
conception of Uncle Sam and John Bull
together, shaking hands, without making
the picture stand for an international situ ation that would tell a story to the reader
- in other words, to use a Goldberg
phrase, it wouldn 't mean anything. For
whether it is humorous or a serious car-

the mysterious future, is an obvious sym
bol of the future , and just because of its
obviousness will serve our purpose. On
this road, then , two figures could be
placed , running — one labelled, “ Bolshe
vism ,” and the other, “ Democracy ," with
a guide-post added,bearing thewords, " To
the Future .” Then attach a caption , or title.
One might suggest "May the Best Man

toon , it must tell a story that is based on

Win !" as a caption , but this would not be

some theme which at that moment is en - in keeping with the popular conception of
grossing the attention of the public.
bolshevism . “ The Marathon ,” or “ An
Now there are two general types of car- Endurance Test" - either of these would
toons : what wemay call the illustrative " tell the story completely , and at the same
and the “ allegorical."
time would be simplewhich is an im
The illustrative cartoon is made up

portant feature of a good cartoon .

mostly of the humorous and human -

Simplicity of handling, too, is essential.

interest cartoons, represented by much of
the work of Briggs, Fox , Donahey , Webster and Rehse, say, in which the picture
serves as an illustration to a clever line,
joke, situation , or a whimsical obser-

Use just as few characters as possible
only such as may be necessary to the tell
ing of your story . Do not clutter up your
picture with unessential detail - use just
enough to suggest the proper atmosphere

vation .
The allegorical cartoon , while it may be

and to aid you in giving the cartoon good

humorous, as in the work of Darling, is
more often of a

method is toe explain
lse,, as
as inin
something else

serious nature.

composition .

This statement applies also to " bal

Its

loons,”

those little bits of dialogue or

a thing
of description that one sees in the upper parts
ilot,in terms
tthe
he Pfamous
Tenniel of the cartoons, with thin lines around

cartoon , “ Dropping the Pilot,” in cwhich
aptain

them

leading to or pointing towards the

the ex -kaiser was shown as a new captain person uttering the statement. One or
of the German ship of state in the act of two may be helpful in making the idea
removing from power the great Bismarck , clear — but the ideal cartoon is one that
126
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The southerner wears a wide brimmed,

black Stetson, and has a genteel face that
yet be clear.
Any medium may be used for the car- tapers in towards the chin . He belongs to
toon . Herbert Johnson , of the Saturday the mental type, has bushy white eye- '
Evening Post, uses wash ; Fitzpatrick , of brows, with a soft expression about the
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch , uses a grease

eyes; a refined straight nose ; loose, flow

crayon , and each has his followers. Most ing, wavy hair ; long, drooping white
cartoonists, however, owing to the fact mustache and small, pointed goatee;
that a good reproduction is always certain , “ stand -up " collar ; black or white flowing
use pen and ink .

string tie ; long, thin stogie in mouth , and

The cartoon should be drawn for a half black Prince Albert coat.
reduction — that is, a three-column carThe cartoon Frenchman is of a nervous,
toon should be made at least twelve inches emotional type, and has a conical shaped
wide.
hat; eagle-like
eye and eyebrows; re
ist
es bic msilk
o origin
ideaThe
andsubject
cumion
ea ,, acquiline
se . eagle-like
acquiline no
easier in line;
of the, wh
cartoon
is atusually
fined
nose,
left to the cartoonist , who originates his

small, black , waxed mustache ; pointed

idea and submits it to the editor in sketch
form , for an O . K . On some papers the
subject of the day's cartoon is decided in
conference, in which part of the editorial
staff sit in with the cartoonist and discuss
those subjects in the day' s news which

beard ; sunken cheeks; clearly defined
small lips; black , smooth hair ; high collar;
small black or white bow tie ; cigarette in
long, thin holder , and immaculately attired
in full dress.
The German has a round head ; short ,

would offer material for the most telling stubby, pompadour hair effect, flat on top
of skull; light hair, full eyebrows; heavy

cartoon .
It will assist the reader if he will remem ber that most of the national characters
which he will use may be divided into a
few groups, which have become, in a
sense, stock characters among cartoonists .

rimmed glasses; stubby nose, full at the
tip ; round cheeks; spiked or else full,
sweeping mustache; full lips; round chin ;
large, double chin ; full, thick neck ; small
ears ; open collar, with colored four-in

The following paragraphs cover most of hand tie ; long stemmed pipe, with fancy

these groups:
The American farmer wears a straw
hat, has a white or gray mustache, and
sprouting whiskers, sometimes represented as a wort of whisk broom . Invariably he smokes a stogie , or else a corncob
pipe. His eyebrows are bushy, his eyes
eagle shaped, and bunches of hair sprout

bowl.
The Italian has an oval shaped head ;
heavy , black , curly hair ; heavy , bushy
black eyebrows; large black eyes ; full
nose , irregularly shaped ; bushy black
mustache, ending in irregular squirming ,
sprouts ; full round lips; round chin ,
slightly double chinned ; earrings, large

irregularly from out behind his ears . A

and semi-moon shaped ; open -neck and

black string tie , when he wears one,
drapes downward.
The westerner wears a Stetson hat. He
is a rugged type, with dark , bushy eyebrows; smiling, steady eyes, small and

solf-collared dark blue shirt ; furrows in
forehead and between eyebrows.

The Russian (Cossack type) has chin
chilla , black , conical shaped hat, brimless;
shaggy hair ; bearded face ; fierce expres

nose,

sion to the countenance ; deep eyebrows,

slightly irregular in line; long, swagger
mustache, square chin, slightly double;
square jaws; soft collared shirt (blue or
khahi) ; bull-dog pipe, and crow 's feet
about the eyes, due to outdoor life and
exposure to the sun .

and deep set eyes, small and piercing; fur
rowed forehead ; depressed temples ; baggy
pouches beneath the eyes; up -tilted , small
pug nose ; large nostrils ; sunken cheeks ;
small ears , sharply drawn, distending from

sun -squinting ;

a well developed

the side of the head ; swaggering mus
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Here we have the layout idea applied to cartoons of a topical nature. The above car
toon was drawn toward the end of a vacation season.

tache, and fullbeard , generally dishevelled , crown; sharp face; lynx-eyed expression ;
and the same type of face without beard , thin , dark eyebrows converging to center ;
and short, irregular mustache for the other deep -set, dark eyes; fine, sharp acquiline
nose; thin , sallow face ; small black ,
Russian type.
TheMexican wears a sombrero of straw waxed mustache with pointed tips ; sharp

- wide, up-turned brim ; conical shaped lip lines and thin lips; cigarette; narrow ,
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ZLOS
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- ROSENBERG
Faces from all nations, as the cartoonist sees them .

pointed chin ; sharp, thin ears ; black , extending below the nostril lobe line ;
smooth hair, and sunken cheeks.
The Spaniard has a long, round face ;
black hair coming down to the side of the
chin , like long sideburns; black eyebrows;
dark eyes; somewhat long nose, the tip

small black mustache; round chin ; full
jaws; errings,moon shaped ; low crowned ,
black , soft felt hat, brim bent down, front
half up, and red handkerchief covering
skull; with knot in back , protruding in
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This illustration shows a cartoon as originally designed, on the subject of a proposed soldiers' bonus by
of the humorous element, and simplifying the composition

the State of Kentucky. This was little more than an illustration in handling. However, by the introduction
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A far more striking cartoon was obtained.
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The use of national characteristics in a cartoon dealing with international problems.
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A checkered design adds color and snap to a drawing.
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under the caption , " They're on their way.” Note the effective use of crayon
A “ clean -up” cartoon published
as a means of holding the composition together.
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A human interest cartoon by the author for the Washington News

line over the forehead , below the hat narrow , almond shaped , and the inner
line.

corner is below the outer end on a hori

The Turk has a round head ; low fez, a zontal line. The cheeks are sunken. The
conical turban with black tassel; lustrous nose is flat, and broad at the base, with
black hair ; furrows in forehead ; converg- thin , long droopingmustache. The lips are

ing deep , black eyebrows, full and bushy ; broad and flappy , while the ears protrude
deep , round black

eyes with

large away from head. He has a long pipe- a

pouches; large acquiline nose, the tip wide stem with small bowl.
thereof well below the nostril lobe line;
The Jap is small of stature, and has a
curly tipped mustache; black , short beard ; round face. The eyes are shaped like those

full lips; cigarette or long stemmed pipe, of the Chinese, with heavier black eye
and is either sleek or scrawny .
brows. He has black , smooth hair, either
The Chinaman has a long, thin face, parted in the center, or stubby pompadour,

and sallow yellow complexion .

The slightly parted on the right side; Alat nose,

Chinaman of yesterday wore a queue, and nostrils showing somewhat; small, black ,

thus is more easily identified, wherefore Alat mustache, up-turned corners to lips;
the cartoonist continues to use that fea - cigarette ; round, full chin , and full jaw .

ture. The eyebrow and eyes converge,

The Hindu wears a turban and has a

" V " -shaped to the center; the eyes are dark -toned skin ; black bushy hair, beard
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and mustache; heavy, black, bushy eye- dark eyebrows; dark eyes ; slightly acqui
brows;

deep-set eyes, and

squinting ;

line or full nose, with tip a bit lower than

somewhat straight nose; deep furrows be- the nostril lobe ; full lips, the lower lip
tween the eyebrows; short curl to themus- being thicker; round chin ; full face , and
tache, with one eyebrow somewhat de- fairly large ears. In drawing an old ortho
pressed .
dox Jewish head it is necessary to use a
The Jewish type has curly black or dark full beard , since the orthodox religious law

brown hair ; round forehead ; heavy, full, forbids shaving of the beard.
Co 00
0
o
ooooo
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DRAWING
THE
CARICATURE
OV

Variety for Layouts

how

ske
саю
warble

Caricature or the female

THE subject of the caricature will inter
est every person ambitious to be a
newspaper artist. Sometime or other, we
who can draw a bit like, in jovial mood , to

- and one of the LR
male .

Van - at theGrand

caricature folks we know - our friends,
our enemies , or some passing person subjects prefer that the artist draw a good
whose novel appearance appeals to our likeness (preferably with a pleasing, smil
mood . Then , too , the subject , in our earli- ing expression ) and add thereto a carica
est efforts at portraiture, often is of the ture body .

opinion that what to our inexperienced
This form is “ semi-caricature,” or “half
eyes is a good photographic likeness of caricature."
him , is but a poor caricature.

Variety is absolutely necessary to im

In a true caricature the subject will be
easily recognized , even though the most
conspicuous features are exaggerated .
The poses and mannerisms peculiar to the
person caricatured are plainly depicted

part interest to caricatures — whether for
trade journals or other publications.
Trade journals are the greatest users of
this form of art. It gains the good will
of the person caricatured , and also inter

even somewhat exaggerated .

ests the readers more than a photograph

In my experience, I have found that we would do.
Americans do not like to be caricatured,
Then , too, the difference between the
in the full sense of the word . Rather, our

cost of making a half -tone of the photo
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graph as against the cost of “ line" caricatures is in the latter's favor.
Draw your caricatures for about triple
reduction .
Caricatures for the theater page of a
publication ( Billie B . Van , for example )

It is best to draw a straight likeness and
add the small body, as in the example of
the prima donna in the accompanying cut.
Actresses and singers may be carica
tured — women at mothers' clubs and
other gatherings should not be.

can be made completely by means of
caricature.

There are exceptions to this rule, of

course, but that is a matter entirely of
Actors seem to be less sensitive than your judgment.
business men , and particularly women , to
Often in covering an assignment, there
your exaggeration of the vulnerable points are a few of the sketches I have drawn on
that occasion that I do not use . I ponder
of their physiognomy.
If you must, flatter them as much as on how to utilize these sketches , since the
permissible.

Draw

a good likeness and

individuals are worthy of space and at

try to add thereto a charming little caricature pose. You may to best (and safest)

tention .
I sometimes use them

advantage, sketch on the coiffure, exag-

semi-caricatures under a prolific title , writ
ing a brief “ story ” about the subject.

gerating that.

in a series of
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ANIMAL CARTOONS
Zoo and Circus Comics
SEVERAL cartoonists have built up con

siderable reputations and made a good

cartoonist has an opportunity to make

such a cartoon.

This gives him a chance

ly sum of money by creating ideas along for study of the animals, which he should
lines that call for cartoon type of drawing take full advantage of. It is wise to make
of animals, among them Harrison Cady, also simple note sketches of the animals
Lansing Campbell, Walter Wellman , etc. for future use. Incidentally, that study

These artists have made a study of the will, of course, prove its natural value
barnyard zoology , and their drawings are when the occasion arises for use of this
very popular, appearing in numerous of knowledge.

the large magazines.
The accompanying plate shows one

In a talk with the animal keepers or the
superintendent in charge of the animals

method of handling a cartoon of animals.

you will learn many interesting points

In this drawing the animals are drawn cor- about the beasts that will aid you in mak
rectly from life and the caricatures thereto, ing a cartoon out of the ordinary , original
which make of it a cartoon in handling, and full of humorous ideas.
were added when the drawings were made
.To draw cartoons of animals, before
up into a layout.

On each of the animals shown in this

you start to sketch, observe them for sev.
eral moments. Note their peculiarities

cartoon an idea is created about the ani- their pose, their gait, their preference to
mal, in the text and with some the ad- leisure or labor, food , curiosity of their sur
dition of a caricature drawing
roundings, and their attitude towards peo
In cities that have a zoo , or on occasions ple. For example, certain South Ameri
of the animal circus coming to town, the can goats are passive until you boo them ,
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and then only the bars are between you you see it, or in caricature, direct from life.
and danger.
It is always well to draw as natural a
After you have studied the eccentricities sketch as you can so that you may use it

of the animals as much as so brief a period for future reference. Therefrom you can
of study permits, sketch your subject as redraw a caricature.
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Annimal comics are always popular — and the visit of the circus and an occasional trip to the zoo, will yield
rich material for humorous treatment.
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Illustrating a zoo feature artitle .
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THE "CARTOONETTE ”
How to Use the Small Comic
Compose your picture so as to leave a

ON a newspaper art staff of more than

one or two artists, the embryo car

space for a word or more of text.

toonist, if there be one, usually is per-

Make of the text (although some few

mitted to try his hand at the small comic. editors prefer no text at all) a witty line,
This gives the beginner a chance to see preferably brief, and neatly and clearly

his stuff in print. Also a small comic is lettered .
not looked upon so critically , and may

Simplicity in drawing is important on

" get by” without being so well drawn as account of the picture's small size. Use
is demanded in the front-page cartoon .
one column, or two at themost.
The comic or cartoonette illustrates a
Don 't overcrowd the picture with extra
brief news story, a joke or short feature lines.

story (it should be remembered that in
Black spots and masses do well. Black
newspaper parlance any piece of writing makes the drawing stand out, and also

whether fiction, humor or news, is known breaks up the monotony of a regular page

as a “ story” ) . Usually one or two to a of type.
story should be used. You will receive

F lattones created by cross lines, straight

a proof sheet of the tale, or perhaps the lines, checks or dots add color.
original copy. Read it and create a hu Ben Day can be used to advantage for

this purpose.
morous idea .
In evolving your idea , always adhere to
Make the heads large about one-half
to one-fourth the size of the body. This
the facts of the story .
The idea should be such that if the story allows more space for the facial expres
were not printed the cartoonette could sions, which usually are of great import
practically stand by itself .
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“ Cartoonettes" to accompany news feature stories.
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THE
ARTIST 'S

SHAFER -
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SIGNATURE

Young

er

How to

tehoren
Thomas
OHAPIN —

2016

Construct Yours

C. R . Macauley

Metropolitan Magagene
Hearst papers
Detroit Rewa
Stalowa Resoublies
Motion Picture hou
Derocratic Natl.Con . St.Louis - 1916 -

Some well-known signatures.

VOUR signature may seem to be a trivial
“ DING ” is a contraction of “ Darling"
matter, at first thought, but you will — Jay Darling, of the Des Moines Register.
find , later on , how much it may mean to
Claude Shafer, of the Cincinnati Post,

the publication you are associated with , signs " SHAFER ," with a small four-leaf
clover design following the last letter .

and to building up your reputation .
I used to sign my cartoons and other

This design (any figure used in connection

drawings, “ M . ROSENBERG .”

with the artist's name) is called a “ ding

The late

Harry Howard, managing editor of the bat."
Toledo News Bee, when I was cartoonist
Satterfield , of theNewspaper Enterprise
on its staff, suggested the signature Association , adds a little black bear that
“ ROSENBERG ," which I have used ever comments on the subject of the cartoon ,
while Patrick , formerly of the New
since then .
Explaining his selection , this excellent Orleans Times-Picayune, uses a duck . . .
journalist said : “ I want the readers to be
The usual signature is the artist' s name

familiar with your signature so that the in small, printed , legible letters . Script
announcement of your name will impress is rarely used .
readers of the News-Bee."
Place your signature unobtrusively in
There are many ways of evolving a sig - a corner of your drawing. It may often
nature. “ TAD ” is the combination of the be so placed as
yourto help
helping
the balance
telur masyarakatan
of your
initials of T . A . Dorgan .

picture.
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SPECIAL DAYS
What is Expected of the Artist
W

have certain holidays in the United
States, certain special days that are
recognized , and on which newspapers
publish appropriate cartoons. In certain
states there are also legal holidays, such
as General Robert E . Lee's birthday, Jan .
E

you , if you would make a hit with your
holiday cartoon , to put some serious
thought on it for some days before you
make your drawing . In fact, as a rule ,
you should get up your more important
holiday cartoons about a week in advance

19th , which is observed in the majority at least. You may wish to spend the holi
of the Southern States that made up the

days at home or elsewhere and, perhaps,

Confederacy in the Civil War. Maryland
Day — March 25th - is observed only in
that State .

if you intend to make a short journey you
will want to leave early on the previous

Also there are certain days of a national

afternoon .
Why not corral up your ideas two weeks

and international character , such as April before the day of publication ?

6th , the date on which war was declared
on Germany , and May 1st , the international Labor day . These are not very
generally recognized by the press .
I shall give you a list of special days
which it is important that you as a cartoonist , should know . These days are ob served all over the nation .

They are :

That will

give you plenty of time to work it up well
and at your leisure.

You may be stumped for ideas. I shall
explain in the following paragraphs how
and where to get them .
St. Patrick 's Day, Decoration Day, Flag
Day , Easter Sunday, Independence Day ,

Columbus Day, Thanksgiving Day and
Christmas, have important, interesting his

January 1 — New Year's Day .
February 12 – Lincoln 's Birthday

tories, upon which they are based .

If you

will read up on those subjects , you will
February 22 — George Washington 's find much material upon which to base
cartoon ideas.
Birthday .
February 14 – St. Valentine's Day.

Read the biographies of Lincoln and

April 14All Fools ' Day.

Washington. In a volume of either you

Easter Sunday .

May 13 — Mothers' Day.
May 30 — Decoration Day.
June 14 — Flag Day.

July 4 — Independence Day.
September —

(first Monday )

will find enough pointers to create ideas
for a score and more cartoons thereon .
Acquaint yourself with the history of
the other events in this list and you will
Labor not only enjoy the stories but they will

Day .

suggest ideas for these special days and

many other occasions.
October 12 – Columbus Day.
For St. Valentine 's Day you can draw
October 31 ~ Hallow -e ' en .
November — ( last Thursday ) Thanks- either a comic or serious cartoon , ofwhich
the theme is young love.
giving Day.
All Fools ' Day should suggest a humor
December 25 — Christmas.
Strive to make your national holiday

ous or, perhaps, ridiculous cartoon .

You

cartoon unique and original,
can run wild with your imagination in
For everyone of the score of special this.
days, each year, the newspaper artist must
create a new idea . Therefore, it behooves

Picture some fool tricks, school boy
pranks ; making foolish investments , such
141
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as buying stock in a company supplying

ice to the natives near the north pole.

The moonlight, large smiling moon and

a silhouette cat serenading with a boot fly

Labor Day, there should be a symbolic ing at “ Tommy."

The Witch on the

cartoon of the working man or business broom .

and labor uniting for the public good.

Read the rhymes of "Mother Goose "

Columbus Day. This can be a picture and quote those appropriate this is well.
of the “ Then and Now " type. A serious Read up on stories of Hallow -e'en in
sermon is effective.

history . This reading will be fruitful of

Hallow -e'en is another day, or rather many original ideas.
night, which you can describe as freely as Mothers' Day. Sermon or picture of
All Fools' Day. You know the night mother and perhaps some of her many
pranks of the boys in the small town. virtues — her love for her children ; her
The pumpkin and the face cut out to children about her either with gifts or at

scare the superstitious, especially the col- the dinner. As a rule an idealized illus
ored folks.

tration with a real thought back of it.
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THE SYNDICATE
What It Is
tists, and a beginner or two, work in one

SYNDICATE is a service which furn -

ishes news and special editorial fea- large room , under the supervision of the
h
art manager.
tures to newspapers.
Requests for art work from the various
I have in mind a certain syndicate with
which I have had many dealings.

departments — sport, movie,

It is

typical of its kind . It has an editorial staff
like the average big

etc., must

first receive the managing editor's “ o . k ."

town newspaper. before the art manager will carry out the

These men and women are among the demand . This is necessary in order to
foremost in their profession .
avoid crowding the art department with
There is an editor-in -chief; managing work from the various departments that
editor ; assistant managing editor ; a staff might with better judgment be delayed ,

of several reporters for general assign - allowing the artists to go ahead with work
ments , usually out of town ; a sporting edi- of more immediate importance.
e
tor; woman ' s page editor ; news ( corresThe comic strip artists usually submit
pondence) editor; fiction and stories edi- their ideas for approval to the managing
tor ; moving picture editor, and corres- editor, or a capable editorialman assigned
pondents in important news centers such by him to oversee this matter. The two

as Washington, D . C ., London, Paris, etc . out-of-town cartoonists do not consult the
There is an engraving plant, printing
offices and a matrix making department
with a mailing room adjoining, and an art
manager who is in charge of a staff of ten
or twelve artists .
The staff artists make layouts, retouch
pictures, draw illustrations, do lettering,

office in this regard . When one is capable
and has been drawing for the same syn
dicate any length of time he can be ex
pected to know what is likely to be ap
proved of and to draw only such pictures.
T he strip cartoonists have a separate
room to themselves.

Usually they create their ideas on the

titles, etc.

One

draws political cartoons, and

way to the office.

Otherwise they will

another short illustrations and sport car- sit at their boards and think up an idea.
They may occasionally go over their

toons.

There are ten comic strips created here scrap notes (random ideas jotted down for
that are published all over the country . possible future use) , ofttimes they receive
Usually the artists work three weeks in

an inspiration therefrom .

The drawings are turned over to the
advance of publication .
Most of these comic strip men put in managing editor. He scrutinizes them to
their daily appearance at about 11 a . m ., see that words are properly spelled - for
and depart with the finish of their strip —

cartoonists are notoriously poor spellers.

Each drawing is marked as to size and
two or four hours later.
Other comic strip men with this syn - date of release and is sent to the engraver.
dicate draw their cartoons at home. · The
T he cartoon is reproduced on zinc - a
one in southern California , the other in line cut (see lesson on engraving ) — and
Cleveland , mail in a week 's batch

( six )

an hour later is ready for the matrix de

each week — always keeping at least three partment.
weeks ahead of the date of publication .
A matrix resembles a piece of blotting
The illustrators, retouchers, layout ar- paper, newspaper size. It is composed of
143
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However, the service is restricted to one

gether.
publication in each city and, if within the
The engraving and the type matter are circulation area of that paper, no other
locked into a typeform , placed upon a

nearby city or town can obtain the same

steam table and a matrix is laid upon both . matter.

The matrix is compressed upon the form
and like a plaster mold , when it is removed
and placed in a receptacle and molten
lead poured therein and allowed to harden . The result obtained is a cast of the
engraving and type. This cast the news-

Each comic strip has a special market
price. It is rated on its reputation as a
builder of circulation , for comics are
reputed circulation builders.
The comic strip cartoonists with this
syndicate receive a stipulated salary, which

paper served uses for the publication of

is fixed in their contract.

the syndicate “ stuff.”

cates pay the comic cartoonist a salary and

Other syndi

These matrices, protected by straw - a 50 per cent royalty on thenet sale of his
board , are securely wrapped and enclosed

strip.

With this arrangement there is no

therewith are printed copies of the matter. limit to the cartoonist' s income, which us
It is then mailed to the newspapers getting ually runs up into five and six figures.

that syndicate 's service.
As a rule the newspapers usually use

Speaking to a friend in Chicago, for

the engraving from the “ mat,” but, prefer

merly a noted political cartoonist , now

to set up the type matter in their own

The spot news photographs and political cartoons usually are timely and arrive
each day for immediate release.
A matrix is fairly durable and more
than a few good casts can be made from it.

drawing a strip , he informed me that his
income, growing every week , was then in
excess of $ 25 ,000 a year.
Another member of this same syndicate
has an income of $50,000 yearly from
the syndication of his strip . In addition he
receives a royalty from its sale in book
form , and additional income from the mo
tion picture rights to his comic characters.
There are many syndicates in the

For this reason newspapers save matrices

United States. Most of them are located

plant.

The comic strip matrices are usually
sent in batches of six , each week , dated
when to be published.

of pictures of celebrities, etc ., in prefer- in New York . You can obtain a list of
ence, often , to a photograph .
They them in the newspaper directory (Ayer's )
never save the lead cast for their morgue. which is to be found in most newspaper
The newspaper receiving a syndicate 's offices.
service usually pays in accordance to its
circulation . One paper of but 5000 cir-

Submitting art work to a syndicate is
done in the same manner as to a maga

culation will receive a famous comic strip
or complete syndicate service for, let us
say, $ 10 a week, while the newspaper of
100,000 circulation will pay for the same
matter and the same service, $ 200 a week .

zine or newspaper.
The syndicate , unless other arrange
ments are made, owns the entire sales
rights, etc ., to the matter it accepts and
pays you for.
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Covering a boxer's training headquarters.

LESSON 46

SPORT CARTOONS
Features for the Sport Page
THE sport in which the Marquis of
There you will have a ringside seat next
1 Queensbury rules are as important as to your sporting editor. From this seat
our Constitution , had its inception in old

you will observe the boxers and take in

England three centuries ago. Queensbury the crowd also .

wrote the rules more than a century
ago .

You may or may not like boxing. If
the fight fails to interest you , the pulsating

Boxing is called “ the manly art." It is crowd of fight fans will.
a scientific sport.
You can gather various ideas for box ing cartoons by attending the exhibitions.
The training quarters will be another
source to pick up ideas.
You will likely have to attend the bout
if it is held at a local athletic club .

You might jot down or remember some
of the epithets usually hurled at the slug
gers. Occasionally you hear some that
are funny . This will give you an idea :
“ Slip him a haymaker.” “ Knock him
out.” “ This ain 't no Sunday school pic
nic ."
145
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Feature at the race track.

for a row of brick houses.”

“ Whatcha

This is such an easy method and so big

tryin ' to do, kiss each other ? ” .

an aid to the artist that I have included
These and many other epithets hurled it in this course— an entire lesson with

at the contestants can be considered for detailed directions on how to do this work .

Read the history of the sport, its long
use in your cartoon.
The fight and the actions of the crowd list of noted champions, their personal his
will be your main cartoon subject. You tory , their encounters. The knowledge
are to report the affair — pictorially .
will be valuable to you in getting ideas.
The plate , page 145, is an example of
Racing is the “ sport of kings” and the
one method of treating the subject. That simple youth who “ follows the ponies”

is the angle received from attending the will testify to the need of a royal income
training quarters. The plate on page 97 is if one would

play 'em " and eat regu

larly.
The track at Latonia, Ky., lies in a flat
valley in the Blue Grass State, and has
to make a silverprint.
The silverprint is very much used by been laid out by a landscape gardener who
New York sport artists, particularly those knew his art, and would appeal to any
who make portrait drawings of athletes, artist .
Weartists delight in viewing crowds, in
in cartoons.
another form of example.

This boxing picture is a lesson on how

By the silverprint method any artist, mingling where the fairer sex make their

with a little experience, can draw portraits appearance in the latest styles from gay
wonderfully well —

great likenesses.

Paree.
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For sketches of horses and my own

horses, blue bloods, all captivate your in - simplified method of drawing the animal,
terest and admiration .
see pages 56 , 57 and 58 . It is well to study
The vari-colored costumes of the jock this lesson on the horse. It will better aid

eys add to the art interest the track offers. you to draw a horse and in much less time.
Watching them astride their mounts , going
at breakneck speed , hugging close to the

You will find that the horse is the hard
est of all animals you will have to draw .

inner rail.

The job is much easier after you have
learned the various pointers from the text

That is life and energy worth

observing .

You need not bet to appreciate the and the illustrations, as I teach you the
subject, which you will find in the fore
The track offers many points of car- part of this course.
toon value aside from the results shown
Golf is fast becoming America's great
by the countenances of the winner and est individual sport. It hails from Scot
the loser.
land and appeals particularly to the indoor
races .

On page 146 is a race track cartoon
That on page 145 is another touching

worker , as it gives him the opportunity
to exercise his limbs and enjoy a breath

altogether on different angles in that con - of fresh air. It is the second most popular

nection. You can touch on many another thing that comes from Scotland.
Golf links are laid out over hills and
list of subjects connected therewith .
For a sketch subject I refer you to the dales, and considerable walking is required

jockey costumes, and also a group of in traversing them .
sketches proving that the ladies attending

The sketches and cartoons herewith

the track are following the Paris fashion were drawn at a local golf championship
edicts.
tournament for the Cincinnati Post sport
At the barrier getting 'em lined up . page.

What the starter shouts to the jockeys;
the starter's aides who help line up the im -

From the original layout I have elimi
nated the features not essential to what I

patient, high -strung thoroughbreds by want you to grasp .
shaking a blacksnake whip before them

but never striking a horse.

T his layout is complete.

Though lim

ited, it carries several of the major inci

In and around the stables the gossip of dents attached to the game.

Costumes,

the hostlers , the veterinary doctor treating stance, in the bunker, the caddy, and refer
the horses, the big pliers and other instru- ence to the famous “ 19th hole."
ments he uses to treat or pull a horse' s

tooth with.

Golf brings the caddies in touch with
clean -cut, successful business men .

A

In the paddock, the sharpers, the wise caddy's work is to carry a player's golf
guys, who think they know the “ nags.”
In the jockey room , the jockeys.
At the club house, on the club house
veranda , the “ high brow ” enthusiasts.
The track detective force will also give
you a subject for a serious or semi-serious

cartoon and story.

sticks and to retrieve balls . He is a real

American boy , and around this lad you
can create many a cartoon .
In creating your ideas for the golf car
toon , add thereto the language of the
links.
The club house gossip will furnish you

The judges might best be caricatured or a subject for cartoons.
sketched .
The instructor makes a cartoon subject.
The fair sex and their ways of playing
The wife taking golf lessons.

the races will make good cartoon material.

Looking for the ball, caught in the

You should carry in your morgue pic - rain , etc .

tures of horses in various poses and
actions.

Tennis, like golf, is a society sport,
although many of us ordinary beings have

PRACTICAL
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learned to play it. The high cost of tennis
as well as golf equipment prevents the
masses from playing it. Then , too , everybody hasn 't room for a tennis court or golf
links in the back yard .
Tennis is an active game which taxes

ART

Of course, you should add a likeness of
the player, or a suggestion of it, if the
name is to be attached to the sketch .

The value of this silhouette skeleton
method is apparent. You will more
quickly draw your desired pose and have

your knowledge of the human figure and action appearing in your drawing.
requires great speed with the pencil.
The best way to draw a tennis player in

Tennis is not a sport as productive of
ideas as golf or baseball. It is a game

action is to depict his poses first, like the limited to two or four players and a court.
drawings in the daffydill lesson — the silThe average reader knows very little
houette action skeleton .
about the rules of the game. Your ideas,
You might trouble yourself to turn to to get over (not over the reader's head ) ,
that lesson , as I have an example of a must be more or less of purely imaginative

tennis pose amongst that group of action

sort and very obvious.

An idea such as the receiver missing
The clothes can be put on later or the flying ball, which can be shown bounc

poses.

drawn on during the game. The tennis ing back from the bald head of a stunned
costume is simple and easily remembered onlooker.
- white trousers, white shirt and white
A tall thin player and his short fat oppo
nent.

shoes.
1
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ANYBODY THAT BEATS ELF DAKIN
IN A FAT MANS RACE HAS TO WIN
BY MORE THAN JUST A NOSE .

.

Best Regard
myFried Roomberg

A fat men's race, a sport-page cartoon by Williams.
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A Hoban strip , with panels arranged so that they can be rearranged for different layouts.

LESSON 47

DRAWING THE COMIC STRIP
Evolving a Character
CREATING a comic strip you evolve a which holds the copyright, thus prevent

character as Everett True (Condo ), ing anyone from using this particular title
Mutt and Jeff (Bud Fisher ) or Jiggs (Mc- without their permission .

When you have evolved your idea and

Manus) in Bringing Up Father, probably

the best known and best drawn comic character or characters you will find it best
character in America today . Or a humor- to create for yourself a type of face and

ous theme that can be carried on with the figure that will be distinctive and easily
same title and same general thought, such remembered .
You develop it in many postures, draw
as “ Can You Beat It? " by Maurice Ketton ;
" Foolish Questions,” by Rube Goldberg, ing the face of the character in various

or " School Days,” by " Dwig" (Dwig- moods.
gins ).
After you have completely drawn the
Both forms are popular, but the indi- character in the various likely moods and
vidual character, a pair, or a funny family , positions you may have occasion to put
such as “ The Gumps," seems to be the him or her in , memorize it by drawing it
most preferred and numerous in the news over and over again .

Soon , like any other object, name,
Most comic characters have been born poem , or picture constant repetition will
in the minds of their creators, suddenly
make an indellible impression in your

papers.

an inspiration as it were. Yet others, have mind , so that you can again and again
been evolved through long thought and draw the same character exactly , with
brain splitting.
ease, precision and speed , without need of

In reading a book you may chance to the original to go by .
That is how Mutt and Jeff , Jiggs, and

find a character that will suggest a similar

sort of character, or perhaps, itself will the host of other characters are daily re
suffice as a comic strip subject.

peated by their creators, and always bear

Sinbad the Sailor, in the Arabian the same resemblance which you, Mr. Be
Nights, was the inspiration for a comic ginner, have likely found so difficult a
strip published several years ago as “ In - task .

bad the Tailor," a witty title that gave the
T he comic, such as “ Can You Beat It?"
artist great range for ideas. The strip , (Maurice Ketton in New York World ) , is

however, passed away, to my recollection , evolved on the foibles of the average in
though it is still owned by the syndicate dividuals, their fellow men and women ,
149
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You can develop your brain along the
and their surroundings and other associa tions in this material life.
lines needed to put it into the proper line
For example, a situation such as a man

of thought to create such ideas, unless

about to retire for a good night's rest, after a hard day at the office or shop. Just
as he is about to drop off to sleep peacefully the neighborhood 's cats start a serenade — which , of course, arouses him ,

your mind is not of humorous turn , in
which case your nut stuff will be only
ordinary .
It is the same with the cartoonist as
with writers — many write humorous

much to his disgust. He throws a shoe at

stories but not many can write the genu

them , missing cats and breaking a window

inely clean humor of Mark Twain , nor

as a climax. The title “ Can You Beat It ? " the sly , quiet humor of Bill Nye and
fits this themeperfectly.
Artemus Ward .
Study these last two writers, absorb
The character cartoon , such as “ The
Bungle Family ” and “ Bringing Up their humorous patter and by bringing it
Father,” wherein a number of similar up to date you will be training your mind

characters are evolving about the main to create “ nut stuff” cartoons.
A comic drawing is not drawn with the
figure, Bungle in the one, and Jiggs in the
other — are individual characters created as care and exactness of an illustration or a

the strip has been developed and need of serious cartoon You are almost unlimited
such characters to add new life to it has

in license as to perspective and form of

arisen .

figures, facial features, etc.

The ideas you chuckle over in gazing
The average comic figure should not be
upon a strip are often personal experiences made more than four to five heads in size

of the artist in his home and commercial at most. This will give you a figure that
life. The oroiginal experience, perhaps a looks in proper proportion and leaves you
bit exaggerated, will form a clever, humor- a head that is large enough to present a

greater range of space for the nose and

ous idea.

The faculty of observation and the abil- mouth , upon which to a very great extent

ity to " see" a point of humor in an ap - you will depend for the expressions and
parently ordinary every day incident is

necessary besides the ability to depict a

purport of the idea in the cartoon.

Always be original in everything you
do , I repeat, and cannot repeat this admo

humorous character.

You can readily and quickly train your nition too often .
mind to make such observations by keep -

If you

lift” another cartoonist's ideas,

ing alert and always seeking the humor sooner or later your lack of originality will
in a situation . Gradually your mind be- be discovered and your work and reputa
comes trained to perceive quickly themeat tion will şuffer greatly.
By training and refreshing your mind
of the situation and evolve an idea therefrom .
with proper associations and by reading

You can form the habit of observation

the proper literature, books, papers, by

and make

seeing shows, etc ., you will be able to keep

very easily — simply observe

notes of your observations on your re- on getting new and better ideas.
Also be as unique and original in your
turn home— that is a good developing
method.
depictions as you logically can . Do not
Another form of comic strip that is im - think that a certain grotesqueness is hu
mensely popular is the “ nut stuff" comic. mor. There is a circumscribed boundary
The best examples are Rube Goldberg's with a well-defined limitation to what
and Gene Ahern ' s cartoons.
Americans consider humor , particularly
Not all artists can put over nut stuff , ethical humor, that can be permitted to be
nor can all cartoonists put over a good read and enjoyed by the young as well
comic strip .

as the old folks.

PRACTICAL
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The characters should therefore be

even more enjoyable , as Mark Twain's in proper position .
“ Tom Sawyer” and “ Huckleberry Finn ,"
To make this important point clear :
Bill Nye' s “ History of England” and Mutt and Jeff are talking. Jeff asks Mutt ,

Charles Dickens' “ Pickwick Papers" ( the “ Where are you going ? "

Jeff must be

two latter are not so apt to be appreciated
by the very young) can well be read in

drawn on the left, andMutt, who answers,
on the right side of the picture.

all good society .

This is because people naturally read
from left to right. If Mutt were placed
on the left, you would be reading his reply

A comic strip , like any other drawing
to be reproduced , is usually drawn for half
reduction .
Avoid excess lines thatmay mean noth -

ing and merely clutter up the drawing ,

as they unconsciously attract the readers

before the question , thus utterly destroy
ing the effect.

Always aim

to make your text short

and snappy - don 't drag out the point

eye from the main objects, the characters. with an overdose of words, which will
Buildings in the background for exam - tend to kill your cartoon .
ple need not be shown with all their deDecide on the words that would sound
tails pronounced .
best and wittiest;lay them in with hard

A brick building can be outlined and a
window

or two with

a

few

pencil, then neatly and legibly ink them in .

scattered

In general square off your block of text

bricks suggested by proportionate oblong

rather than stretch it across the whole pic

squares.

ture, if your drawing permits .

The background , off in the distance, un less needed in the foreground .
Even then the characters should be developed to stand out conspicuously in con-

trast with the scenery .

Neat and well placed, but not over care
ful lettering , has saved many a poorly
drawn comic strip and has added more
charm to a well-drawn comic .

You can make your letters all capitals,

The figures can be finished either with or as I do, caps where necessary, lower
a tone of many thin or heavy lines, ormay case otherwise .
be finished with solid blacks.

Ben Day can well be used , saving the

artist's time and adding a good tone or

Make your lettering a plain line type,
that is best.

Do notmisunderstand me about letter

uniform pattern to the suits .
In “ Bringing Up Father” Ben Day is

ing.

often used thus.

ing the cartoon will attribute its charm

Put your text into a balloon , as it is

called — the “ balloon " is the familiar ring

A comic is not a medium to display

your lettering ability . No one, in enjoy
to your excellent lettering.

Lettering that is legible is all that is

seen issuing from the speaker's mouth . desired.
Or you need not use a balloon — suit your.

self.

You can train your hand to do this let

tering with a day' s practice of the alpha

The question should be read first, as it bet in the simple style you wish to use in
would be in reading a story , with the an -

swer immediately following on the car.

your comic strip .

See lesson on lettering.

LESSON 48

THE POSTER
The Illustration and the Lettering
IN posters the illustration is predomi- woodcut design — though whatever de
I nantly the feature the lettering comes
next. The drawing is featured that itmay

sign or form you may choose to use is
permissible in the individual poster - if

attract the eye. Having caught the eye, visibly fitting thereto .

(See lesson on

it will follow out of natural curiosity that lettering.)
the reader will inquire - look further to
learn — to what the drawing pertains — its

To study American posters — and they
are among the world ' s best - look at some

advertising purpose. Therefore, in a pos- of the better drawn posters on the poster
ter for a tea ad you will best draw a figure panels everywhere. Note how much
or scene pertaining to one phase or refer - space the drawing occupies compared to
ence to the item

advertised .

That one the lettering and text.

phase being picturesque and inviting to

The colors used ,

amount of figures and scene in proportion

the general, human interest and arousing to the important figure that carries the
inquiring curiosity , the reader will next burden of the ad' s purpose. How much

want to know after viewing the picture,
what firm and brand it advertises. He
will associate the picture in the future with
that article and that firm . There is the ad vantage of the striking poster . And the
more simple and pointed , original and
more strikingly remembered it is the
greater ad value it will be to the concern

of the figure is shown. How the lettering
is composed and placed and varied to
bring out the value of certain of the text.
On most American posters the artist's
nameis eliminated — with German posters
the artist 's name is properly shown
though not to interfere with the text on
the poster. Every poster should carry the

for which it was made- and it means to

artist's name— most of them that do carry

the reputation

of

the artist

another but the artist's initials.

feather in his hat, a value that will bring

The advertiser should realize that a pos

him more work and greater pay for his
future efforts.

certainly be drawn with the artist' s best

ter carrying the artist's name will most

One of the world 's greatest poster art- efforts , due to the fact that his public repu
ists of the day is Prof. Ludwig Hollwein
- a German artist residing in Munich . His
posters are striking in simplicity and ex-

tation will be based thereon . Yet, most
every poster , despite the fact that the ar
tist's name is not thereon , is drawn, how

cellent draftsmanship , imagination , com -

ever, with the artist's best ability , and it

position , color and poster technique. I seems but fair to use the name of the cre
saw many examples of his commercial ator thereon . Posters drawn for big cloth
poster work during my recent travels ing houses are all signed by the artist .

through Germany and Central Europe. Sheridan 's work for Hart, Schaffner and
One example of a tea product poster, Marx, are especially good examples of the
which I picked up in Vienna, is reproduced

commercial poster.

herewith .

- A poster drawing should not be worked

America has many excellent poster up in minute detail, rather it should be
men as you will note by a glance at our boldly and broadly handled . The picture

posters to be seen in the cities and on the should have a punch to it, both in idea
and composition .

highways.
Poster lettering is usually of a square,

You should always

strive to be novel and original - individual
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and the design thereof should be in har

tive one and a booster of your reputation mony with the pictorial end. Do not con

- a picture that for its fine points will be fuse the lettering nor the composition of
recognized as your work . This can be ac-

the drawing. And do not confuse the

complished by developing your art knowl-

two together, rather the two elements of

edge and your imagination . To do this a the poster should fuse together. To avoid
great aid is the study of the work of other confusing it is wiser to put less in the pic
poster men . Particularly great in this line ture, for generally the confusion is caused

are the foreign poster artists and most ex - by crowding too much into the com
cellent and strikingly clever are the Amer
ican and German artists . Obtain copies

position .
Avoid this error, it is wiser and more

of Das Plakat, Jugend and such publica- readily of accomplishment leaving out ex
tions that carry these posters in their reg- cess drawing. For more often in a pos

ular and advertising pages. You will thus ter drawing an additional sporadic line or
see many varied , good posters that will two commits ill more often than it be
act as a stimulus to your imagination .
A poster should have much solid tone
- black masses well placed , in a black

comes a good addition .
W ork in masses and heavy solid black
shadows and even tones. Cut in the

and white poster, to which this lesson shadow into the sharp lights a simple line
or two for half-tone, if you wish , the line
refers .
The lettering should be well executed close to the black shadow .

DES TODES
DIE GOFTHEIT

Biquet

RIQUETOCS.AG-FA

R GEGR144S LEIPZIG

EIN MYSTERIVM KE
VON , LEBE
VND LEID
WEISS - BLAV -FIMWER
MÜNCHEN NYMPHENBURG
A

PRO

DOHOD

Two examples of the posters of Ludwig Hollwein .

LESSON 49

CHALK

TALKS

Preparing for the Occasion
CHALK talks are pleasant for the artist, as real subjects when your facile hand has
and particularly the small city car completed the work .
toonist, because of the " easy money ”
You can tell a few jokes while work
gained for the trouble involved .
ing. If you don 't you should have some
You should have a large collapsible

one playing appropriate music .

Lively

board about thirty by forty inches, with

jazz and popular tunes on the piano, to

three or four legs to support it.

keep the audience from becoming tense ,

About five or six sticks of black chalk
made for this purpose are necessary .

helps nicely .

In

Your pictures also should carry brief,

asmuch as the chalk disappears rapidly
and has a tendency to break when you

witty lines.
Your lettering should be plain , neat and

least desire it, having extra sticks is a pol-

large enough to be read by people in the

icy of preparedness .
The paper should be of a newspaper
stock — a cheap wrapping paper grade will
do . Any paper that is not too smooth is
practical. I get my paper often from that

last row .
If you are to give a talk before a lodge,
which you will often do, you should call
on the head of the order, or some other
official or member, who is in a position to

salvaged from the last of the big press know the virtues or weaknesses of the
roles. I pay the price the office gets for it members . He will tell you who 's who ,
as waste , cutting it up later to suit my and perhaps how to get them .
He will tell you who is the most popu

needs.

Talking in a smaller room I use a smaller lar member, the fattest, the skinniest, best
board and correspondingly smaller sheet and luckiest card player, best comedian ,
of paper, and draw practically the same the victim

pictures, only smaller.

of the latest joke floating

around in the lodge gossip , the newlywed ,

With a large nail in each corner, pro - perhaps a new papa, a humorous incident
truding slightly , attach your papers to the or any remark constantly made by a mem
board .
ber, such as “ I'll say so," " raspberries,"
Your talk , if in a general assembly ,
should be of generous, humorous ideas.

or the like.
Create ideas ( as I suggest in the accom

In general, caricatures or touching on

panying plates ) about these members and

local political conditions is well. Humor- have them approved by your lodge adviser
ous digs at the traction company, food or the entertainment committee.
profiteers, etc ., draw applause.
Avoid embarrassing anymember; make
The pictures should be drawn quickly , 'em all feel happy, whether they are the
with few and simple lines. Not more victims of your chalk talk or not.
than two, or four minutes at the most ,
All told , you should spend about twenty
should be spent on a drawing.
to thirty minutes on the stage, making
You should draw the picture by stand -

ing as far to the side of the drawing as is

about eight to twelve pictures.

Do not

overstay this period , as your talk will get

conveniently possible, so that the audi- tiresome.

You will realize the truth of

ence can watch every move as you place

that truism , that “ too much of a good

the magic lines that will appear to them

thing is not so good .'
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More howling from the members .

step to one side ( the right) and allow the

Or, perhaps, he is putting on an air of

audience a momentary glance at it, long

indifference. He is not at all " hurt," and

enough to read the text and see the picture. Rip the sheet off and quickly begin

down in his heart he feels he is the greatest
“duck " in the audience at the mo
ment.

the next sketch .
In a lodge the members caricatured will
likely want their pictures . Therefore , in

Draw him even if he does escape. If he
does leave the stunt becomes that much

ripping off the sketch do so in a manner more effective .
There are naturally a few dyspeptics in
thatwill not ruin it.
It is wise to map out your drawing on most every lodge, but the member who
the paper with a few guide lines in hard “knows them all” will not suggest that

lead pencil (3h ) that will not be seen by

you draw them . Sketch , if possible only

the audience.

Your top sheet should be

those who are well known and popular.

clean , so that should some member snoop
up before the act he will see the blank

You will gather from the pictures ac
companying this lesson - drawn as they

paper.

would be in a chalk talk — an idea as to

On this first blank page put a picture how to handle the talk .
On the left hand

Create ideas of your own — be original.

edge of the sheet Imake a notation of the

that is easy to draw .

It is easy if you set your brain to working.

idea , and perhaps a little rough sketch of
Likely an idea or more will be suggested
the picture to be drawn on that page.
to you . Accept it with a " thank you " and
This is necessary, for your memory may get the cream out of it, if you can .

fail you . It is necessary to know exactly

The same ideas usually are applicable to

what is to go on this sheet. Usually the any lodge.

subjects are strangers to you .

This will

save you the trouble that would

ensue

G ood humorous ideas make the big hit
in a chalk talk .

should your memory fail you for the in When using color in your drawings al
put your lighter colors on first, leav
ways
stant.
A stunt that always makes a big hit is ing black for the last including , also , the

this : I have a lodge member on the stage black outline of the drawing.
with me. We discuss quickly and inaudi- '

Have a

couple of sharper stubbed

bly the person who will be our next sub - chalks for the smaller details such as the
ject, though we have previously selected

eyes and nostrils, etc.

the subjects .
He points in the direction of the “ vic-

To blacken up a figure use the flat
length side of the chalk or chamois or

tim ."

cloth rag that will spread it. Thus you

All eyes and mine glance at the chosen can cover a large space more quickly , and
one. I begin to draw the man , putting speed , you know , is essential.
down an important line and glancing back
It is also well to have a chamois skin or
again over my shoulder for the next line. Aannel rag to rub out lines if necessary .
In the meantime the audience is in a .
To avoid stage fright and self-con
roar, as they have surmised by the first

sciousness while doing your act, have

few lines who is being “ cartooned, " or
they have guessed who " it " is.
As I progress in my work they see and

some one stand beside you to the left (as
sort of an aid ) on the stage.
Otherwise, just focus your attention

recognize his likeness — they howl with

onto some favorable individual in the back

delight.

row of the audience when you face your
Usually the victim will act abashed — . auditors, so that you see no one before
shy _ hide or attempt to dash for thenear you. Or, better still, have the audience
est exit.

lights dimmed or out.

Several noted
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dramatic stars have told me that that is
in the smaller cities, if you are an artist
their method of avoiding stage fright.
or cartoonist on a local newspaper, you
Practically forget you have an audience. will have a better opportunity of landing
Do your work to your personal satisfac-

chalk talk engagements. Probably the en

tertainment committees will call at your
tion — your best efforts.
Let your work talk for you .
office to get you to give a talk , if they
First practice appearing on the stage by know you are available .
giving a little show before a select audi-

You can insert a small (one-inch ) ad in

ence of half a dozen or more appreciative the paper stating :

" For a clever chalk

friends, who will give you beneficial criti-

talk entertainment for your lodge see

cisms and suggestions. Very soon you
will be confidently able to face a large and
critical audience.
To get bookings for chalk talks call on
the heads of the entertainment committees
of the various lodges and social clubs, or

your name- office No. — Suchandsucha
Building. Now open for bookings."
If you are on a newspaper a little item
now and then , which the city editor will
print announcing that you , the staff artist,
or cartoonist, of the sheet will give a chalk

theater managers — movie houses in particular.

talk at a certain lodge or that you did give

one that received much applause is a great

You can have a booking agent do that help. This is advertising that will likely
bring you other chalk talk engagements.
for you .

LESSON 50

EXAMPLES OF CHALK

TALKS

Fitting the Audience
SERIES shown was given at an annual gathering, some of them at a lodge of
banquet by the Eclectic Medical Col- which a doctor or medical student is a
lege (Cincinnati ) to the student body and member .
A good stunt for opening your talk is to
its faculty.
On this occasion I drew only members make your entrance on the stage without

of the faculty , for the most of the seniors

a drawing board . This could be at a show ,

and juniors had not yet had time to get not at a lodge, for as a rule at a lodge you
acquainted with each other.
and, perhaps, only one other performer
But the faculty members and their appear, and your act is announced in ad

foibles they all knew well.

vance.

Your paraphernalia is therefore

I noted that the talk was a big hit, even expected and is not a surprise to the
bigger than the one I gave the year before . · audience.

Every picture idea) was fully under-

On coming out to face the audience you

stood, and appreciated by all present.
One of the students assisted at the
piano. The arrangement for information
was handled with the series ; a senior
student suggesting the hobbies and failings of the faculty . From his information
I created the ideas.
These ideas can be used at any medical

should make some happy remark . One
chalk talk artist opens by saying, “Hello
folks ; did anybody lose a pocket book ?
No ? Fine ! Then everybody 's happy , so
I'll begin ."
If you have a fair voice and know a few
good songs you might sing, while you
work ; otherwise let the pianist assist you .

-
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A page of chalk -talk sketches.
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Ben Doe chatting

witte Dave

Austin

sa kyscraper:

BillKing's Latest
sweetie -

Who is she Bill

?

His

favorite
sport
M

Jack
Stone

sells

" Crowns
to

American

" Kings"

More chalk -talk sketches.
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tache, whiskers, glasses and hair cut, etc .,

man ' s body next, then the text: “ His of the subject, it helps to put the picture
favorite sport," in readable, large letters, over better.
Assuming, as in this case, he is short
the chicken last - after you have written
the text.
and heavy . Draw the head first. When
You might recite an incident about the

they see and recognize the face it makes it

individual or pull a joke at random . Or excitingly

the man who will be with you on the stage
to spot out the subject might pull a witty

remark about the individual.

interesting

to

watch

what

follows.
Next “ it' s a hard life” - the title .

Next the body with hands holding the

Plate 4. The doctor in your case may

cleaver, bone and saw .

be of a different build , that is important
Last , but very important — the fee stick
to get correctly . Acquaint yourself with ing out of the back pocket, as shown in

the build and facial adornments - mus- the plate.

Guess

í

who this
15 - .

Youre ,
right !
citizen
Phil

Cristal

GOOD

Ideas for closing the chalk talk .

NITE !

LESSON 51

COMMERCIAL ART
Great Opportunities for the Competent
THIS is perhaps the greatest branch of
the art game for manifold opportunities and munificent financial gain .
I have seen paintings by friends who, if
they had sold the same pictures to the

ufactured, but drew attention to the ad
that told about it .
ment to catch the reader' s eye. Also to
interest the reader in the virtue of the

commercial concerns in need of just such

product.

Your drawing is added to the advertise

works, would have realized greater fame,
Therefore you must learn to create pic
greater monetary return , and, to top it off, tures that will catch the eye and carry the
would also have retained a copy of their reader 's interest.
efforts. One may buy a good landscape
Try always to create something a bit
painting for $ 200.

The same artist, if his

different.

mind can conceive an idea - a practical

Usually the ad writer collaborates with

commercial idea — can put a commercial

the artist on a commercial drawing job .

touch into his paintings that will readily
sell his work and bring greater and more

Invariably the ad men have practically
left the creation of the idea, theme of lay
out and drawing to me. Therefore I ad

appreciative returns.
To do commercial work you should

vise you to train yourself to be able to

first, as in every other branch of art work , work out your own salvation likewise .
learn to draw .

If you are a mere artist with your brains
The best draftsman has the greatest in storage you will not get very far unless
fundamental opportunity to make the best by accident some kind spirit picks you up
success.
and carries you on . But you will find that
Next, learn the demands of the field you

exercising your brain , like exercising your

are in .

body, will make you feel better and take
you farther along the road to success.
Great are the opportunities in the com

The nature of the product that the firm
wants to advertise. It is most important

to know quite a bit of the processes of mercial art field — but you must work hard
creation, and particularly the article's use to rise. What success is greater and more
ful value.
enjoyable than that achieved through
Create some artistic theme that will hard work ?
The field of commercial art, as I have
liven up the advertisements .
Get the various big publications, par- previously said , is a vast and really lucra
ticularly the Ladies' Home Journal, Wo-

tive field for the artist. It is also an unlim

man 's Home Companion and other maga- ited field . and business is readily obtained
zines that carry the best commercial art for that reason . among others. The busi
with their advertisements . Study these ness man has learned the value of a draw
ads, and the manner in which the art is ing — a picture or letter design - towards
handled

the product.

the selling power of his advertising. Un

They will suggest to you a line of ideas
which you will find helpful in developing
ideas of your own. Your drawings need
not always deal with the article to be ad vertised . Some of the best ad ideas were
those that did not refer to the article man -

in

keeping with

doubtedly an ad or whatever form is used
to acquaint the purchasing public with an
article, that which is graphically - picto
rially — portrayed willmore readily be no
ticed . Therefore, the great advertisers are
spending millions of dollars yearly for art
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- Arrow collars, Hart, Schaffner & Marx
Both sides being equally the same, and
suits, Remington rifles, the variousbrands having sketched out a plot of space the
of automobiles, food product companies, drawing will encompass, you may work in

etc. All, as you have noticed , carry high - the lay of pole and the designs in the shade
class art with their advertising matter and and on the pole, first taking in the mass,
on the labels of their products.
The small merchant. too , realizes the
value of art, and therefore the student ,
the amateur artist - has many opportunities to earn money as he carries on his
studies. Every community where there is
a firm of any nature is a prospective field

then having placed the design groups
you may follow by finishing the designs
carefully in detail. (Lay out the design
groups as suggested in Lesson 24 on mil
linery .)
In laying out your drawing and sketch
ing it in thus it is best to use a hard lead

for you . Make a design that would be of pencil, a 2h or 3h Eldorado. In finishing
practical value to a particular firm , then up before inking you may use a softer
submit it to the firm 's head . You may
aptly sell your effort . The artists on
newspapers in the smaller cities, and many
in the larger cities — myself included —
earn as much and more doing this " outside
work “ — commercial art — as their salaries
amount to . It is interesting work , though
not as fascinating as newspaper work , and
at times much more exacting, but if you
put your heart into your work and concen trate thereon you will always make out
pleasurably well.
In doing commercial art the artist learns
that there are methods and means of time
and labor saving. As he usually charges
by the time required to make the drawing,
it means much to him and the purchaser
of his work that he do it well and expeditiously . I am going to show you in the
next lessons a few of the many tricks that
will prove of practical value to you.

Drawing Points, Mediums.
In making your drawing of an object,
such as a long lamp, size up your object,
setting it at a distance of at least six feet
that you may get the right perspective on
the whole thereof. Then measure with
your pencil or your eye the proportions in
relation to each other. For example , the

blacker - pencil to distinguish one design
formation from another . This is particu
larly well when the artist must submit the
pencil drawing to the purchaser or the
advertising or artmanager for approval.
Duplication .
In your effort at time saving spending a
moment planning your task will save you
an hour in its performance. The drawing
of a lamp or other article - illustration on
the opposite page — which must be dupli
cated can best be handled by making a
careful drawing of the one lamp, and its
duplicate being a similar object you may
then obtain a piece of tracing paper, trac
ing a copy thereof and then trans-drawing
it in its place at the side of the original
drawing .
However, as happens quite often , you
are rushed with work and must put the

drawing in the hands of the purchaser
speedily, you may mark with a blue pencil
an indication of where the duplicate should
lay . The engraver's photographer makes
a duplicate print of the object and thus ob
tains an exact copy, and the result is the
same as though you had drawn it there.
The time saved is quite often of consider
able consequence.

depth of the shade: Lay that down first,
Designs.

with a pencil notation , then measure the
rest — the pole in comparison thereto .
Where you have a design or scroll or
Having the depth , draw a line down the otherwise which is the same on both sides,
center of the object. From that line, by make the one side up carefully , and, as in
comparison with the depth , find the width the case above described , trace a duplica
of the shade and the base .

tion thereof on the opposite side. That is

PRACTICAL ART
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Getting texture and light and shade in commercial drawings.
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Note how the lamp stands out against the background.
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always quickest and the best results at- mark I drew for the Ruster Articles Com
tend it.

pany. The name Ruster suggested the
idea for the illustration to the company ' s

Place Your Design Form — Intricateness.

title . So the task was to show a rooster
Quite often an intricate design will and a fine specimen , to be sure, would be
puzzle you. Study it as a mass object - the best . Though I could have drawn the
general theme of it . Its similarity to the rooster from memory , I have found it al

formation of a star, or perhaps a circle, or ways best to have a picture handy for de
a triangle , or a leaf or other simplified ob - tails, etc . Turning to my morgue, which

ject. Having thus placed its form you lay

I keep adjacent to my library, I sought a

it out in that manner and then go in to

picture of a rooster.

working out the details that fit into each

branch of the form .

In the illustrations to the lessons on ani

Thus handled, the mal and bird drawing, etc., in this book I

hardest problemsbecome simply a matter
of carefully working out, in harmony with

have reproduced sketches of prize roosters
and other birds and animals. Therefore I

the recognized form , and not as otherwise,

had but to turn to the page whereon that

sketch appears. This book I have com
posed to be thus also of practical value to
Morgue Essential (Book Used ).
you . There are many faces, figures, ani
To the commercial artist a well-stocked mals, layouts , etc., etc., that you will find
morgue- a library of pictures — is most helpfulnow and again , which you are free

a disturbing task .

essential. It is of daily value, you will to use . However, I advise you to be origi
find. For example, you may have to draw ' nal, and if you must copy, do so , but try
a trade mark design , as in the instance of to add a touch of originality to your copy
the accompanying engraving — the trade- at that.
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Saving time by having engraver repeat the drawing.
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As stated in the lesson on the morgue, sion to draw such an object in your picture.
gather all sorts of pictures — pen drawings, Magazines and newspapers offer vast re

photos, etc. — that depict most every ob- sources for this collection .
ject, as sooner or later you may have occa-

You should

always be adding thereto.

LESSON 52

DRAFTSMANSHIP

AND IDEAS

Student Must Learn to Draw Well
VOU will soon realize in doing commer1 cial art that the better draftman
trained artist — you are the easier, speedier
and better you will be able to make your

ated a design of tapestry and a small piece
of tapestry for the base thereof. In other
words, I pictured to the reader of the ad
'the purchasing housekeeper — the attract

drawings - commercial drawings of any iveness of the lamps when placed in an
nature. Therefore , it behooves you to
learn to draw well. That you will accom -

interesting setting. Next day, according
to the advertising manager, people flocked

plish if you will follow and practice the
lessons on drawing in the first part of this

in with clippings of the drawing, culled
from the newspaper ad , asking for " just
that sort of lamp. ” The entire consign

course.

Those lessons have been com

posed to teach you quickly and most practically , with ease, the art of drawing .
After you have learned to draw , and
during the period of your study — for you

ment was sold . And the ad manager was
sportsman and appreciative enough to tell
me the story . “ It was evidently the man
ner in which it was pictorially put forth

should never cease to study if you want to that sold the goods," he remarked .
always keep progressing — you should read
Make a study of the commercial art cre
and observe and note the objects and de- ated by themasters in the commercial art
signs and other formations that will tend field . Their works appear in all the popu
to set off a commonplace piece of commercial art and lend attractiveness and distinc-

lar journals, monthly magazines, on poster
boards, etc . A copy of a fifteen or twenty

tion to it. Make your commercial draw ings attractive and distinctive.
As an example of the practical value of
this piece of advice, I might tell you the
following incident: The Electric Shop in
Cincinnati, the second largest retail electric

five centmonthly or woman 's homemaga
material, and in your daily newspaper you
will often find much to study.
Create your own ideas, however, and
your work will appear distinctive, and you

firm in the United States, was advertising

eventually will be more successful and

zine will give you a large supply of study

a consignment of torchiers. These same your services will be in greater demand.
lamps had been advertised over and over
At your public library you can obtain a
again , with fine drawings thereof, and to

book on designing and interior decorating .

the disappointment of all concerned they

Study also books on period costuming , and

had been unable to sell a solitary lamp.

such books will give you splendid ideas

As a last resort they turned the task over and suggestions from which yourmind can
to me to make the drawings for this sale practically create original material.
drive.
Is not a piece of fashion drawing more
Sizing up the problem , I drew a picture
of the lamps, and in the background I cre-

apt to be attractive and interesting if an
idea and design are added to that picture ?
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Certainly — and any other art work like note,
stands outheavily. The “trimmings"
are subdued - handled with a thin , even
line.
In doing this work I use a plain ordinary

writing pen to make the lines in the back
ground. In fact, I have found that a plain
stiff pen is more generally the best for
handling line work in commercial draw
ings.

SOAS

wise. Of course, the " background," the
" trimmings," as you may call them , must
be handled in a subdued manner, for it
mustmerely aid in attracting attention to
the object that is being advertised . As an
example, I call your attention to the handling of the background in the lamp illustration. The lamp, as you immediately
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Laying out the drawing. Note the use of tapestry panel to create interest in the object.
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LESSON 53

THE ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
Consultation and Broadcast
THE experienced advertiser knows that Otherwise you will make a poor impres
1 art is more often the most effective sion .
medium of getting results from his adverIn creating a trade mark or other piece
tising matter. Therefore he consults with of commercial art in which two flat colors
an artist in laying out his ad campaign .
are to be used , make up your drawing to
Again , I repeat, if the artist is more than

allow successfully the application of the

a "mere artist," handy with the pencil as
he should be, his intellect, imagination and
training will be of contributory aid to the
advertiser. Consequently , also , he will
get a better price for his art work and his
services will be more in demand
i
In campaigns " broadcasts ” are often
used, in some instances either to attract
purchasers on mailing lists and again to
attract new business. In discussing the
broadcast , which is a circular, usually
printed on but one side, announcing the
desires, business claims or what not of the
firm , and is sent broadcast - thus its name
— with the ad man , you learn from him
what the aims of the broadcast desire to
create. Get the gist of it all and best dope

two colors. As an example , the trade
mark , “ SAMSON -BUILT CLOTHES."
The title is all-important, and the design
the figure of Samson - lends the necessary
distinction and reality to the title 's mean
ng.
After laying in the drawing as you see
it herewith complete, place a sheet of
tracing paper over the face thereof. Paste
half an inch of it over the back top rim for
security, then with a red or blue pencil (or
the color desired ) or a water color, block
in the parts you desire reproduced in the
other color.
The key plate usually remains the same
black (or what other color desired ) ; the
other color positions must either be out

out one punchy design, illustration or lined thin or can be inked in complete as
heading — something strong with no ex - here suggested and the engraver will trans
cess figures therein , that will hit the

pose or eliminate the parts from one plate

reader's eye and denote the purport of the
broadcast and lead the reader on to read
the circular. The picture should stick in

to the other of the two plates.
Thus, instead of the words SAMSON
BUILT CLOTHES reproducing black ,
his mind .
they appear in the actual reproduction red .
I have found that a broadcast with too All the rest of the design is left in the key
many little pictures thereon is not as effec- color, black .
tive as is one with a large, punchy , dra To note the effect in this instance take
matic illustration . (Note Samson and Lion a piece of tracing paper and with red
crayon trace over the three words SAM
example .)
In suggesting ideas do not fly off half -

SON -BUILT CLOTHES (also a red line

cocked every time you are inspired with
an idea. Dope it out somewhat clearly and

between the two box lines), pressing the
sheet against the print. The effect proves

definitely in your mind and then spill it.

interesting.
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LESSON 54

FASHION ART
Where the Fashion Artist Gets His Ideas
TASHION travels in cycles. What to 1 day is the mode is but a pattern taken
from the style of some bye-gone generation . Like an ancient joke, it is original
to those not acquainted with it. With an
up -to -date twist it passes as “ new .”
As regards this truism

in fashion you

greatest in this line is a man , and his yearly
salary is $ 20 ,000 , according to my infor
mation .
The costume is the paramount object
in a fashion sketch . Therefore, the face
is dispensed with in a few lines, the eye-'
brows, eyes, nostrils and lips. No other

have but to study the fashion sketches of details.
the White House matrons which I recently
The garment's important details must

made in Washington , D . C . These cos- be distinctively brought out.
tumes are displayed in the Smithsonian
Shading is absolutely unnecessary and
Institution (National Museum ) on life

should rarely be employed , as it may de

size images of the characters who wore

tract from the costume. Practically never

them .

You may suggest
on the garment.
shadow by a heavier line. However, it is

Discussing the subject with an official

of the institution , I was informed that hardly necessary
uwsary ..
many of the importantNew York fashion
An ordinary fine, non - flexible pen
creators visit the museum annually to should be used . Particularly for drawing

study these garments with a view to in - in the details of the design . A Gillot 170
corporating portions of the patterns into
new fashion conceptions.

is used

successfully , or an Esterbrook

1170 for a steadier, even pen line.

A good draftsman will make a ready

Ben Day can be used to a great extent

fashion plate artist. Good fashion draw
for tones.
ing requires for the most part a fair knowlShould Ben Day not be procurable you
edge of drawing plus the ability to make would attain this grey tone best by thin
it simple and to the point. Briefly de- lines, equally separated , running either
horizontally , diagonally or vertically over
scriptive.
As most fashion sketches are illustra - the space to be covered .
tive of some particular garment the draw A fashion sketch should be drawn with
ing consequently is sketched from

the

graceful lines.

original article . It is a sketch from life
still life as it were .
Many of the large fashion publishing

To train your hand to gain a graceful

freedom

sketch trees and flowers. Inci

dentally , this will give you subjects for

houses employ a corps of fashion artists backgrounds to your fashion pictures.
If you would be successful in this as in
and also several models.
These models promenade about the art other branches of art, be original, in your
room at the beck and call of whichever poses, backgrounds, and technique. Let
artist is illustrating the costume worn or it be said that your work is readily recog

is desirous of service for some particular nized for its originality and other good
qualities.

pose.

Incidently this branch of work seems
Visit the parks, flower gardens, fashion
to be for the most part a field occupied shows, beautiful homes and surroundings.
by women . However, there are many Gather there pictures in your mind' s eye.

clevermale fashion artists . As I recall the Best of all, sketch these surroundings.
169
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Later incorporate them into your back - makes you a sought-for authority . And
170

grounds with your individual variation ,
Visiting as suggested will be food to
your imagination.
Your background should be merely in cidentalto the costume illustrated . Therefore, it is well to draw it with few details

Fashion has an interesting history. You

should cultivate a good working know
ledge of designing—
flower designs, etc.
To seek employmentas a fashion artist
you might apply with samples of your
draftsmanship , particularly show various
costumed sketches of milady, to the art

and more or less in outline.
Get copies of the fashion magazines. heads of the big fashion publications.
There are many of these publications—
Most of these are located in New York
note how thework is handled .
and Chicago. You can mail yourwork to
If you contemplate going into this par- them with a letter applying for a position.
ticular field I would advise you to read Another source of employment would be
up on the subject of Fashion, its history , a large garment manufacturing firm , or

etc. Knowing something of the origin the large department stores; engraving
ing gives you a better hold thereon - ployment.

and lore of the profession you are follow - houses are another local source of em
Dolly

Martha Cestis
Washington

Madison
reading
Hilton 2 by
Paradise
Lost -

1809 - 17

UP

7

MOS

Edith
Bolling
Wilson
1916 - 21

n
Mary Todd- 1861Lincol
- 65

Sarah
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Polk 1845 - 19

Childress

Angelica

Van
Burer
Daughter in -law of
Van1631
Buren
- 41

Jane Irwin
Findlay - Daughter of
Gen James

Findlay
Wm A Harrison
Administration
- 1841

et

Fashions as worn by the presidents' wives - on exhibition at
the Smithsonian Institution. .
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COVERS AND COLOR PRINTING
Circulars and Books
ALMANAC covers and book covers -

may be of a less imaginative turn of mind

cover designs- practically are han - to realize what the finished product will
dled the same as a poster design . How - look like, is as follows: Obtain a sheet of
ever, the almanac cover is permittedly

transparent paper which will cover the

drawn with greater detail therein , and in
some forms of almanac covers it is more
often a group or layout of illustrations.
The book cover, on the other hand, is a sin gle striking picture that should be drawn
to stand out boldly and catch the passerby 's eye or the eye of the person peering
about the book stall. Thus, drawing at
tention to the book , it creates a greater

drawing well, paste the top edge of this
paper back onto the drawing paper. Lay
it flat (with thumb tacks) over the draw
ing and trace with a pencil the general out
lines of the drawing beneath upon the
tracing paper if time permits . Whether
you trace the outline or not — it is hardly
necessary to do so — paint with water col
or the colors you want reproduced in

likelihood for sale. The book cover is their places on the drawing.
Through
drawn to illustrate either a striking point the tracing the black pen lines can be

in the plot of the book or the setting of the seen and the color on the tracing paper
book ' s story. It is generally reproduced shows as if it were on the finished draw
with a striking combination of " loud " ing. Thus, you have a complete picture
colors. These colors are put on in flat of the drawing as it will look on the book
tones, or, with Ben Day used , a two-color cover, without spoiling the original draw
run will create a third color by the mixture ing in any manner.
of Ben Day of the one with Ben Day of
If you wish to produce your colored
cover in three colors with but two press
the other color.
The cover drawing is made in black and runs it is better to use any other color than
white. The drawing is designed and com - black which does not blend as easily as the
posed so as to permit the use of the flat primary colors — red , yellow , blue and
colors and the Ben Day. The drawing is green . The same drawing and the same
made very openly with flat light and dark cuts can be used to print any color desired .
spaces. Where there is a shadow it is . Using a dark blue as the key color you
either blackened solidly or marked for may use a rich chrome yellow or an
shading with Ben Day . This the engraver orange, and with Ben Day obtain a green
takes care of, together with the making of
the second plate, the extra color plate ( a

third color. This green can be toned var
iously by the variety of the size and pat

third and fourth plate if three or four terns of Ben Day used.
A combination highly popular is a key
colors are used ) .
After you have made your drawing plate in black and a second color of car
you will make a note with a dab of water dinal red or vermilion . The mixture of
color of the color you wish placed in this black Ben Day with red will give another
and that part of the drawing.

That will

grade of red .

be all that will be necessary for the en -

The black Ben Day will

give grey and the white spaces and white
mass of space - white lettering with heavy
Anothermethod of suggesting the color black outlines or white letters over the
placement to the engraver and of especial black surfaces will add another color, as
value in that it aids the publisher who it were.
er

graver (his artist ) to go by.
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A label, worked in the same manner, as regards color arrangement, as a flat book
cover design .

The key plate in black with orange is warm , green is neutral and black is en
another good combination similar some tirely neutralwhile white again is cold . In
what to the red combination .
mixing and placing your colors in a cover

Black with emerald or lighter green is

or otherwise for any purpose other than

a comic cartoon consider their value also
striking:
The key plate of dark red and the ac- from that angle. Make your letters
companiment of light green give a third another shade of color or tone than that
color, brown that makes up strikingly of the field they rest in , to stand the text
out .
well.
The key plate in chrome yellow or
The lettering on the cover should be
orange with the second color of a cerulean neatly composed and carefully executed .
blue or light blue makes a striking, some- Poor lettering will ruin the best drawing.
what delicate composition .
You have likely seen many an erstwhile

You must also consider the effect and poor cover made strikingly attractive by
purpose of certain colors, what they sug - good lettering. You must learn to do let
gest, in placing them into a scene. For tering at least fairly well to amount to
example , red is suggestive of heat; it fits anything as a cover or poster artist. The
best, therefore, in a picture that is to sug- lettering amounts to at least one-fourth
gest heat. Blue is a cold color. Yellow is of the complete composition .

PRACTICAL
On a book cover the title text should es-

ART
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i. e., being in larger type than the brief

pecially stand out and catch the eye im - additional text that may be added on the
mediately . For the reason that the title cover. That text may be added thereon
often sells the book a title is a seriously or set up in type.
The book cover is generally a special
thought over matter. The rest of the text
made for the cover alone and is
drawing
and
smaller
much
is
made
cover
on the
used within the book together
always
not
varied in size in accordance with its com

parative importance. The author's name with the other illustrations.

LESSON 56

ON SKETCHING ASSIGNMENTS
Value of Constant Practice
SKETCHING is an art in itself, and

Often you will make a sketch that to

w requires the cultivation of a photo - you does not look just right at the mo
graphic eye. Like any other art — play - ment, you do not quite know what to do
ing a violin or piano , for example- train ing, plus at least a slight natural talent, is

to better it, and yet you do not feel that
you have done your best.

This is largely a state of mind ; you
essential.
Concentration , measurement and per - have becomementally dulled by concen

spective, elimination of excessive detail -

tration on the picture. Lay it aside and

these are three essentials to successful return to it later. You will get an alto
gether different view .
sketching.
Concentrate the mind on the subject
to be sketched . Group your picture in

Keep all your sketches, if only to com
pare your progress, and date them .

your mind 's eye. See it in its entirety on
Do not hesitate to re-draw on a clean
the blank page before you
feel," as it sheet a sketch , if you make a failure of
were, how it will fill the page. Measure

the one you are working on .

every line, its position from length to and

face will give you the same feeling that

A clean sur

distance from other prominent features . one has in “ turning over a new leaf."
Practice alone will make you perfect.

Remember that there are no round lines
in nature. If you study closely you will
find that the human form is a mass of
angles ; in drawing the figure or features
of a woman , these angles can be gracefully
rounded without destroying the character

Make your rough sketch simple , in mass

block form , and with a hard pencil ( 3H )
then use a softer lead to put in the
detail, and finish . When you have devel
oped sufficiently , blocking in is not neces
sary. You will see your picture blocked
in with your mind' s eye.

and likeness of the subject.
When drawing scenes, always put an
object in the foreground, in order to show
distance by comparison with objects in the

background .

Blocking in the Scene Sketch
In making a big courtroom

scene or

street scene I block in my picture with

The foreground object is half a dozen or more lines so as to get in

always clearer than those farther away ,
and therefore should be drawn more dis -

all the features that I need . Otherwise
I find that I have overdrawn one object,

tinctly. It is usually drawn with heavier which will make it necessary to leave out
lines, and the distance depicted in lighter another object to keep everything in pro
portion .
and fewer lines .

PRACTICAL
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An Eldorado pencil, 3H , to map out eyes if there be any, unless they are very

the sketch is best, strengthened with an marked.
Never sketch with a pencil that does
Eldorado B - for heavier bracing use a
pencil.
soft Blaisdell crayon
not have a sharp point.
Then go over the pencil lines with a GilKeep three or four pencils on hand .
lot 290 pen , or Spencerian 12 on faces and The pencil should be long enough to work
trees where finer pen handling is neces- with three and one-half inches at least.
sary . A Gillot 170 is, perhaps, the safest The finger tip should be held at least an
pen for the average student, as it will not
be too flexible . Pen sketching requires a

inch from the point.
In sketching, work with the entire arm

hand that is sensitive to the need of the movement.
moment.
In handling your pen instead of drawing

This will give you greater

speed and longer lines than by using the
fingers and wrist alone.

a patch of lines to denote shadow in the

Do not chase away a quiet, curious on

head (as for example, beneath the nose or
the chin ) , I press upon the pen and make

looker. He will not stay long - and be
sides, you may need him to put a point

a heavier line.

on your pencil, to gain information , to

Make every line count, although extra find out whos's who," obtain names of
lines are not objectionable, if well handled . people , to pose , etc .
Usually his compliments spur you on.
These sketches are reduced one-third
and one-half - mark under each drawing His criticisms may help . At any rate,
whether reduction is to be one-third or chasing him away will disquiet you more
one-half.
than if you let him remain a few moments.

Sketch anything everything !
You
may sometime have occasion to use this
or that object in a background, and , hav
ing once sketched such an object, you will
be better able to draw it from memory .

Never strain your eyes sketching in the
dark unless you have to. It will rest your
eyes to sketch distant objects.
In sketching women always draw as
few character lines as possible in the face.
Unless properly placed they seem to add
sand that women object in
age to
the subject.
to the
age
I have found that women object to a
pronounced showing of their double chin .

Cultivate memory — this is essential to
everyone, and particularly so to an artist.

Getting Through Crowds
And a closing word on getting through

a crowd, which never fails to gather ahead
of one.
The sketch artist, as also the reporters ,

must push through a crowd as though he
belonged there. Sometimes when the
crowd is unusually dense, a good plan is
to have three or four men , the huskiest
one leading, and the rest hugging close be
pening as
hind, fo
rcing an
atio
the jethe
an oopening
ers
n to push
they
forcing
hind,

people aside. Pay no attention to the jeers
Always aim to please.
Never draw a pen portrait with the of the onlookers — you likely will never
mouth open ; if you must do so, do not seen them again , and besides , you have
detail. Rather suggest the accomplished your purpose .
teeth and mouth cavity.
Sometimes you will be obliged to resort

Sketching Children

to strategy , as when at a prize- fight a fel
low -worker obtained a towel and bucket

In sketching children you will find that
the younger the child the smaller its fea tures are and the larger the forehead in
proportion to the rest of the head. The
eyes seem larger than they appear on an

and rushing through the crowd, shouted,
“ Make way for the second .”
“Gangway for the doctor !" was the cry
with which another reporter made his
way through a crowd and inside the fire

adult face.

lines .

Do not emphasize pouches under the

The police , when you have become es

PRACTICAL ART
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communityway, will
tablished inin aclearinga
also beTheyof haveIn almost
every
citywhichthenewspapermen
assistance
foryou.
special
badges
permit
them
to
arecourteousto newspapermen and work go within police lines at fires and other

hand in hand with them .

places where crowdsmustbe kept back.
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The newspaper is usedmaking
as a padnotes.
for sketching types and

LESSON 57

SELECTING THE SKETCHING PAD
The Newspaper for Notations
pad. Having
youryoupapercan onputtheit
AALMOST
choice ofofequalimportance
a drawing board iswiththe these- train,
street car,perused
or studio,

lection
of
a
sketch
pad.
t
o
furtherpracticaluse
asa
pad
for
sketch
value toingattractattention,
in publicplaces whereyou
notwish
of Firstofall,Iwantt
a folded newspapero aspointout
a practicethesketch
orwhere youdo havedis
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covered " types" and " characters " that bench you can sketch the trees, the people
might beat a hasty retreat if they were lounging about, the building on the edge

aware of your efforts at drawing them
When , then , you have finished reading
the paper, turn to the page that has the
most white space — that is, a page with
few engravings or splashes of large black
type. On this fairly even -toned surface

of the park , the children playing on the
grass, the butterfly on the nearby flower,
etc . In thehome you can sketch the furni
ture, drawing your efforts on the evening
paper which you have just finished. It
will be a delightful form of relaxation ,

you can sketch with a Blaisdell or keramic

as the eyes are rested by gazing at objects

greased crayon pencil ( soft or medium ) , more distant than the type from which you
have been reading.
and easily see each stroke youimake.
ng

ing feel
ork oonn tthis
ou knwworking
ad . Ywhen
his
wastYou
as pbolder
improvised pad .

The accompanying sketch was made on

You know you are not

a page of the New York Times a few years

wasting a sheet of paper, and usually you

ago while I was riding on an elevated train .

do not intend to keep the sketch or have

The face of the young lady attracted me,

it subjected to criticism ; therefore you

and, though I was standing, yet I made

work boldly , and with better results ; you
make experiments ; you draw swiftly , for

the picture in a very few moments . On
another portion of the paper Imade a sep

the model may leave at the next stop, if arate study of her pretty eyes.
both of you are on a street car or a train .
Often , too , the newspaper is a good pad
In this manner you train yourself to work on an assignment, under conditions when
rapidly under trying conditions, with the it would be risky to exhibit a sketch pad .
result that you learn more than if you You can make your notes on the margin
timidly drew on regular sketch paper.
of the paper, and thus are not likely to be
You may be easily embarrassed , as stu - observed .
dent artists usually are, when observed by
In selecting a pad for sketching, you will
other persons in the act of drawing.
Sketching on a newspaper, however, does

get best results from the New Hampshire
Vellum tablet, size 8 x 10 inches. This

not attract the eye of the passerby and you
may work on undisturbed .
While attending the National Academy
of Design , in New York City, it took me
an hour daily to reach school and one to
return home. To employ this hour profitably I would read a newspaper part of the

or Eaton 's Highland Linen ( same size )
writing tablet - for that is their general
purpose - cost 50 cents and contains about
50 sheets. It is the best paper I have thus
far found for generalwork . It is good for
crayon , pencil as well as ink , and one sheet
is the exact size for a two-column reduc

way and finish by using the paper as a pad, tion .
sketching almost anything in sight - and
particularly the fellow passengers

Crane's Linen

Lawn, the same size

and price, is also excellent paper. How

This training, I feel certain, has done ever, for general sketching purposes , any
more toward developing my hand for kind of ordinary tablet paper will do. Buy

sketching with few lines than any other always a writing tablet in preference to a
sketch pad, for as a rule you are charged
Do not confine your efforts, however, more for the same paper when it comes
to the public conveyances. From a park disguised as a sketch pad.
training.

LESSON 58

"HUMAN INTEREST” APPROACH
Holding Your Audience
THUS far we have confined ourselves to
“ I'm sorry, but we can 't use it,” the
1 the more mechanical phases of news- editor told him gently . “ But if you had
paper art. Now , however, we come to seen a policeman bite a dog I would give
those aspects which have to do with the

you a place on the front page."

artist's attitude toward the world , people
You are immediately interested when
and events about him , toward those activi- you hear of a policeman biting a dog. It
ties of which , in a sense, the artist becomes arouses you interest , your imagination ,
a reporter as well as draughtsman .
your sense of humor, perhaps. And there
First of all, the artist must look at

is your point of human interest contact.

people and events from the standpoint of

You meet with human interest incidents

what is known as “ human interest ” — and daily that you pay no particular attention
human interest refers to that particular to , though they may occur and re-occur
slant, or angle , to which the average man quite often in the course of the day. But
and woman will be most readily drawn . when you see them in cartoon form they
The question which each artist must interest and amuse you . Especially do
ask , if given a sketch assignment, for ex - these cartoons appeal to you if you have
ample , is : How can I always determine experienced the incidents yourself.
the human interest angle ?
That is the reason for your appreciative
The simplest way is to place yourself in response to a human cartoon . Any hu
the position of the average reader. What man interest cartoon about baseball, for
will interest you will naturally interest the example, is immediately understood and
majority of other readers, since most of us appreciated by the popular reader because
are interested in men and women , their baseball is of universal interest. On the

little tragedies and comedies, their follies , other hand, a cartoon about bridge-whist
no matter how cleverly done, would fall

and their ambitions.

fat, because comparatively few people

For example, on your excursions in
quest of human interest material, you will

play bridge -whist, or understand it.

The

see a man sawing boards. Now there is principle, therefore, may be taken as a
nothing unusual about that. You have good guide — not to choose subjects that
seen men sawing boards before, and per- are not of general or human interest.
Again , an incident or article that may
haps done it yourself .
That is of but passing interest, if of any seem trivial to the ordinary artist or re
at all.

porter may be full of human interest.

In my estimation an old story told on
Charles A . Dana , the famous New York

An excellent example to prove this
statement was a murder story which I

editor, about a man who wished to sell him
an item , contains the essence of the human

covered with a reporter whose ability for
getting the human interest angle has

made his name famous in the Scripps
interest problem .
As Dana sat in his office one day a Howard Newspaper League.
stranger rushed in with an offer to sell him

A man had murdered his wife.

The re

the first news of an occurrence he had wit

porter and I were assigned to the story ,

nessed on the streets a few moments be-

he to get the human interest feature, I to

fore . He had seen a dog bite a policeman , make several sketches .

We found the home had already been

he told Dana.
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visited by other newspaper men . Undismayed, the reported sauntered about the
apartment, peering into nooks and corners.
Finally he discovered a tiny Bible , the gift
of a family friend. On the fly-leaf the

to recognize the human interest point of
view of the man of higher intelligence,
without sacrificing your ability to see the
view point of the so-called “ low -brow ."

man who gave the Bible to the slayer had
“May you always look up to

Observation
Next to fair intelligence the power of

Christ for consolation in dire moments
and He will set you on the right path .”
Here was material to weave the human

observation is more requisite to success,
perhaps, in this field than any other one
quality .

interest angle into themurder story . Had
the murderer followed the advice in the

Here is an example of a close observa
tion : A judge in Criminal Court was sen

Bible he would be today , not a felon , but

tencing a prisoner to death by electrocu

written :

a free man and an upright man .
.
tion . Every one in the room but the de
This little incident was the basis of a fendant was tense. The doomed man ap
remarkable handling of an ordinary wife- parently was unmoved .
As the judge, collected , but slightly
murder story . It had a human interest

quality that touched mind and soul, and pale, reached the words: “ a current of
the story when it came out was eagerly electricity shall be passed through your
read ; in comparison with it the stories body until you are dead ,” the prisoner
that appeared in the other newspapers

turned and spat upon the floor.

A reporter present so recorded the
seemed almost cut and dried .
Begin to train your mind to note the scene, in all these details. Another re
human -interest angles in the experiences porter took issue with him afterward ,
you meet with daily .
claiming the prisoner did not expectorate
This is a training that will not only fit 'upon the floor but into a cuspidor the court
you for a newspaper career, but will have stenographer always used . To settle a bet
the added effect of making you a more they checked up the matter and found the
thorough observer, increasing your sense first reporter had been correct. The cus
of perception and making you a more in - pidor was missing from its accustomed

teresting speaker. This is a comparatively
easy task .
teacher.

Experience will be your best

place at the time.
A newspaper artist, like a newspaper

reporter, depicts what he sees when cover
With the expansion of your field of ing an assignment. Thus a development
knowledge by the addition of other lines of your power of observation is essential
of study you will also increase your abilty to a successful career.
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The above sketch was made in a bootlegging case, with attempted bribery of a prohibition
enforcement official.

LESSON 59

COURT ROOM ASSIGNMENTS
What and Whom to Sketch
IN assigning you to cover a story, the city as easily as you do any other story, with
1 editor rarely consults your pleasure in the best interests of your paper your para
thematter. Like a good soldier, you must mount thought.
You will find assignment work inter
obey his orders.

You may have to get sketches of a mur- esting. You will see human nature in all

der and make pictures of the victim in its phases - in fact, some newspaper art
the morgue orice box ," as the ir- işts soon grow to prefer assignment work
reverent newspaper men term it. Again , to drawing cartoons.
In either case, assignment work will aid
you may have to limn the features of a
famous actress, who will be delighted to you in cartooning - giving you subjects

be sketched . It is all in the day's work.
The city editor will give you a general
idea of the story, and perhaps a suggestion
of the kind of " art" to get.
A reporter usually accompanies you,
unless the editor thinks that you can get

for ideas, and contacts with phases of life
that make cartoons all the stronger for
having this background. In short, it af
fords an enlightening , captivating , general
education.

.

Always carry your pad (tablet, 8 x 10

the story as well as the illustrations.
inches) concealed between the leaves of
You will become calloused to grewsome your own newspaper (which has been

assignments, and be able to cover them

folded in quarters ). Then in drawing you
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know you to be an artist, and come over

to disturb you — or, worse, tell your sub
jects you are sketching them , since often
it is of the utmost importance that you

EL

Stricklett

do your sketching unobserved .
Let us assume, for example , that you
have been assigned to a court trial. You
should carry with you these articles : at

least three pencils — 3H (hard ) , B (soft),
with which to keep your pencils sharpened
to a dagger point, excepting the crayon ,

AE

JCM

and a greased crayon pencil (soft) ; a knife
1024

and a piece of kneaded eraser. A small

piece of sandpaper is sometimes more con
venient than a knife for sharpening

Justus

Pistol
used
by

Burkamp
WA

w

Clarence

C.J
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.WR
Rev

Plumme

courtroom
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pencil points.

Before entering the presence of your
subject have your pencils sharpened , ready

Joh

Owenre

AJUDH

The defendant usually is the main sub
ject. Of him , or her, the largest sketch
is usually made.

.Rieder
CP

women , are important from the stand
point of your assignment.

The judge should be included in your

.
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layout. Lawyers and the prosecutor may

be included, according to their reputation
and other conditions.
Clemens
Busse

Groedscher
han

Frank
Fried

poy

tayan

Josepte

Size up your surroundings, your subject,

and your best position for light- particu
larly so in a court-room assignment, with
which this lesson deals.
The court clerk will likely inform you
as to the headliners in the case, or again ,
the courthouse reporter may be your
guide.
Women in the case, especially if pretty

Where
Morris

Kuhlinos

Frank

B.Cr ranit

Beck
Dennis

wanted

Knost

s' ng
thi
abo3ther

girland
Johre
Hildebranch

the pad ready for immediate action.

AHO
poob
DA21129of

POOOLL1

G", entlemen

for use (in the right outside coat pocket)
- the rubber in the left hand, which holds

If you have to make a certain edition
and have little time, get only the defendant

and the woman in the case, the judge and
a scene or two. The jury in the average
case is unessential to your picture.

The second cut is the court-room sketch
of a notorious triangle murder trial that
I covered for the Cincinnati Post.
I have changed all the original names,

will find that the paper is useful as a sup - however, to fictitious ones, to give you an
port to your tablet. The pad is protected idea of how the names can be placed into

by the paper, and incidentally no one will the picture.
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The defendant sat with his back facing I placed her closer into the picture. The
the press table . This being the best posi- defense attorneys and the judge are shown
tion from which to sketch the rest of the in the background.
court-room , I proceeded drawing a profile
The pistol figured prominently in the
of his face.
testimony, and therefore it was properly
The jury was all important. The nature added to the layout.
of the case made then jurymen exceedingly
Any striking remark coming from the

ews point of view — defendant may be put in the picture to
from aa news
interestinge from
sure toto ggood
re are other ways in above man
be sure
o ohaadvantage.
and therefore, I had orders ttoo be

catch them .
There are other ways of covering a
You will quickly perceive that, since I courtroom assignment. The above man

had to make the sketch for the day 's paper, ner is preferred by the newspapers , since it

within an hour and a half, my method of gives the reader the most graphic picture
sketching the entire panel was both suffi- of the scene of the trial.

ciently novel and effective— far more so

Another manner of covering a court

than it would have been had I added

room assignment is to sketch the princi

bodies to the men.

nal.

pals, making the subjects larger . When

The jury was drawn on one sheet of the this is done, draw a large sketch of the

pad (oblong) and the rest of the layout, main subject, and from four to seven
including the defendant (oblong) , on a

similar sheet. These were pasted together

others in the case.

Get them from different views. Do not

on a sheet of bristol board , making a large use all heads, which would make the pic
court-room scene six columns wide.
ture somewhat monotonous. Include,
In the picture you see the defendant's instead, a figure or two.

mother . She sat considerably to the side,

Two or more people , grouped in a con

but, in order to secure an effective layout, ference pose, will add variety .
Defendants
and their
counsel -

ADT

The
Jury
Attorney

Arosecuting Attorney
Charles S . Bell
and his aides

Charles
Sawyfo
err

o Won.Chatfield

BERG
- pose - Courtroom

When women appear it is advisable to sketch them , as they usually lend a human interest to the picture.

gs

Bo

" Good old
Arr

Billa
Jotere Mitterre

Trosellers
Faithful of
Ane 19

Grace George
as

Anre Mortimer

Francis

Modstrom

a

" THE'RUINED'LADY
In making the above sketch the artist had to bear in mind,

of course, that Miss George not only was the “ leading woman "
of this particular play, but was a star of the very first magni
tude. For this reason she occupies a correspondingly prom .

inent position in the sketch .

LESSON 60

THE THEATRE ASSIGNMENT
Drawing the Star and Others
F all the general assignments which

row is less conspicuous, and therefore for

a newspaper artist receives, he likes

this reason preferable.

The management is very considerate
best a theater assignment.
There are several generalways of cover- toward the press artist. You will be given
ing these assignments. I myself usually
have a seat reserved for me in the first

two seats, as you likely will want to take
a companion with you .

row . Here I get the light from the stage

From my front row seat I make sketches

and the musician 's lamp. I preferably sit
on the side away from the drummer's cor-

of the principal characters in the play.
Perhaps the dramatic critic will already

ner, who is apt to make too much noise. have told you whom to sketch . Otherwise
Often I sit in the first box (braving the you are free to use your own judgment.

drums) to get a better light, but the front
182
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an Al Jolson play .

Jolson being the head -

ART

Make them

all _ about three or four

liner, will be shown in the largest sketch

including the large head

in a characteristic pose or gesture.

sheet.

Other sketches will suggest themselves
during the play — for example, a dancer

The late “Morry ” Schwartz , Chicago
Daily News artist, used to make little

of note, sketched in dance action .

notes on a small scratch pad.

A

striking beauty should be given a large

on the same

The next

day he would create his cartoon , or rather

facial sketch, while a quartette or duet caricature layout, of the play from these
number should also be included.
By making my sketches, necessarily

notes.

The star would be drawn very

large, usually in the center, and about this

fast, from life , I save time nextmorning. head or caricature figure, he would place

The sketches are inked and grouped into a the other notable characters in the play.
layout, pasted down, and the text, with full This is also a commendable method .
names , applied to each important subject. .
In a vaudeville show you will feature
Often it is too dark to work in the audi-

the headliners.

If some of the lesser acts

ence. The artist, however, has permission are good you can slip them in also .
to go back of the stage, where he will find

A character ball or an amateur show is

a bright corner in the wings, where the handled in much the same manner . Se
stars will gladly pose for him .
lect your subjects of importance to the
Actor folk are the most congenial of play and also in social importance.
people. You will likely be invited into the
Often a society personage is playing the
star actor's dressing room to make your role of a chorus girl. That subject makes
sketch while he or she is preparing for the

almost as important a sketch as the prima

donna herself.

next act .
You will often have occasion to cover
In covering a musical comedy or other
a play wherein the star is practically the show from the wings, you will have an
entire show , particularly comedy stars audience of stage folk , stage hands, etc.,
such as Ed Wynn or Elsie Janis. In this gathered around your shoulders watching
event you may best make your portrait
sketch of the star ; you will be introduced
by the manager or you may call back -

you .
Usually they are most favorable, friend
ly critics.

stage and introduce yourself. You will
Do not feel disturbed by your audience ,
be welcomed in the dressing room . Draw however — work ahead, concentrating on
while the star is making up . Your other your subject. Do not become irritated .
sketches can be made from the front row You will find that back -stage folk will wel
or the wings, while your subject is per-

forming .

come you , provided you are not tempera

mental and irritable .

LESSON 61

SKETCHING THE DANCERS
Action Figures Essential
IT was too dark to sketch the dancers
* from my seat in the audience the night

Remember, minor details are not neces
sary . Action in each line is what is

I was assigned to make sketches of the
great Pavlowa — therefore I hied back stage and from the wings drew my im pressions.
As the great velvet curtain dropped , following the last encore, a beautiful fem inine figure, arm interlocking her partner' s, both clad in Russian costume, passed

wanted .
With a fairly good sized head, make a
half -dozen action sketches, about as much

right hand corner.
This should make an interesting, com
plete layout.
Each drape and frill in the ballet dress

out between the wings toward the main

need not be shown.

dressing rooms.

developed as that in the extreme upper

The main sweeping action lines of the

It was Mme. Pavlowa, and she glanced

garment, with an indication of the frills ,

about the stage. Looking up from my
sketch pad I saw her beckoning me.

will give the desired effect — that of the
figure in action .
“Good-bye, Monsieur," she called.
To draw such active figures watch the
As with most foreign artists, Madame action of the dancer.
Pavlowa's limited English proved a
Pick an especially interesting step

stumbling block to the interview .

The there are various striking ones in the bal

other Russian dancers being little better

let dances — and get a snapshot view

of

versed in English than the delectable Pav - the pose in yourmind's eye. Then quickly
lowa, I decided to write a story to accom -

sketch the action lines of the pose on your

pany my sketches on the subject of “ How pad . The finishing touches can be applied
a premier dancer 'warms up ' backstage.” at leisure.
The large figure sketch shows Pavlowa
For further details, if necessary , you can
exercising her lower limbs.

The other be ready to snap another view of the same

figure sketches were drawn during the per-

step , which will likely sooner or later be
repeated during the interpretation .
You must draw these action sketches
Under the large sketch of Mme. Pav
very rapidly. Your knowledge of the hu - lowa is that of her husband , who is also
man figure will be put to a severe test on her dancing partner.
formance , from the wings.

Below his head is a sketchy drawing of

such an occasion .

The more thoroughly you know the fig - a leg. This, Pavlowa herself drew to em
ure the more easily and rapidly you will phasize a certain step in which she was in
be able to draw such action sketches.
terested.
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LESSON 62

AT THE SCENE OF THE FIRE
The Sketch Artist a Minute Man
TO an artist with a lively imagination , police reporter at his home and informs

1

a fire assignment is always interest- him , in case the fire is likely to be a

ing. The tongue shaped flames and clouds

large one.

of black smoke make a picture to delight
the artistic sense , although it is costly to
the victims.
Fires usually occur in the evening — at
least most of the great fires I have had
occasion to cover have developed and
reached their greatest height in the dark
hours. Therefore, if you are a newspaper
artist you will find it wise to have a tablet
and pencil at your home for an emergency

A
fire is always a big story , offering an
opportunity to be developed into a big
front-page feature. Therefore the reporter

immediately calls his chief, the city editor,
to the phone.
The city editor, knowing that a flash
light photograph of a fire scene is usually
not as good for newspaper reproduction
as an artist's sketch , will telephone the
artist to go to the scene.
You , as a newspaper artist, will at once

call.

The following paragraphs will trace

realize the news value of the fire.

from the beginning a fire call and your
assignment to it as a newspaper artist.

Let us assume that a fire has broken
out in the factory district.

It is not always the panoramic view of
the fire scene that will make your best

news picture . On the contrary , more of

The fire de- ten you will not consider the panorama

partment information bureau in the city
hall is immediately notified. The operator

worthy of sketching as compared with var
ious minor incidents. As, for example , a

on the nightwatch , after the various com - fire which burned an old hotel, one of the
panies have been notified, awakens the city's landmarks.
187
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The blaze was discovered pouring out rassed to be rescued in a nightgown — a
of the corridor and ballroom windows at fireman had to wrap her up in his rubber
two o'clock in the morning. The city edi- coat.
tor rang me up shortly afterwards, and a
On another occasion I was on my way
few moments before three o 'clock I was to keep a social engagement. As I alighted

standing under a lamp-post near the scene, from the street car, I heard the fire bells ,
sketching the firemen busily engaged in
carrying out women and children .

and, looking up into the heavens above,
saw in the red glow of the evening sky

The women and children were hurried what appeared to be a " front-page story ."
over to an adjoining hotel.

I went along

My badge enabled me to get past the

also, for in that assemblage was the best lines, after I had worked my way through
possible opportunity to get the human- the crowds, and immediately I began to
interest element into the story .
make my sketch . The wind was blowing

I sketched the little girl who saved her hard and scattered the spray from the
dolly ; the old maid who was too embar- hose onto my sketch , ruining it, to say

the completed drawing.
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nothing of my attire . Therefore, finding memory of certain features of news inter
I would have to draw this scene in an other way , I drew a notation sketch , a
rough detailed drawing (see accompany ing small cut) of the scene.
With the aid of this drawing and my

est I redrew the picture on a larger sheet
of bristol board (Strathmore No. 10 ) , the
larger of the accompanying drawings .

This drawing I made with crayon, pen
and brush .

LESSON 63

DAY OFF FOR THE PICNIC
“ Good -Will Art”
CET everybody in it !" is usually the yond this it should be strictly a club
S

city

editor's order when you

are

picture.

assigned to cover a picnic .
Vary the layout with faces — front, side
The Rotary Club , Chamber of Com - and other views. Use figure sketches,
merce , Business Men 's Club — these and caricatures, and sketches with caricature
similar organizations have a yearly frolic bodies.
- a picnic — which the paper considers
Caricature the bodies of members in
comic
activity - for example , one in the
worth “ covering."
It makes for good -will “ art.” Getting pie-eating contest, another snapping pic
many people into your layout assures tures, one in a goose race, one shooing
that many more friends for the paper. flies, some eating, the fat men ' s race, etc.
Therefore the more names and faces the
better.

The “ scribes" including your own
paper 's reporter - usually go together on
such assignments, in the car of a club
member. Invariably several car owners
will volunteer to carry the newspaper men .
You get home the same way , if you
choose.
The assignment is a “ day off," the
editor may tell you . This means also that
your sketches will be for the next day's
paper.
An accompanying plate is of people

all these will help to make a good lay
out.

Do not have anyone looking ridiculous,
however. There is a sharp line between
the humorous and the ridiculous. Keep
within the bounds of refined humor and
your efforts will be appreciated by every
one concerned .

The chairman of the day should be your
largest head - or, better still, you may get
him in some active pose.
Try to add a witty line to accompany
each man in the layout. The clever lines
naturally make the sketches more inter

who attended the Cincinnati Business

esting, both to the subject, his friends, and

Men 's Club picnic . You should get club
members only on such assignments.
mention this because guests , seeking pub licity , will often persuade you to “ slip
them in " and eliminate members who
would otherwise occupy that space. You
can , of course, put into the picture a man
of prominence who is not a member, and

to the readers in general.
In covering assignments of this kind
I make on the ground every sketch that
goes into my layout. Sometimes I add a
caricature or include a little cartoon in
the layout.
Some artists merely gather names ard
data - for example , the chairman 's name

one or two of the entertainers — but be-

and the fact that he was “ very busy , also
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an idea of his facial characteristics, which

will" layoutby planting a group of figures

they jot down on a scratch pad . From

at a bar; a crowd around a speaker , or

these notes they draw their picture.

watching a game.

uite a satisfactory method .
However, I prefer to cover it my own way.
It requires less timethe following morning
for finishing up ; you have only to ink in
your sketches, add a little caricature
sketch or two , lay out your sketches as
looks best, paste them down, put in the
text - and you are through . Incidentally
your likeness also will be much better.
For you should always strive to make at
least fairly good likenesses. Poor likenesses naturally cause adverse comment.

To each of the cartoon figures attach a
picnicker 's name.
The little cartoon figures can fit any
body. It is best, however, to note whether
the man whose nameyou attach is slim or
fat. If he is fat, have an arrow pointing to
the fat cartoon figure, or a tag with his
name.
By all means get this out for the
next day, as almost every person at the
picnic will be anxiously looking to find
himself in it.

You can add more names to any " good -

Tes

And - spell each name correctly !

LESSON 64

AT THE AUTOMOBILE SHOW
Resisting the Salesmen's Wiles
NASMUCH as almost every family now apparently done to please an advertiser,
has its automobile , or hopes to have or to gain the good will and business of a
one, most readers of your newspaper are prospective advertiser. It is regarded as
naturally interested in any sketches and

poor policy , however.

On a paper that

drawings which you may make at the auto sells advertising space for its proven value
show . Your first assignment will prob - to the advertiser and is independent in its

ably be to make a layout for the special news columns, the artist works inde
automobile section — a layout which you pendently , sketching his subjects as his
can usually draw up a week or two in
advance. This layout may be a full-page
drawing, with a mortise to permit of text,
and a title which you will draw thereon such as “ Auto Show Section .” Or you
may draw a layout, with a few half-tones
inserted in the composition of the drawing.

newspaper sense of their value suggests.
Therefore, in covering the assignment
you will have to draw certain cars whose
new models suggest themselves worthy of
showing to the readers . Sketch them , but
do not use the name of the car. " A sporty
roadster” – “ A snappy bus” — " Some

You are usually assigned to the exhibi- thing mid -Victorian " - captions like these
tion a day before the show is opened , or
else the first night. In the former case
you are able to " cover" the show without
being importuned at every turn by solicitous salesmen .
Make it a rule to show no favors. On

will suffice . The particular exhibitor is
pleased that his car has been selected, and
has no cause to complain because the
name of the make has been left off. And
these exhibitors whose cars were not
drawn have no grounds on which to claim

some papers, however, the advertising de- discrimination .
partment solicitors quite often inform you
of some person or car to favor. This is

In covering this assignment, you do so
best without calling the exhibitor's atten
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tion to your presence. In this way you sides, never really owned one himself ;
will not be asked to show special favor. · the two “ gents, " one flashily dressed and

Make a layout of a few choice cars and the other neatly , the former the owner of
give the general plan of the show , if it has a second -hand Aivver, the latter a “ Fierce
special features, for a center piece using a Sparrow ," suggesting the caption , " You
pretty girl, with some such caption as can never tell.”
“ The Auto Maid."
For a cartoon type of layout, one can
Another layout uses cars of unusual draw a visitor to the auto show - a pos

shape and design - caricatured, with a few

sible purchaser - looking over the cars,

figures in the cartoon , with comment.
finding them all good and wishinghe could
And still another layout shows the buy a " set of each " — for morning, after
directors of the auto show — the head of noon , evening, Sunday , etc .

the show , a few of the popular salesmen

Or a two-part picture can be used of a

(though be careful not to give anybody
the title of " great” or “ popular salesman ,"
lest you suggest discrimination ) . “ A

a ramshackle wagon , and another driving
into town today in his sedan , with a

clever salesman "

farmer of yesterday coming to town in

is sufficient, without suitable caption .

Or “ Pa” can be shown, with a two

mentioning the name of his car.
An interesting layout can also be made

cylinder purse and his family demanding

from some of the side-lights of the show , that he buy a spiffy twelve-cylinder affair ,
humorous and otherwise the fat cop , for with Pa collapsing.
example, who guards the car at night and .

A

general scene of the show may be

has no fear of ghosts; the fattest sales- drawn, but a photograph can do that task ,
man ; visitors who are in the public eye ; a and , as a rule, it is better to leave that view
romantic couple deciding on their first car ; to the photographer. Comment and inter
the maiden who steps into the different esting, quickly drawn sketches in a layout
cars to size up what a flash she could make are better than onebig sketch scene of the

if she owned one; the “ egg plant" who

interior of the show place, especially if the

can reel off all the bad points of the cars newspaper can publish a good, clear pho
but doesn 't know the good points and, be- tograph of the interior.

n

Straightered

Seton

Top view

angle

of mirror

Side view

ofmirror

So , Place mirrors at
R .R . Crossings - at
dangerous streets -

also at bad curves ay
Rosca RG- -

A knowledge of how to draw automobiles comes in handy in many ways, as traffic scenes have to be illus
trated frequently.

LESSON 65

SKETCHING BANQUET SPEAKERS
Arranging the Layout
RANQUETS that are important enough English manner of listening to a speech ,
D
to call for an assignment are apt to the behavior of the auditors was as in
be of interest to the artist, especially if the teresting as the addresses themselves .
principal speaker is a good orator and

Each telling phrase or sentence brought

witty. However , such orators are rare,
and consequently by newspaper men a
banquet assignment is not usually sought
after.
However, the eloquence of a speaker
will often compensate the artist for his
time and effort, especially if he is permitted to attend a banquet at which such
men as Lloyd George, Lord Balfour, and

forth loud calls of “hear, hear ,” and
stamping of feet and pounding on the
table .

Winston Churchill were speakers, as was

inals and autographed two others. Lord

After the banquet the premier beckoned
to me to show him my sketches, as I had
sat opposite him . Lord Derby and others
took occasion to glance at them at the
same time.
Lloyd George requested one of the orig

my good fortune on a recent trip to Eu Derby and the Earl of Balfour also auto
rope. Important figures in English polit- graphed sketches Imade of them .
ical and social life were in attendance.
A plan which I follow will usually re

Parliamentarians, lords and politicians lieve the tedium of a banquet.
were there. The women sat in the banquet work

hall gallery.
Lord Long received his guests in a large
room , each being ushered in by a dignified
chap, who would call the individual's
name as he introduced him .
Finally Lloyd George arrived. With a

first and

finish

enough

It is to
sketches

before the repast is over, to be able to en
joy the food . Get the important sub
jects first and finish the rest of your work
— the heads that are easily drawn, such as
old and bearded men , later on .
These assignments are usually covered

shout the lordly looking announcer called in the samemanner each time. The fea
out, “ The premier, milords and gentle

tured speaker is usually the subject to be
displayed most prominently . If possible ,
The party then adjourned to the ban - portray him in movement, since this adds

men ."

quet hall.

Here the announcer again

a bit of action to the layout.

Include the

shouted each action . The chairman drew

toastmaster and half a dozen of the most

applause for his short grace , “ We thank
the Lord for what we aresiabout
to
ng
ng have.”

prominent men in attendance at the ban
quet. A layout of five to ten heads, with

ai

i

i

f . "“ TThe a figure or two to add variety, makes a
r to the king.
A toast was proposed
king !” all reshouted,
ir s raising champagne very satisfactory two or three-column lay
re he shtoou their llips.
ip
pglasses
The announcer led out.
in the shouting. Next came a toast to the
This assignment is one that the pho
premier. At this loud applause ensued and tographer cannot cover satisfactorily . A
everybody sang, “ For He's a Jolly Good

flashlight picture of a banquet when repro

Fellow .”

The announcer, in Will Reeves

duced in a newspaper usually shows up

fashion, led in three cheers, and more
cheers for the host.
To an American unaccustomed to the

poorly , whereas the sketches stand out
sharply , and contain human interest ma
terial that the camera cannot catch .
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An effective use of caricature in banquet layouts.
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Autograph portrait sketch of the late President Harding drawn during a
campaign visit to Cincinnati.

LESSON 66

WHEN

THE PRESIDENT COMES
Getting the Interview

NE of the most difficult tasks imagin -

The first obstacle is the crowds, and

able is to obtain an opportunity to next the police and U . S . Secret Service
sketch the President of the United States , operatives, who are ever watchfully
when he is traveling . And yet you may

guarding the President.

be as fortunate as I was and will have no
After running this gauntlet, you en
difficulty whatsoever.
counter the intimate friends clustered
The difficulty is not that the President about him , who often obstruct your view .
is undemocratic — considering his posiHaving covered practically every event
tion , he is as approachable as any other

of importance in Cincinnati during the

citizen . What makes the job so difficult

last several years I have built up quite an

is to get within sketching distance of the

acquaintanceship with the city detective

chief executive.

force, the police, and also the local secret
197
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service agents . I therefore have no diffi-

ART
Thewhite streak in the beak of the cap ,

culty in Cincinnati in approaching the sandwiched between the rim lines, pre
President or any other celebrity who may vents the beak from , seemingly , running
be similarly guarded . In fact, the sleuths into the shadow cast by it upon the fore

have often been of great assistance to me. head.

They have on occasions not only located

This slight streak also helps carry the

my subject for me, but in addition , have beak forward.
kept the bustling crowd far enough away

Observe how

the eye is handled - a

so that no one could bump into my arm heavy line for the upper lid , the lower lid
while I was drawing. This will be also lineOLpartially invisiblemerely suggested .
Observe that the fullness of the cheek is

your own experience after a few months
on a newspaper art staff.
.

suggested by the lay of the lines thereon .

As to drawing your subject with the in -

These lines are not connected at the

timate circle obstructing your view , sim - nose lobe. To do so might cause a feeling
ply step about as it becomes necessary.
of hardness and thus add age.
There aremany points to note in the acNote how the lines below the side of the
companying portrait -sketch of the late mouth run to suggest the turn of the face
President Harding. With the same pen

in that area.

To show that section with

and the same line (by pressure on the pen )

lines drawn downward more often gives

I suggest light and shade, here and there . the face a depressed appearance at the
Note how the cap is handled — the mouth if not properly handled .
seams. In general it is handled broadly,
The fullness ofthe lower lip is suggested
with varied, dash -in lines, heavier to by the contour of the profile outline. The
suggest where the shadow falls in different ear is broadly handled. The white hair , a
sections.

bit dark gray back of the neck , is shown.

The leather material of the outer-crown
is suggested by a tone, these tone lines

The solid black background stands the
sketch out in relief and aids in attracting

following the contour of the crown .

the eye from the printed page.
Our

great, great

grandchildrena

SHARDINCA
1865

1423

Woes.
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An illustration used in the Harding Memorial Drive.

The womere were guarded by the
intruders

ODL

-Cole-get

OLUN
2.

The entrance the burglars
chose

In this robbery assignment layout, the entrance by which
the burglars gained access to the house, an interesting scene
during the robbery, and the victim were combined in a pic
ture to illustrate high spots in the reporter' s story .

LESSON 67

THE ROBBERY ASSIGNMENT
Tact Required of the Artist
THE artist is frequently assigned , in the

To be sketched , even under ordinary

larger cities, to cases of robbery in

circumstances, usually puts the subject' s

1

the wealthy sections. Thoughtfulness and nerve on edge; after a robbery the ordeal
tact must be exercised by the artist, inas- may positively have an ill effect. Draw

much as the women of the house have the subject without her knowledge, if you
been the central figures, and their mental can . The best way to do this is to let the
and physical condition mustbe considered . reporter do the talking, and the artist ap

Most often they will feel either too un- pear to be taking it all in . The subject
nerved to be interviewed , or else only too will usually assume that you are taking
willing to tell the story, with usually a re- notes; thus, since the reporter is the one

quest that you do notmake it sensational. talking she will likely be facing him ,
199
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a

As I have suggested , the women are

three-quarter or profile view unob served .
As there will be other persons — friends
and neighbors — grouped nearby when
you call, draw your pictures so as not to

almost always the most important sub

jects , and in any layout should occupy the

most important position .
On an important robbery assignment,
the reporter will be an experienced man
be observed by them also .
who can give you good advice, when you
On the margin of your newspaper, are first beginning , on how to sketch your
draw small notes of the dramatic scenes people. Sometimes while you are work
in the home during the robbery . If your ing you can use him as a shield for your

memory is good, mental notes are effec- tablet, standing behind his back and look
tive and safest. These need not be elab orate — merely sufficient to show plainly
the scene. In the accompanying sketch
the scenes were drawn from memory , hastily, in order that they might be used in
the first edition .
An outside view of the home, showing

ing over his shoulder at your subject as
you draw .
Your paper will be glad to get photo
graphs of the victims, particularly if they
are women , and you can always ask pc -.
litely to borrow them , promising to return
them in good order. If you are fortunate

how the robbers entered the home, is also

enough to obtain them , you may use the

important. This need not be elaborate, photographs as a means from which to
merely having sufficient detail to make it perfect your sketches — though it is best to
get what you need from life .
easily recognizable.

LESSON 68

IN

THE PATH OF DISASTER
The Necessity for Speed

W

HEN a disaster occurs, the newspa W
per artist is often assigned to depict
its aftermath . It may be an explosion , a
railroad wreck , or other catastrophe. Disasters have an unaccountable knack of
occuring at unusual hours, either just at
press time, or else in the wee hours of the
morning. Therefore , if it is not early
morning or midnight, the artist is in for a
The sketch shown in the accompanying
cut was drawn at a disaster at the municipal garbage plant at Akron , Ohio. The
Akron Press, not having a staff pho -

Knowing that the debris would be re
moved rapidly and rescues made, I made
haste, arriving at 5 a. m ., in time to see the
undertakers removing a body, while the
superintendent of the plant explained the
cause of the disaster. These two dramatic
points are embodied in the layout, together
with a panoramic sketch of the scene.
The panorama was drawn on two sheets
of the sketch pad, placed lengthwise. The
drawing was made hurriedly , to catch the
first edition . Usually these drawings are
“ rush art.” Your paper desires to get it
in print as quickly as possible , in order

tographer, sent me to the scene.

to " scoop ” the opposition papers.

rush job .

(On a

larger newspaper the photographer and a
A crayon pencil is a great time-saver
staff artist generally cover such an assign - on such assignments. Delicacy , such as is
ment together , handling it from different best achieved with pen lines, is unneces
sary .
viewpoints .)
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At a railroad disaster, you will sketch a
vital section of the wreck scene. Put in a
few side lights , such as nurses and doctors
aiding the injured, the carrying off of the

rescuer on the scene, perhaps, and others
who figure in the story , such as the con
ductor, engineer, fireman , and brakeman ,
and such others of the train crew as may

victims on stretchers; boy and girl scouts, seem desirable.
You seldom sketch the dead unless pho

etc.

Sketch a few of the survivors, particu - tographs cannot be had. Do not make a

larly those who tell of their experience in gruesome sketch , but draw the faces as
the news-story ; give a sketch of the first thought they were alive.
- POSEBERG
I. Pompeinitaly
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Of Nero Forurte
entrance
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ve
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SKETCHING IN PUBLIC PLACES
Advantage of Sketching Everything
IT is excellent practice to sketch scenes,
1 landscapes, waterscapes, street archi-

Sketching in groups whiles away the
time more pleasantly .

It puts greater

tecture, trees, flowers , lamp posts , mail spirit into the individual. He tries to
boxes, bedrooms, parlors , cellars, rooftops make the best sketch he can , for he knows
and yards, anything, and you will profit that his chums will look his effort over.
by it at some future date. This practice
Then , too , sketching in public with other
will be time and effort well spent, for artists doing likewise relieves the average
when you are called upon to make an il- person of the embarrassment of sketching

lustration , cartoon or fashion picture, it alone with passersby gazing on , as they
will then be easier for you to draw a more invariably will do .
interesting background than if you had

But lack of companionship should not

deter you from essaying to sketch , at any

never sketched scenery before.

It is a great training for any artist to time, any subject, at any place.
You will soon become accustomed to
draw scenes and everyday objects .
Get together a group of two or more onlookers — they won 't eat you up . You

students who are interested in sketching. have the advantage in your favor; they
Journey out to a park or more secluded
neighborhood and sketch away .

admire your line of effort.
Just concentrate upon your subject; do
203
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not think of the onlookers or of yourself
in relation to them ; forget everything but
your need of concentration . Soon you
will be able to sketch in a crowd or on
the main thoroughfare of a busy city with out feeling “ stage fright.'

ART

You can develop the power of concen
tration by forming the habit of sticking to
your task until you finish it and shutting
out all alien thoughts , ever keeping your
mind upon the subject which you desire
to concentrate on .

LESSON 70

HOW

TO USE FILLER SKETCHES
Completing the Layout

IN covering a story you will have to use

The same handling is used in the post

1 a few “ filler " sketches. These are usu - office lounger 's figure, shown leaning on
ally drawn after making a large portrait the radiator.
sketch of the subject.
The priest's cassock is made solid black ,
You will not necessarily always draw as it will show up better thus, particularly
the portrait in first. You can leave space if it be merely suggested .
for this and sketch it in last.
In drawing silhouettes or figures, or

Filler sketches usually show a certain

parts of figures, that are completely black ,

pose. Also using a quotation coming from

as the cassock of the priest, I find it gives a

the subject, and the position he may have better effect to leave a little " air " by not
emphasized it with is well — for example, quite covering the whole figure.
the policeman with hand to mouth , shoutIn the silhouette of Billy Sunday hold
ing, “ Clear the hall !" or the pious remark ing up his hands, observe how I have left
of the minister, with his fingers entwined , a light, “ airy ” streak down the sides of
in the upper center.
his trousers . Also notice the touches of

These filler sketches should not be de- light placed in the policeman 's figure. This
veloped , as would a figure or face used helps to give the form more reality .
alone. Merely suggest the features sufThe figure of former Governor James
ficiently to make clear that it is the same M . Cox is one selected from a number
person.
In a sketch such as that in the upper
left corner, notice how the head is handled .

Give a suggestion of glasses _ eyes are not
absolutely necessary .
The upper part of the suit is colored a
bit to carry the eye to the face of the
speaker. The legs and the rest of the coat
are shown by a few simple lines, heavier
where the shadows fall. A triangle is used
to suggest the shoes.
In the other view of the same minister

sketched while he was speaking. One of
his characteristics is to put his thumb in
belt pocket. This I suggest. His black

suit is handled in two tones . Note the
handling of the head in this filler.

The speaker at the bottom left corner
was not the principal subject, but an im
portant one in the sketch in which he was
used — therefore I simply suggested his
pose and made his figure stand out, by its
size, in comparative importance to the
others. Also with a brush (crayon orig

I omit the inner line of the left coat sleeve. inally ) I dashed in the black strokes that
The sketch doesn 't lose by this , but on the help to attract the reader's eyes to the
contrary the picture in

really better.

this posture is

head , thereby making the subject stand

out better.

silhouette
mingled
outline
the
figures
,with

.NAfew
sketches
filler
for
suggestions
of
means
by
obtained
variety
and
contrast
the
ote
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The little group showing the flag and eyes; the turning upward of the eyebrow ,
dedication of a steamer bell presents an - which is slightly shown ; and the shading
in the cheek (running in the direction of
other novel way of handling a filler.
Groups are always more interesting the turn of the cheek bone ).
Note the drawing in of the nose lines ,
than merely heads. Heads alone do not
how the folds in the sleeves are sug
much
and
as
average
as
reader
appeal to the

the same heads in a scenic group.
gested.
The hand is shown in an expressive
The young man is speaking. At his
side is the donor of the bell. As the pose, while the table is suggested , as also
speaker is more important at the moment the chair. However, the face still pre
in this little circle, his figure should be dominates because of the darker color in
the hat.
more developed .
The slope of the figure suggests that the
You will note I suggest the color of his
suit, but pause and continue, in outline, woman is fairly well built,but her face has
become drawn and she is stooped from the
the rest of the suit down to the bell
This is done to avoid running into the ordeal; note how even the posture of the
bell ribbon , which is of nearly the same hands suggest a nervous condition .
Always try

color.

Also , the other man , being in outline,
the contrast shows his figure up well and
does not infuse itself into the speaker's
figure.
The shade lines on the bell are put in
to add form and color.
The stripes in the flag are suggested.
To connect each stripe would make the
flag folds seem hard and the lines stiff.
The priest in a cassock shows how to

to

get these seemingly

trifling points into your sketches. They
tell a story better sometimes than just the
face will suggest. In sketching a young
girl, put but the fewest lines in the face .

The little girl standing has a black
background to make her stand out, since
She was a blonde, in a white dress, and the
main figure in the layout in which she
originally was used .
It is not a hard , square black back

handle draped cloth with the light falling ground — it is somewhat sketchy , and
upon it. The contrast of solid black drawn in with a small brush .
against solid white is more artistically
The picture of the maid in gypsy garb
interesting than it would be if you made shows how the draping in a dress should
of the white a

grey

tone.

The same be handled , suggesting color and a feeling

handling is continued on the altar.

of the quality of the garment.

The bust

The other page of " filler” sketches is of is put in with crayon pencil. The features
sketches similar in handling to those of are suggested , and the double chin - only
slightly shown — is not " pointed out."
the men .

In sketching a woman always avoid em -

The lines on the scarf - tone or color

phasizing features that reduce her beauty

lines — give the effect of a third color to

- such as a double chin , lines around the this sketch . Spread your pen where the
eyes, over-emphasis of the nostrils and shadows fall.
nose lines , a scrawny throat, etc.
The young woman making her maiden

The largest sketch, that of the woman speech at a political gathering, with manu
seated , was drawn at a coroner' s inquest. script in hand , is a bit nervous. The hand
This subject was the mother of three chil- holding the paper is merely suggested , as

dren who had all mysteriously died sud -

denly.

Therefore the mother's haggard

expression .

This is shown by emphasis of the pouch
under the eye; the weary expression of the

also the pose in which she is delivering it.

The hat is covered with a feather, sug
gested by lines freely handled , curving as

does a feather, and darker about the stem
and in towards the middle.

PRACTICAL ART
The white collar and the black dress
gradually shading, tone tapering away,
and disappearing — puts more color into
the sketch and brings out the individual.
Note how simply the face is handled .
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lines that are used bring out the scene
sufficiently well.
A little touch of color — the black belt
on the second woman , her dark hair and
lines down her dress — also bring the eye

To add more lines, such as cheek and nose closer to the act of filling up the coffee
lines, would make her look older and de-

cup , instead of directing the gaze to the

stroy the beauty and youth of the
face .
The group of ladies at themother's club

other women .

Being closer, the women in the fore
ground would be shown more in detail,

coffee urn makes a good filler scene. This but, as I have just said , the coffee cup is
scene is merely suggested, and the few the point of importance in this picture.

LESSON 71

OUT-OF - TOWN ASSIGNMENTS
The Sketch Artist on Tour
A LARGE newspaper covers a wide ter Such an extraordinary famous visitor
h
ritory beyond its own city limits . The makes, of course, a very big story .
Cincinnati Post, for example , has a large
We had many photographs of him , as
circulation in West Virginia and Ken - had other papers. We wanted something
tucky , and also covers entire southern
Ohio and part of Indiana.
When , therefore, a news event of im -

original and a story of greeting to Cincin

nati from the General's lips.
Therefore as Pershing was to arrive in

portance occurs in this territory, such as Louisville on Sunday the reporter and I
a murder , a lynching, or a great disaster, left for that city Saturday evening .
it behooves the paper to cover the news
Bright and early Sunday morning we

and get pictures

either photographs or were on the job .

The General's private

car was parked within the shed . An ad
miring throng stood at a respectful dis
town" assignment.
The artist's entire expenses are paid tance from the train , which was guarded
from the moment he leaves town until by a company of soldiers.
he returns to the home office. These B eing newspaper men we were admit
sketches.

This is known as an " out-of

include railroad

fare, taxi, hotel bills ,

ted to the General's coach . He was eating

meals , such incidentals as street car his breakfast at the moment, with his aide.
fares, etc.
We asked the captain of the guard per
On such big stories you are accom - mission to interview the General.

panied by probably the best reporter on

His reply to our request was that he

the staff, invariably a good traveling com - had orders not to let anyone in to see the
noted officer .
panion . You work together.

He may advise you on what to get.
I immediately returned to the uncur
You will usually use your own judgment, tained coach window , through which I
accepting advice for what it is worth .
could well see my subject and, despite the
On a Monday in December, General biting zero weather, I managed to sketch
John J. Pershing was to arrive in Cincin - the large head here shown.
Remember this admonition — always
nati from Louisville.

Man lle
Led
Yanks
Victory
toWho
ed
inSketch
Louisvi
by
Post
Artist
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benumbed that I could hardly hold
my pencil for drawing my sketch .

So I forcibly wrote a brief note
and addressed it to the General's

Pershor

aide, which the captain himself
revc

brought to him , still seated at
breakfast with the General.

porter be permitted to come in ,
too, and have a word with the
General.

ilind

.
inchurch
audience
the
of

2014

sketch .
I also requested that the re

:
bathrobe
hos
in

General
The

2117

Therein I asked him , inasmuch
as it was so cold outside, to per
mit me to stand in the interior
doorway of the coach to make my

The captain soon returned with
this information : “ The general
said to have the artist come ir.,

but to keep the reporter out,
as he does not care to be inter
viewed .”
I went in immediately .
Within a moment the General
had finished his repast and in true

military manner was about to
dismiss me so that he might

colors
the

He asked to see my sketch .
Quickly I turned the page to the
sketch I had drawn in the cold

(the large head ) . It met with his
approval and his suggestion to
make the nose and chin larger, I
carried out to his satisfaction .

Gurnes

Pershing

Pershme

pyo
mu

dress .

US

Graal

You will note by this incident.

the value of getting your sketch
early .

An out of town court, accident
same as any other similar features

Jacking
madds
Vonous

locally. The salient points of the
affair are sketched. A bit of local

Black

or other assignment is covered the

scenery may be added . Your
sketches should have the atmos

phere of the region where the
get your stuff NOW .

You may have

sketch is made.
In attaching your signature add also the

a chance to make your sketch later, but name of the locality where the sketches
that would be to take a chance.

were drawn, as you see in my sketch .

www .anima

Mrs Eller
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онә
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StPaul- Minh
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Ral
NICeig

MIHON
Carlson -

Los Angeles
- POSENBERG

Daniel W .
Iddings
President
Ohio Bar
Associatioru

Don 't forget the ladies when you cover conventions which may come to your city. They not only
add interest to your picture, but their gowns and millinery can be used to good effect in planning
the composition of your picture, as shown in the above layout.

LESSON 72

NATIONAL CONVENTIONS
The Local Appeal
THE chamber of commerce in every live Cincinnati. I drew two eight-column
1 American city strives to secure for sketch layouts, several one-column

its city some of the thousands of national sketches, and a batch of small comics, all
or state conventions held annually .
concerning the bar meeting.
The newspapers play up such meetings In covering meetings of this kind, draw
as are obtained, since they can be made of both men and women , if possible. A
general interest to the visitors and are, of woman 's face in the layout is certain to

course, of special interest to local people attract attention to your work .
Draw the chairman of the convention ,
attending them .

The above sketch is one of several lay- who usually is the president, and sketch
outs which I drew of the 1921 meeting of the other important officers - vice-presi
the American Bar Association , held in dent, treasurer, secretary , etc., also a few
209
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of the important and popular members . in the registration room or in the hotel
About seven to twelve heads and figures lobby . Ask the press agent or an officer
will make a good two or three-column of the organization to point them out
layout. You will usually find these people to you .

LESSON 73

POLITICAL CONVENTIONS
Most Important of All Assignments
ikhdepartment,
nblican con- lart
erefore it is anbesaccommodation
THE most
most important
the newspaofpeall
THE
ind is
r aassignments
t hich you will fthat
1 given to the newspaper artist are the generally granted . However, you will
national Democratic and Republican con - likely prefer working in your hotel room ,
ventions. The larger newspapers make it wherefore it is best to carry your small
a practice to send their cartoonist or staff batch of supplies, which you will find of
artist, along with their political writers, great value and comparatively little incon
for these great events .

The larger syndi-

venience to carry along.

cates also assign one or more artists to
You will find most of your subjects in
draw sketches of notables and to make and about the hotels where the political
caricatures and cartoons of people and headquarters are located and , of course,
events of note.

This is an assignment that

in the convention hall itself.

gives the young artist a chance to build
The procedure is similar to local assign
up his reputation — and incidentally the ments of a political nature. You draw
experience will be of great interest and the men of importance putting action
value to him . For he will associate with

into your work and varying your poses

the big fellows in the game— the famous and layouts. Also you should add a bit
cartoonists and newspaper artists from all of text to your sketches. Collaborate with
over the country — and also will see in your newspaper's reporter who is put on
action and meet the greatest political fig -

the assignment with you . Hemay likely

ures of the nation .
want a sketch of certain politicians from
The assignment to a national conven - your state or city.
the editor or

Also here and there about the conven

managing editor. You are given traveling
expenses and a sum of money to meet
your expenses in the convention city . The
ticket to your seat you receive from the
editor. Hotel reservations have been ar ranged for several weeks in advance by

tion generally comes from

tion hall and in the lobbies of the hotels
pick up semi-cartoon ideas for group lay
outs. The odd characters, the delegate
from Podunk , the “hayseed ” statesman
from the country, the tall delegate or vis
itor from Arizona, wearing a great Stetson
hat, big politicians whispering secrets to

your paper.
You should take along several sketch

one another, labor leaders scolding pho

pads — three or four pencils , erasers, ink , tographers and artists — these and many
brushes, pens, paste, a ruler, scissors,

other characters and incidents will be

thumb tacks, Chinese white , and a few found available for cartoon layouts.
sized sheets of bristol boards, with a small
Upon arrival at the convention you
drawing board , unless you have an ar- should ascertain the time mail departs for
rangement with a newspaper in the con- your city, so that you may catch the mail.

vention city whereby you may work in its

trains with your drawings. You will likely

PRACTICAL ART
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be on the assignment about a week or two,
Also have a plentiful supply of stamps
during which time you will be expected on hand to prevent having to hunt all over
to forward to your newspaper one ormore town to get them . Mail your drawings
at the post-office, or hand the package at
layouts each day.

Mail your drawings flat. It is most con - the railroad station to the clerk on the
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It is important in national convention layouts to include all
sections of the country, as in the above picture, in which
an attempt was made to introduce those States which were
considered strategic points in the Democratic campaign .

venient to use a Strathmore illustration mail car going to your city . Be sure to
board (thick ) on which to paste your use special-delivery postage.
sketches or draw your cartoons, thus
Below , to the sides and around the ros

avoiding the necessity of using packing or trum , in the convention hall are the press
strawboard, not always obtained .

seats and tables. Thus you will find your

PRACTICAL
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self close enough to the main subjects in

the convention hall to be able
them well. However, you may
in greater action and get a bit
them at their headquarters and in

to draw
see them
closer to
the hotel
lobbies.
You must concentrate on your subject,

ART

Your credentials will be in the form of a

badge, which you must wear to get about
the convention hall. Take it off when you
leave the hall so that you will not lose it,
for you will find that it is difficult to get
in without it.
State political conventions are, of

and thus avoid the feeling of embarrass- course, held on a smaller scale than the

ment - stage fright — that affects the artist national conventions, but they are covered
sketching in public for the first time.

in practically the same way.
" His mired has time
to work because
his tonque , a

" 1065

ha permits it !

for
Coolidge
Marion
Leroy
Burtóre

nominating

President
Calvin

Coolidge
Counting the

ballot returns -alnost unanimous
for Coolidge -

Per ?

California ,
thiru Mrs Florence
Porter ,
seconded
Coolidges
nomination

thank
You !

Mrs.M . J.
Grinzstead
Kansas - ..
made a hitwith
her strong
voice and

brevity of

G
PESENBER
Convention Hall

speech

Clevelanch

At the Republican National Convention , 1924 . Your point of view
will always depend upon the political attitude of your paper.
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SKETCHING

THE “KIDS”

“ Kid Strips” Started Thirty Years Ago
THIS page of sketches I drew on various the original, or a dab of color, that desired ,
assignments to schools , playgrounds
and other meetings where children were
gathered .
Like drawing any figure, the boy or girl
is equally easy if you are conversant with
anatomical construction .
It is harder to sketch youngsters, because of their restlessness . Therefore ,

is usually put upon only one of the eight
or twelve squares of the strip (which are
all drawn together on one sheet of bristol

board ) .
If the dress is to be blue and the back

ground yellow , the artist will put a half
inch square dab of yellow on the wall and
the same of blue water color on the dress

you must put considerable time into the and other objects.
study of their figures, which will make it
in the other method, a transparent
easier for you to depict them .
paper, is laid over the strip and the colors
Incidentally, this will help you to be laid in or suggested as they fit on the
come a comic strip cartoonist. There are drawing.
many comic strips dealing with children .
The engraver (his artist) in each case
They delight to read the comic pages of takes care of the color plates.

the newspapers and magazines.

There is always more than one, and

Therefore, you naturally assume it best usually but three plates are used .
to draw pictures of things which the kid- .
The colors and plates are so arranged
as to give a fourth color by mixing.
dies themselves might do.

A partial list of “ kids strips” is inter-

Another good Sunday colored “ Kid "

strip is “ Just Boys" by Fera.
Of the daily strips the following are
we
,
with
begin
Of the older ones to
must go back thirty years to the files of familiar to many of you :
.
Fontaine Fox 's “ Kids. "
Puck .
esting.

Then in the Sunday papers comes the

adventures of those naughty " Katzen -

“ Freckles and his Pals," by Blosser .

Briggs' “ Days of Real Sport," in which

jammer Kids," drawn by Rudolph Dirks. “ Skinnay" figures but is never present.
Also belated “ Jimmy” and his gang, by

Dwigg's

(Dwiggin 's )

“ Tom

Sawyer

Swinnerton , “ Buster Brown " and his dog and Huckleberry Finn," a title taken from
“ Tige,” by Outcalt.
Mark Twain' s delightful boy story.
In recent years the " Teeny Weenies,”
“ On Our Block " - "Us Boys," by
by Donahey , diminutive figures resem - McNamara.
bling and somewhat on the theme of the
R . M . Brinkerhoff 's " Little Mary
Brownies of forty years ago .
Mixup. "

Frank King's clever comic, in which he

“ Dorothy Darnit,” by Charles Mc

shows charming imagination — “ Bobby Manus.

Make-Believe” ; and “Mother's Angel

The children in

Payne's " S 'Matter

Child ," by Penny Ross, a very decorative Pop .” .
Carr's and Rehse's kids, taken from life.
Sunday colored comic.
The colored strip is drawn the same as Their comics are of a simple illustration
the black and white you see each day, such

with a quotation or joke underneath .

as Fox' s or Allman 's strip , with the excep
tion that there is a color note attached to

Webster' s boys in " The Thrill That
Comes Once in a Lifetime.'
213
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" Snoodles and His Gang," by Cy Hun - mercial art, as in illustrations advertising
girls ' and boys' clothes, shoes, toys and
a thousand and one articles in some way

gerford.
“Danny” in the Duffs, by Allman .
ina .
"Capp Stubbs
Stubbsaand Tippie," by Edwina.
This strip, drawn by a girl, is very clever

or other dealing with the nec
necessities and
luxuries of youth.

in draftsmanship , with good clean ideas. There also are severalmagazines exclu
Worth Brehm 's illustrations of juveniles sively for the boy and girl. Reading these
are masterfully handled. Among the best journals, you will occasionally be apt to
are those illustrating Booth Tarkington 's pick up a cartoon idea from their contents.
Read “ Tom Sawyer," "Huckleberry
excellentboy story, “Penrod .”
Kemble and Frost have illustrated Mark Finn" and Booth Tarkington 's juvenile
Twain 's boy stories. Kemble is particu- stories; “ Little Women ," by Louisa M . Al

larly clever in drawing pickaninnies and cott; " Alice in Wonderland," and other
grown-up colored folk .
similar works to put you in the necessary

Juveniles are extensively used in com - frameofmind to see the child 's viewpoint.
Like the
Jack
andstory
Jill

about

Edwin Iliff tumbled
dowe
Paviliort St.
hill -

Johre Sinclair
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" Little Tucker appeared in his undershirt

chy
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Jost'his

garters

The

4

olderboys 3
Torrmy Collins had
to defend his market basket

hustle
home

and he did it well !

When sketching “kids" on assignment for your paper give names, as this is important from the stand
point of “ good-will” and circulation getting.
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The houses and
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embankment are

• Notting doing
Itwas an
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ammocratic
vote

Ballot
Box

claims to

Nov .
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Revenge 15
sweet") say
the property

Property owners

were disappointed

Owner 's 2

The value of the cartoon note, combined with a view showing
setting, in conveying a lesson , or moral.
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SCENES AND STRUCTURES
Variety in the Layout
THE newspaper artist should have a
1

During the excavation work the ground

fairly good knowledge of perspective, about began to give way.

The houses

and develop his ability at sketching build - naturally began to slide away from their
ings as well as people. Quite often he is base.

The paper ran several photographs

called upon to sketch the ruins of a fire, of the scene, which showed up fairly well,

an explosion , or the scene of a news story although not with entire satisfaction ,
involving a building or group of struc- owing to engraving and other negative
tures .

causes.

In the instance of the above sketch a
At any rate, desiring to attack the sit
subway tunnel was undergoing construc- uation , the city editor sent me over to
sketch the scene.
tion .
216
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In sketching scenes, crayon is
a fine and speedy medium to
use. Color and strength are
easily and effectively attained.
The drawing paper should have
a rough grain , but not too rough.
The finer details may be added

By

Pek

{

in with a pen or fine brush .
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My sketch carried not only the scene composition and color, composition refer

but also cartoon -like comment, to the ring to the arrangement of the drawing

the main point being placed in the center

point.

This varied the " art" on the sub- or otherwise made prominent, and the
ject and also put the story over with a color achieved by either black , white or
more decisive punch , and in less space. gray tone about the main points of
In such a scene you should bring out interest.
the major points sharply and fade off the

The rest of the picture is left rather free

rest of the scene. This is accomplished by of detail.

10
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river

bridge

Noort itt
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fliuver

RCE
- BOSEABE
Florence
,Italy
A layout so arranged that the two major sketches seem
to be of one scene.
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SKETCHING

SCENERY

How to Eliminate Monotony and Secure Variety
IN sketching a scene, the round dome of

Another good reason for using a bit of

1 a capitol building, particularly by leaving out lines, breaking a line here and
there where the highlights strike, and
merely suggesting others, you give your
sketch a certain vivacity . Lining each
portion and object, complete, stiffens and
stilts the sketch and gives it the appearance of an architect's drawing
Sketching such a scene as against an
architect's drawing is like making an illus-

the surrounding scenery in a capitol build
ing sketch is that most of our state capitol
buildings (as I have observed ) look about .
alike in general lines.
A s most of the faces of capitol struc
tures are similar in detail, to depict the en
tire length , this fact, unbroken by a bit
of interesting variety , would become a bit
monotonous to the eye. However, adding
a tree and other objects, will prevent this

tration and a commercial design of the objectionable condition. To that end and
same object. The former may be free and
artistically handled ; the latter must be
drawn with a view to complete expression
of the details , artistry being of secondary
consideration .
A building with a dome is a rather hard
subject for the beginner to attempt. It is
best to study this particular shape of edi-

because it is necessary for you to stand off
some distance from the building to obtain
the proper perspective, you should sketch
from a position a square or so away ,
and inject a bit of the foreground dis
tinctively .
Before starting to draw , walk around
the capitol and the grounds and select the

fice, and sketching first buildings with

best, most interesting point from which to

straight lines, until you are better equipped sketch . The few moments spent in mak
through this experience to draw cupolas ing this observation will be well repaid .
and domes.
You will find that certain capitol struc
Inasmuch as the dome is usually the tures seem to offer but a poor artistic sub
center of the structure, and the most con - ject on the whole, but there is always an
spicuous part, it is necessary to bring in

artistic spot to be found in any building if

this part regardless of the intent of your
composition of the portion of the build ing you may desire to show . Otherwise ,
it will not be so very readily recognized .
It is not necessary to show the entire
construction of any edifice. As you will
notice, it will look best not to sketch the

you will only look for it. Perhaps, the
lay of the steps, with the tall, straight,
Ionian pillars casting cool, interesting
shadows across the hall entrance ; trees in
the foreground and a girl or other figure is
standing on the upper steps. There is the
stuff for you to sketch .
In looking for scenes to sketch you will
complete structure .
In fact, it is necessary from an artistic find that the unusual view is always most

viewpoint, to show a bit of “ local color”

interesting to draw .

(the surroundings ) and place the building

naturally

in its actual setting.

Unusual sketches

are always more interesting ,

Otherwise it is but more attractive and consequently more

an illustration of an architectural effort.
A building sketch resembles a portrait ;

valuable , and more easily salable . The
amateur in hunting scenery follows the

it is a good idea to add some of the sur- beaten path , the trail that has been trodden
rounding objects , garment-like, to set off by hundreds before him . The picture he
the face.
sketches may be suspected of having been
219
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drawn from a postcard — it is the first for the artist, speaking from the view
view that would have been taken by the point of uniqueness and originality.

photographer. It is not an unusual scene -

Always seek the unusual viewpoint,

it is the architect's view that shows the that with the greatest charm of novelty ;
building undraped . That view is alright and good opportunity for artistic en
for the architect, but it will not be so good deavor.

.

UN

IDE

).
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Fosent
The unusual view is always the most interesting. The Capitol at St. Paul, Minnesota.
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Ghetto scene in New York City .
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NEW YORK GHETTO SCENE
Points of Interest in Tenement District
INDER the Delancey Street Bridge in

street who answered the call to the colors.

U New York, the artist gets an excellent
To the left side near the Henry Street
view of the crowded tenement district.
sign is the “ shingle " of a Jewish butcher
You can read a story in this sketch . The shop with its “ Kosher” sign .
flags of Zion (Hebraic) and Italy , and beOn the extreme right is the end of the
tween them the star covered service flag Church of All Nations. Adjoining it is
denoting the number of youths on that the Henry Street settlement, noted for its
221
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Towering like a heights and shape it was not a simple case

lord' s castle , with the blackened hovels of of laying down the lines of perspective

his serfs below , is seen the stately white and following them . I had to watch each
municipal building and the Woolworth separately . In relation to the whole , you
will notice that the houses closest the

Building back of it.

This scene lends itself well for an etch- church settlement and that next to it are
ing, and indeed, a pen sketch is similar in

principle and appearance to an etching.
A bit of crayon — sometimes a risky

medium , in view of the fact that you are
never sure of your reproduction - also

worked out more distinctly . As you go

farther away this distinction is gradually
lost.

in the skyscrapers the windows are sug
gested here and there. You can best draw

was used in this sketch . It often loses or a sketch of this nature by looking at your
it closes up black as you will discover.
The figures in the foreground are not as
carefully drawn though there is enough
to suggest the characters of the district
which is an important point.
This sketch was laid in on the same plan
as shown in the sketch of Faneuil Hall,

scene with your eyes half closed . It will
give you a more subdued view , the details
will not be so pronounced in your vision .
in placing the gables, fire escapes, etc.,
watch how they come on a horizontal line
with the houses and objects across the
way ; thus you will not get your picture

Boston . First visualizing how the picture

out of focus and your objects out of

would appear on the tablet ( this was a lar- position .

ger sheet of paper), I then put in the line

You may be disturbed while sketching

from the settlement house chimney top , in a neighborhood of this kind, but do not
dropping down to the roof of the house on become flustered. Follow my injunction
in the distance above the Henry street in handling onlookers; don 't try to chase

sign . I drew in the line of the wall to the them away.
left side, then the roof of the house (beConcentrate on your work before you
low the Zion flag ) ; then the two skyscrap - start and after a while you will become
ers ; the wagon in the center followed , and

so absorbed that you will hardly notice

finally the figures in the foreground .

bystanders , although they may be standing

As all the tenements were of different all around you and talking loudly .

in

S

INE
W

N

Frank Wrightandhis wife find in nature :
friendship,healthy and contentment

The artist must be able to sketch every scene— from Ghetto to Countryside.
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THE CRAYON SKETCH

SNOW

SCENE

Methods Employed for Best Effects
N page 95 is a plate of a grease crayon

your eyes in studying the values of the

sketch - a winter scene, showing a
blanket of snow . To reproduce all of the
drawing positively , a half tone, fine screen
(120 ) must be made thereof — and it can
be printed only on good stock , magazine
paper. However, as a rule , crayon draw ings are generally reproduced in a line cut,
which can be printed on any grade of
paper.
Crayon is fickleuncertain - in repro -

tone in the scene before you , before you
put down your observations on the sketch
pad .
In making a crayon drawing, use a hard
pencil, a 3H . With that pencil you may
lay out your drawing to an advanced de
gree and then go over the picture and fin
ish it with the crayon pencil. The hard
pencil, being light in tone is lost in the
finished crayon drawing — it is easy to

duction .

Therefore, the artist who works

work over it with the crayon pencil, and

with a pen exclusively is always certain of need hardly be clean before applying
his reproduction being exactly what his crayon , as is generally the case with a soft
drawing appears to be, while on the other pencil.
hand the man who draws with crayon is

You can brace up your drawing with

never certain that his drawing will look

a pen line here and there and a dash with

as well and reproduce exactly as he has

a brush .

drawn it. He may occasionally - quite
often - discover that his reproduction has

entirely made with a crayon pencil (for
lithographic reproduction ) .

This drawing , however, was

ruined the value of his drawing, in tone,

The snow is shown by toning every

composition and draftsmanship , due to

thing and leaving the snow covered spaces

loss of lines, etc ., in reproduction or run - blank.
ning together of the lines and tones in the
picture. Note page 95 ( lithographed illustration ) .

The outline of the snow covered roof
is delineated by the tones of the sky and
structures against it. To outline this
white space with a line would tend to

However you can more easily obtain

stronger and more varied tones with the
crayon pencil than you will with the pen ,
if you are not an expert penman . It is
most important to be feelingly bold in
working with crayon - and pen too for
that matter. Especially in working with
crayon be bold in your drawing. Dash in
a tone here and there and dab a touch of

make it hard in appearance.
The grey sky is best shown by drawing
the lines downward .
In depicting a snow furry using a tooth
brush laden with liquefied Chinese white
and spattered over the sketch will give an
excellent effect of a snow fall. Or with
a small brush you can dabb sort of stip
plingly — touches of white irregularly over

black boldly here and there . Go over the

tones to strengthen them .

the surface of the sketch .

Half close
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PEN LINES IN PORTRAITS
Character Studies
THE Robert Mantell sketch is a study rounding away from the light center
I

in pen lines.
To begin with , note the lines, how they

otherwise it would appear to be squared
away .

are varied - a 290 Gillot pen where the

Under the nose I do not complete the

shadow falls, a bit of pressure on the pen
point. The hair is gray , with a few black

pronounced upper lip furrow , but fade it
off downward. To complete it would give

strands on top.

the face a hard -cut, soured look in most

These I have suggested

by a heavier pen stroke.

The eyebrows cases. Merely suggest the bottom or top

are black and heavily bushed . The features thereof, as I have done.
are well defined . It is a typical Scotch face.
The collar, the manner of tucking away
Between acts in his dressing room , the tie, and the graceful lines of the spec
Mantell indulges in his pipe. This being tacle ribbon - these add to your picture

a feature in the story of the interview , I and give them the right to appear on the
therefore drew the pipe up well. As you
will note, I leave a good shadow com -

sketch , though being merely suggested ,
not completed .

pletely black , but leave a stroke or so of
light.

Always watch the shape of the ears,

This gives it a better suggestion or

drawing them

correctly .
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Robert Mantell, showing variety of pen handling.
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ELIMINATING PEN

LINES

Sketching the Prima Donna
N

OTE that in the larger head of the ac- viding , of course , that in eliminating lines
W
companying sketches which I drew you do not lose the likeness .
in Mdme. Galli-Curci's suite, a line is
The sketch was first drawn with a 3 H
" missing ” — the left side of her nose.
pencil, then a B . used to develop it and a
In the upper front view , the left side
of the face and the nether nose line the

soft crayon pencil to fill in the black hair .
It was inked in with a Gillot 290 pen .

nostrils — are " missing ."
As in allmy other portrait sketches, the
One " feels " that all are there and only original pencil lines are followed exactly .
in studying the sketch does one note that
in the hair, where the black is a solid
they are missing. Optical illusion fits in mass, a brush was used (over the crayon ) .
In all facial and many other sketches
here.
Putting in the missing lines would not use a Gillot 290 or Spencerian 12. How
ever, a beginner should use a Gillot 170 .
have added beauty to the face.
In sketching a type like the brilliant so - It requires good nerves and considerable
prano one must leave out lines, here and

practice to gain sufficient skill to safely

there, that might diminish the beauty , pro -

use the more flexible pen .
225
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In the sketch the mouth was open as restofthe hair is apparently the color tone
the subject conversed

critic .

with

the music

of the suit.

"

Observe how the teeth are but

The sword is suggested practically by its

slightly suggested by the inner forma

shadow line, the trousers and boots by the

tion lines of the lips and the shadows of coarse drape.
. That the subject is raising his elbow ,
the mouth cavity.
It is not well to show distinctly each

tooth in a pen drawing .

causing his coat to rise and cast a larger
shadow , is shown.

If the contour lines of the jaw were con This shadow is drawn with a spread of
nected instead of being missing (on both the pen
sides of the chin ) the head would give the
His hat is separated from her bonnet
optical illusion of being separated or sim - by contrast - leaving the tuft of her hat
ply placed upon the neck like a shade on a white . Notice how I avoid the running to
lamp.
gether of his hat and feathers— again color
The shadow seen over the inner corner gains a contrast
of the right eye gives depth to the face as
Note that the nether trend of the song
also form and it adds more strength and bird 's eyebrows are not the same in line
color into the face.
angles as the upper. To neglect this and

The other sketches were drawn back

other such casily overlooked details would

The
stage, during the opera “Lucia ."
,
the
view
front
in
is
suggested
cap
Scotch
t.
nob,
The
attachmen
nob
with its typical
being a finer and softer material is made
with thinner lines.
The profile fades as it nears the large
head . This was done to avoid destroying
the outline of the front view . Also the
part shown of the profile is sufficient. The

destroy the ikeness .
Note , too, that the eye ( the cornea )
does not touch the nether line forming the
top of the lower lid . This is due to the
light stnking the thick , Alat top of this
lid , leaving the top in contrast to the
darker cornea against it.
The thicker ime at the base of the chin
suggests the shadow beneath it.
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artists

are

kind to me

John Simon
The genial Sir Jola Simon, former Attorney General of England .
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LATE HOUR ASSIGNMENTS
The Necessity of Tact
W

HILE the newspaper artist on an as
W

aside your scruples as to pro
PS

signment has easy entree , even to

the cardinal sin of a reporter or artist is

the greatest celebrity , almost always a certain tact and diplomacy are carential.

to " fall down " on an assignment.
Getting the sketch here shown of a cel

There must be considered the propriety

ebrated British peer and cabinet minister

of the hour when you make your call, for at eleven -thirty, p . m ., illustrates these
example, the physical condition of the sub points.

ject, his programme for the day, etc.

Together with the reporters of the

No one, not even a celebrity, wishes to

morning papers we arrived at almost the

be disturbed in the midst of tepose . How ever, when it must have your art and

" witching hour" at the suite of Sir John
Simon , then Attorney General of England.

story , the newspaper demands that you set

My experience in sketching and inter
227
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viewing kings, lords, and other titled per- would have liked to have his opinion upon
sonages, has been that they are princely

world problems, yet we readily explained

good fellows, and therefore I was not sur- to him our national pastime.
prised when , upon our knock , Sir John , in
“ What do you call your team ,"
asked , “ the Giants or the Parrots ? " .
friendly tones, invited us in .
His first remark after welcoming us at : “ The Reds," we corrected him .
this late hour was, “ Boys, what will you
" Oh, they 're not Bolshevists , are they ? "
have to drink ? "
he asked, smiling.
He proved to be a delightful man , and
We were invited to return again . One
gave us a splendid interview .
: ' of the reporters suggested that we would
Sir John remarked that an Englishman ·make the next visit at a more reasonable

on a holiday should not discuss politics, hours
and we therefore did not question him on
this subject.

" No apology is necessary , boys," he re
plied .,

I know you have to get your story

He was chiefly interested in seeing a and pictures.
big-league ball game, and although we

“ Thanks for calling!"

LESSON .82 : 1
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THE HOME -COMING CELEBRITY
Importance as Local News
How does one set about obtaining an and you will be apt to find him there.
interview with a celebrity ? " the stu- From the hotel register or the clerk you

dent will ask .

obtain the information that " the visitor

For answer I may cite my experience is in room No.
in interviewing Chief Justice William H . . . You or the reporter call up the room on
Taft, of the United States Supreme Court . the house phone. The visitor or his sec
The telegraph editor of my paper re-

retary answers.

ceived a wire from our Washington cor- · | The reportier says: " This is a reporter
respondent — " Judge Taft leaves tonight for the Post," say. “My paper would ap
for Cincinnati to attend the convention preciate an , interview with Judge Taft ,
of the American Bar Association , which and we would like to get the story for

is being held there."

today ' s edition .

I have our sketch artist

The telegraph editor turned the notice with me.”
over to the city editor, who assigned a
You are invited to come up to the room
reporter and myself to the interview .
immediately . The sketch is drawn during
The former President of the United

the interview .

.

: ..

States is always well worth a big local
“ story , " particularly in Cincinnati, which

' In this particular case, we found Judge
Taft in his shirt sleeves, writing, when we
is his home town.
called . He invited us in , but was very
The reporter and I usually call at the reticent to talk on subjects of national

hotel, or wherever our subject is located

importance. When asked to express his

information which we always obtain
through various sources, or by means of

viëws on certain matters he rose, grasped
the reporter by both shoulders, and replied

our own deductions. A prominent man
naturally will stop at the leading hotel -

with a vast chuckle :
: " .. :
“My dear boy , I can say nothing .

I

PRACTICAL
hardly dare give an opinion on the weather

since I have become Chief Justice."
There is no somber formality about an

ART
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Judge Taft was asked as to the form
dge Taft was asked as to the form
cuJu

customarily used in addressing a chief
justice .
interview . Unless you have specific ques
" Well, son " he replied , with another
tions to ask , you quiz your subject along chuckle , in Washington they call me 'Mr.
whatever lines you may think best.

Chief Justice .' But I like my friends to call

Your questions may even be very per- me Judge Taft' when they call me any
sonal— though , of course, always asked thing . So suppose you just call me
*Judge.'
with a proper degree of reserve.

- POSENBERG
In these sketches of Chief Justice Taft, note the pen handling
of the hair , which is somewhat thin on top.

An interesting

use of crayon has been made in the larger figure in the layout.
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A layout can be made from brief notations made on the back
of a' theater pass - afterwards worked up into presentable form .
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THE CARE OF THE EYES
Working in a Poor Light
CHOULD you be covering an assignment walk I noticed that Leo Carillo , the actor,
such as a show or convention , and was to appear that night in a new play ,
the light in your particular section of the “ The Toreador."
audience be poor, try making you sketches

in note- form , using a soft pencil.

The

heavy black line of the soft pencil can

I called back stage to pay my respects

and to get an item

for my paper.

He

greeted me warmly and asked that I stay

be seen better on the white paper and you over to see the performance and offer sug
will be less likely to run over a previously gestions for its improvement. To that end
drawn line than in the case of the gray line he wrote out a pass, which was the best
sheet of paper I had — and this I used fo .
made by a hard pencil.
Once on a tour of the East I stopped at making my notation sketches.
Atlantic City. Strolling along the board
These sketches were drawn with a BB
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(Venus ) and a greased crayon pencil in
an interesting combination .
I have mentioned how to draw your
sketches when the light is poor, but at the
same time I want to caution you against

dim light, since in time it is bound to
affect your eyesight. Whenever circum
stances compel you to do so, however,
always bathe the eyes in warm water, with
a bit of salt therein , then rest them by

making a practice of doing any work in

keeping them closed for several moments .

LESSON 84

THE ETHICS OF PROMISES
Withholding Publication

ls
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The sketch that Irwin Cobb didn't want published.

TN this lesson , in which the sketch of IrI vin S . Cobb is presented, I wish to

. This sketch was drawn in Chicago, at
the Coliseum , during the 1916 convention .

present the matter of the tact involved By the time names of the principal candi
in a request by a subject to withhold a
sketch from

publication .

dates had been proposed , Cobb had been
lulled to sleep by the eloquence of the
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and it is up to the editor to decide what to

do with it, and also to pass on any request
For good reasons, he asked at the time for withholding it from publication . '
that I not publish that particular head .
As it was, Mr. Cobb 's wish was re
However, when I returned to my office, spected by the city editor, but the value of
the city editor (under whom the artist diplomacy was impressed upon my mind
usually works ) liked that sketch particu - by the editor. I was told that I should
larly, and my promise to Mr. Cobb that I always say , thereafter, that I should be
would not use the drawing seemed des- pleased to comply with any similar re
tined to be broken .
quest, but that the matter would have to
It is not the prerogative of the artist on be taken up with the editor himself. Fol
an assignment to make a promise of with
lowing this inviolable rule you will not
holding any sketch or article from publi- place yourself in a position to have to
cation . That matter is entirely up to the adhere to a promise which you may not
editor. It is your duty to get the sketch , be able to keep.
dozing.
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NATURALNESS OF POSE
Sketching Unseen by the Subject
TTHOUGHT you were taking notes on
Ithe crowd passing by ," remarked James

M . Beck , U . S . Solicitor General.
I had drawn a sketch of him as he
chatted with another famous legal light
during the national convention of the
American Bar Association .

The sketch required but five minutes,
and were it not for the necessity of obtain
ing a brief story to go with it, I would have

gone on to sketch another subject and the
Solicitor General would not have known
he had been sketched until he had seen the

drawing that afternoon in the paper.
It is advisable to sketch unknown to
your subject, and this for several reasons.

One in particular is this — in covering a
political meeting you may sketch a man
to whom your paper does not desire to
give publicity, and perhaps does not want
him to be aware of it. Having sketched
that individual without his knowledge the

drawing can be " killed " without incurring

any ill feeling on his part. .. .
Another reason - almost any subject
will have a more natural pose when not

Cleverly da
Arena Beed
The above sketch was made without
the subject's knowledge, thus assuring
a naturalness of pose,

PRACTICAL
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aware that he is being sketched. Then, intrusion by explaining who you are and
too, you will draw with more confidence
and freedom when you have only yourself
to answer to .
:
Another reason is that one occasionally
encounters a subject who feels too selfconscious to be sketched in public. If he
does not know what is happening, he will

not, of course, be embarrassed.
In covering a convention, locate the im portant subjects by having them pointed
out to you by an official. Then unobtrusively trail along, sketching as you walk
(this is difficult but practicemakes it possible) . Soon your subject will stop to chat

the paper you represent.
Invariably you will be well received and
the fact that you have already made the
drawing without the subject's knowledge
will be a pleasant surprise to him . This
usually proves an excellent entree toward
obtaining a good interview .
Note in this sketch how the spectacles
are handled . The temple-rod is broken
somewhat to avoid showing a hard black
line across the middle of the head. Also
observe that the spectacle part is not
shown completely encircled with a solid
black rim . A suggestion of the other side

with some individual or a group, and then of this rim as sħown suggests the glass.
you can stand off and finish your work .
Only in drawing a caricature need you

After you have made your drawing and show these rimscompletely . The tie and
obtain the subject's full name, and perhaps coat line are drawn in with a greased pen
a brief interview , you may excuse your cil and inked in with a brush .
Phil Campbell

That list of

What's that
of high government
officials ?

Kansas parliamentarian

delegates

Corpressure Thao.

about the honesty

Steering Hie

Spesker right

Burtor , temporary
chairman broadcast
icicles in his'keepco
with Coolidge

keynote speech

guestion

The Ohio
celegation sat

right up in

front

VERMONT
OHIC

NASS
NADA

Adrian Proctor ,
Secretary
Andrew Mellor
Tolled to sleep by
the eloquence of

Reynoter Burton

delegate
in 1860
told 'of nominating
Lincoln - to or
unappreciative
audience

- Paser BERG TronHead
cucland

In sketching orators in action you will gain a knowledge of natural speaking poses.
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- RasenBERG
The Great Commoner , the most commonly

caricatured

man in America .

LESSON 86

THE CHARACTERISTIC POSE
The Use of Caricature
other American statesman , with the
Owing to the din coming in from the
possible exception of Theodore Roose- hotel lobby, in order to catch the remarks
velt, has been so much cartooned as Wil- of his guests he would now and then cup
liam

Jennings Bryan .

his hand to his ear — as suggestively shown

You can readily see that the “ Great
Commoner 's " head is easy to caricature.
He was dining when I drew the large
head , and as I usually stand when sketch ing, I saw more of his smooth bald head

in the sketch .
preferred by the caricaturist and easiest to
draw correctly is his profile . Incidentally ,
of the two head sketches that view pleased

and correspondingly
double chin .

him most.
The noted statesman was greatly pleased

The classic view of Mr. Bryan, that most

less of his ample

234

PRACTICAL

235

ART

when the orchestra played that lively, de

high forehead , Roman nose, heavy eye

lightfulSpanish composition, “La Paloma"

brows, eagle eye, thin lip line, protruding

- " The Dove."

chin , double chin , his hair, which curls

You will have no great difficulty in
drawing a caricature of Bryan 's profile .
Most of his features, which are prominent, you can exaggerate. The bold head,

up at the ends, the large ears, his round
cheeks, and that ever-present bow -tie
each in itself forms a vulnerable point for
the caricaturist's pen .

Manivel

Quiroga
- Violin virtuaso
of spain
Quiroga 's

caricature
of

l' himself

Unable to speaks
english he talks in
the universal language
- Paser

His pose and music
are distinctly spanish
RG

A sketch by the author, accompanied by a self -drawn caricature
by the subject, a noted Spanish violinist.
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